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Editor's Introduction

With this volume of the New Mexico Historical Review we inaugurate a new
Documents Department. In addition to articles, book reviews, and book
notes, we will print historical documents so that readers can experience firsthand the original materials that historians use in our research. We welcome
your comments and suggestions on this new feature.
Our document for this issue speaks to the theme of ethnic identity that
links three otherwise different articles. Nicholas P. Ciotola conducted oral history interviews to explore the experiences of Italians who immigrated to Albuquerque from 1900-1930. Roy Lujan used a more traditional source, the papers of a prominent politician, to narrate the career of United States Senator
Dennis Chavez from 1933-1946. The Chavez Papers are housed at the University ofNew Mexico's Center for Southwest Research. Ann M. Massman, Southwest Studies Librarian and Assistant Professor at the Center, mined another of
its archival collections, the Huning-Fergusson Papers, to reproduce the memoir of Clara Huning Fergusson. Her memoir, which helps introduce the Documents Department, is the retrospectively recorded story of a woman who grew
up in a prominent Albuquerque German immigrant family; she later married
Harvey Butler Fergusson, the state's first Congressional Representative. In a
sense, Clara Huning Fergusson bridges the perspectives of the other two articles through her intimate recollections of an Albuquerque immigrant community and of her personal relationships with many prominent and powerful
New Mexicans.
The three articles present a range of sources and perspectives, varying
from Clara Huning Fergusson's personal and private memories of the EuroAmerican elite, to the collective portrait ofItalian settlement Nicholas Ciotola
gleaned from oral history interviews, to the public political achievements of
Senator Chavez. These essays take readers from the intimate details of daily
life to national arenas of public policy. They also provide a reminder ofthe rich
diversity of New Mexico's heritage. From Italian and German immigrants to
one of the most prominent Hispanic politicians of the twentieth century, we
explore the distinct histories and ethnic identities of Europeans who forged
two strands of our "tricultural" history.
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Our new Documents Department further illustrates the connection of
sources with diverse histories. We reproduce two newspaper stories from the
1907 Albuquerque Morning Journal, which report a robbery at the New York
Saloon. The proprietor, Pete Zito, immigrated to Albuquerque in the early 1900s,
and was part of the Italian immigrant community chronicled in our lead article.
This public print document presents a different window into Italian business
experience than the more personal stories Nicholas Ciotola collected. We thank
Mo Palmer ofthe Albuquerque Museum who provided the biographical sketches
of Pete and Angela Barbieri Zito that establish context for the newspaper documents.
On a more mundane note, we regretfully announce that with this issue,
the price of subscriptions to the Review will increase to $28 a year for individuals, and $48 for institutions. The Review is supported by your subscriptions and
by legislative funding. While we must pass on part of increased publishing
costs to our readers, we also rely on state appropriations to help fund our educational mission and our student staff. If you appreciate the journal, please
recognize the efforts and the talent of the UNM students who produce it; please
express your appreciation and support to your legislators.
One of the unavoidable rhythms of a teaching journal is the periodic
departures of our student staff as they achieve professional success. With this
issue we bid farewell to both Assistant Editor Shirley Linder, who is in the
process of finishing her Master's degree in the history of the American West,
and Assistant Editor Carlos Solomon. Carlos is a doctoral student in Latin American history, with a minor field in the history of the American West. He recently
passed his doctoral examinations and is leaving Albuquerque to research his
dissertation on Pio Pico. Congratulations, Carlos. We will miss you. And we
hope that perhaps you will send us a wonderful document from your research
for a future Documents Department feature.
Elizabeth Jameson
for the NMHR staff
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From Agriculturalists to Entrepreneurs:
Economic Success and Mobility Among
Albuquerque's Italian Immigrants, 19001930
NICHOLAS P. CIOTOLA

In January 1915, seventeen-year-old Aladino Viviani departed his home
town of Fornovolasco, a small agricultural community nestled in the
Appeliine Mountains of Tuscany. Following the route of previous immigrants, Viviani traveled through the mountains to the city of Lucca and
then north to Genoa, a bustling port city situated on the Ligurian Sea. In
Genoa, Viviani boarded the passenger steamship Verona, and began the
trans-Atlantic voyage to the United States of America.'
After arriving in New York on 17 February, Viviani produced papers
declaring him in good health and subsequently passed the immigrant
medical examinations administered at Ellis Island. Although unfamiliar
with the city and incapable of conversing in English, Viviani managed to
locate the New York railroad depot and boarded a train destined for New
Mexico. Following a long train journey, he arrived in Albuquerque and
was reunited with his brother Luigi. 2
Through his brother's connections, Viviani immediately secured a
job at the Santa Fe Railroad shops located on South First Street. For
lodging, he relied on the support of Pietro Vichi, another immigrant from
Fornovolasco who operated a small grocery store in Albuquerque. Eventually, Viviani resigned his position with the railroad in order to seek a
better job. In 1921, he began working as a clerk at the Montezuma Grocery operated by Antonio and Cherubino Domenici, two other immigrants from Italy.3 Nine years later, Viviani operated his own grocery
store at 1523 North Seventh Street, owned a modest home at the same
address, and was the head of a household of four. 4
Nicholas P. Ciotola received a B.A in History from Pennsylvania State University (1994) and an M.A. in History from the University of New Mexico (1997)
where he interned in the Oral History Program. He is currently the coordinator of
Italian American Programs for the Historical Society of Western Pennsylvania.
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The experiences of Aladino Viviani and the hundreds of other Italian immigrants who settled in Albuquerque between 1900 and 1930 is the
central focus of this article. For the sake of time and space, only one
dimension of the Italian immigrant experience in Albuquerque is explored
herein-economic success and mobility. In addressing the notion of
immigrant assimilation and acculturation, historians and sociologists
have long included detailed analyses of economic mobility in their works. 5
Using previous studies as a basis, this article will demonstrate how
Albuquerque's Italians fit into the ideas posited by leading immigration
scholars. Did Italian immigrants who settled in Albuquerque experience
significant mobility? How did the unique conditions of the city of Albuquerque affect the immigrants'economic development? To what extent
did the perserverance of Old World ties support or hinder their ability to
succeed economically? Were Italian immigrants in Albuquerque more
successful economically than their countrymen who settled in larger
American cities? In terms of economic mobility, was Italian immigrant
settlement in the West distinctive from that in the East?
Between 1900 and 1930, Albuquerque witnessed a substantial inmigration of foreign-born Italians. 6 Many of these immigrants learned
about Albuquerque from family and friends already residing in the city
and immigrated through the process of chain migration. Other Italian
immigrants moved to Albuquerque after living elsewhere in the United
States or in another part of New Mexico. Still other Italians stumbled
upon Albuquerque by chance and then decided to stay permanently or
settled in the city because of its reputation as a haven for health seekers. In 1900, Albuquerque was home to ninety-nine foreign-born Italians. 7 Thirty years later, the number of foreign-born Italians living in the
city peaked at 238. 8 Even though immigrants from throughout Italy constituted Albuquerque's foreign-born Italian population during this period, the majority hailed from Lucca, a province situated in the northern
Italian region of Toscana.
Although many elements prompted emigration from Italy, most Italian immigrants to Albuquerque left their homeland for economic reasons. In the late l800s, a large percentage of the Italian people relied on
agriculture for survival. Even though marked progress in industrial development was apparent in certain areas of northern Italy by 1900, the
fruits of an industrial state did not yet affect the lives of lower-class
Italian peasants and many continued to practice primitive agriculture.
Long working hours, obsolete tools, vast distances between home and
field, and little tangible crop reward combined to make farming an extremely difficult undertaking. In some regions of Italy, large landowners
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charged exorbitant rents and paid low wages to farmers willing to work
the soiJ.9 In their quest for personal wealth, these landowners bought
out small family farms forcing the former owners to seek employment as
day laborers on plantations owned by others.
The problems of the Italian agrarian sector increased between 1870
and 1900 when substantial population growth resulted in increases in
the average family size. In many agricultural communities, household
heads became incapable of providing for these larger families. Coupled
with outbreaks of malaria, cholera, pellagra, dysentery, and other diseases, Italy's agricultural disorder prompted many Italians to emigrate
to the United States. 10 The degree of unrest, of course, differed significantly from region to region. In general, the populations of southern
Italy encountered greater agricultural and climatic hardships than those
living in the north. 11 Nevertheless, some provinces of northern Italy,
including Lucca, experienced noticeable agricultural strife, the result of
which was the widespread emigration of its citizenry.
Employed as small farm owners and laborers in Italy, the majority of
Albuquerque's Italian immigrants left their native country to escape
agricultural hardship and seek economic opportunity abroad. Antonio
Domenici, a young immigrant from the province of Lucca, left Italy for
New Mexico when he realized his parents' modest family farm could not
support him and his six siblings. 12 Not wishing to risk the insecurity of
an agricultural existence in his country of birth, Luigi Del Frate also left
Italy in hope of finding economic success in Albuquerque. Upon hearing of the city's economic potential from his brother Giuseppe, Luigi Del
Frate emigrated from Italy in 19 14, arriving in Albuquerque at the age of
twenty-twoY Thelma Bachechi, a long time member of Albuquerque's
Italian American community, explains how economic hardship initiated
the process by which her family left Italy for New Mexico.
They left to try to better themselves. Our family was very poor
and they had all these children. It was hard supporting a family
that large so [the children] all tried to leave Italy. Not all of
them, but a majority came to this country to try to better themselves. I remember them saying that my grandmother used to
yell about Christopher Columbus. She hated him because he
had taken all of her children away from her. You see, he discovered America. 14
Although raised in farming communities, Italian immigrants to Albuquerque, like Italian immigrants to the United States in general, rarely
pursued agricultural endeavors upon arriving in America. The United
States Immigration Office Public Use Sample, for example, indicates
that only six percent of foreign-born Italians living in the United States

6
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Alessandro Matteucci exemplified the economic success achieved by many
Italian immigrants in Albuquerque. This photograph shows Matteucci and his
family in front of his first business endeavor-the Porto Rico Saloon in Old
Town, ca. 1899. Yolanda Matteucci Marianetti collection, courtesy of Paul
and Patti Marianetti.

in 1910 were employed in agricultural pursuits. IS Some Italian immigrants
to the United States, however, did enjoy profound success in agricultural endeavors. In the early 1900s, for example, approximately three
hundred northern Italian immigrants instituted a cooperative farm colony
in St. Helena, North Carolina. 16 In Alabama, significant numbers of Italian immigrants sought work in fields owned by wealthy planters. The
interest in Italian immigrant labor became so great in 1907 that a group of
Alabama planters met with the Italian ambassador hoping to increase
the influx of immigrant Italians into the state. I? Italian farmers also prospered in parts of the western United States. In California, for example,
they found success in truck farming, wine making, dairying, and other
agricultural enterprises. 18
Several Italians who settled in the Albuquerque area also made a
living from the trade of their ancestors. For the most part, Italian-born
agriculturists lived outside of the city limits rather than in the downtown district. In 1900, for instance, several Italian immigrants farmed
small plots of land in Los Duranes and Los Griegos, two predominately
Hispanic communities located on the outskirts of Albuquerque. 19 In the
1920s, farming continued to be a popular occupation for Italian immi-
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grants living in Los Duranes. In that decade, Felix Speronelli operated a
small truck farm in the community. George Domenici, a second-generation Italian American born and raised in Albuquerque, recalls Speronelli's
making periodic visits to the city in order to sell his produce.
He was an Italian who had a truck farm [and] he had a horse and
wagon. I can remember when he came, he'd stop in front of the
house and he had a big cast iron weight. It must have been ten
or twelve pounds. He'd put it on the ground right in front of the
horses and snap the rope to the bridle and the horses would just
sit there all the time he was [selling]. He didn't stop at every
house. He'd stop [in between several homes] and two or three
women would come from the neighboring houses and then he'd
move down a half block or so and then he'd do the same thing. 20
Albuquerque's South Valley was also a popular locale for Italianborn farmers. In 1930, for example, Giuseppe Gherardi, an Italian immigrant who originally left Italy to work as a miner, migrated from Dawson,
New Mexico to Albuquerque's South Valley to operate a truck farm.
During the 1930s, Giuseppe and his son James delivered produce to
private homes and retail grocery stores throughout the city.21 Two additional South Valley farming families, the Lucchettis and the Gherardos,
trace their history back to Italian immigrants who came to the area at the
turn of the 20th century.22
One Italian immigrant actively sought to bring Italian farm workers
to the Albuquerque area. Realizing the agricultural prospects of the Rio
Grande Valley, Vittorio Nacamuli, an immigrant from Padua and the local
Italian consul, planned to establish a colony of Italian farmers south of
Albuquerque. In a 1907 article in the Albuquerque Morning Journal,
Nacamuli discussed his plans to bring Italians from the vicinity of Padua
and set them to work farming the Rio Grande Valley. "The consul is
confident," the article read, "that with a little boosting a large number of
these immigrants can [be] brought to New Mexico and the Rio Grande
Valley, particularly since Count Corte, the Italian consul general who
was here Thursday, is so very favorably impressed with the climate and
soil conditions of the valley."23 Nacamuli's audacious plans, however,
remained unfulfilled at the time of his departure for Colorado in 1912.
Despite the occasional farmer, the majority of Italian immigrants to
Albuquerque abandoned agriculture for other economic pursuits. As a
veritable western boom town, turn-of-the-century Albuquerque provided
numerous job opportunities outside the realm offarming, particularly in
proprietary, managerial, and other white-collar positions. 24 Realizing the
opportunity for economic success and possible advancement in these
areas, most Italian immigrants abandoned the trade of their European
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Table 1
Occupations of Foreign-born Italian Males in Albuquerque,
by Job Classification: 1900-1930

1900
1910
1920
1930

Total

White

% of Total

Skilled

% of Total

Unskilled

% of Total

54
110
137
76

Collar
27
49
59
49

50%
45%
43%
64%

19
35
48
17

35%
32%
35%
23%

8
26
30
10

15%
23%
22%
13%

Source: Twelfth Census ofPopulation, 1900, Bernalillo County, NM, precincts 12, 13, and 26; Thirteenth
Census of Population, 1910, Bernalillo County, NM, precincts 12, 13, and 26; Fourteenth Census of
Population, 1920, Bernalillo County, NM, precincts 12, 13, and 26; and Albuquerque City Directory,
1930 (El Paso, TX: Hudspeth Directory Co., 1930). 109-484.

ancestors after arriving in the city. Some Italians even made the decision
to emigrate due to rumors of non-agricultural economic opportunities in
Albuquerque. In 1888, for example, Angelina Giomi heard of the many
possibilities for economic success from her sister Isola Bambini who
had already settled in the city. Hoping to join her sister and take advantage of the economic potential of the area, Angelina convinced her husband Girolamo to leave Italy and go to New Mexico. 25
Indeed, early Albuquerque provided an environment that fostered
the economic success of immigrants living there. Italian immigrants were
perhaps the most successful of all immigrant groups in Albuquerque. In
fact, many foreign-born Italians secured white-collar positions or otherwise improved their economic status soon after arrival in the city. 26 Table
1 lists the number of Italian immigrants employed in three job categories-white-collar, skilled, and unskilledY As evidenced by these statistics, Italian immigrants in Albuquerque were most commonly employed
in white-collar jobs, an indicator of their collective economic success. 28
During this period, the most popular job for Italian immigrants in
Albuquerque was small business owner. In fact, in 1900, 1910, 1920, and
1930, more Italians were employed as small business owners than in any
other profession. In 1900, for example, nineteen Italian immigrants, or
thirty-five percent of the total immigrant males listing jobs, were the
proprietors of either merchant businesses, saloons, wholesale liquor
dealerships, or restaurants. 29 In 1910, this was true for twenty percent of
all Italian immigrants working in Albuquerque. 3o By 1920, the most popular occupations for Italian immigrants had become that of grocer or merchant. In that year, twenty Italians owned neighborhood grocery stores
or other merchant businesses, either alone or in partnership with another Italian immigrant. 31 Ten years later, seventeen Italian immigrants
were proprietors of these types of businesses. 32 As might be expected,
the financial stability of these Italian-owned businesses differed mark-
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Table 2
Occupational Mobility of Foreign-born Italian Males
in Albuquerque: 1900-1910·

Job Class, 1910
Job Class. 1900
White Collar
Skilled
Unskilled

White Collar
20 (90%)
5 (63%)
1(25%)

Skillled

o (0"10)

2 (25%)
1(25%)

Unskilled
1(10%)
1(12%)
2(50%)

·Based on a sample of 33 foreign-born Italian immigrant males who could be traced in Albuquerque from
1900-1910.
Source: Twelfth Census of Population, 1900, Bernalillo County, NM, precincts 12, 13, and 26; and
Worley's Directory ofAlbuquerque, NM, 1910-19 JJ (Dallas, TX: John F. Worley Directory Co., 1910),
75-304.

edly from one firm to the next. Some immigrants amassed fortunes from
their stores, using their incomes to build grandiose homes and purchase
plots of land around the city. Others earned just enough to survive.
Nevertheless, the fact that the majority of Albuquerque's Italian immigrants were able to escape from, or altogether avoid, pick-and-shovel
work and eventually own and operate businesses of their choosing is an
important sign of the group's economic success.
.
Tables 2, 3, and 4 indicate that Italian immigrants in Albuquerque
also experienced upward occupational mobility.33 In other words, they
often moved from lower status to higher status job-positions. For example, 50 percent of the Italian immigrants holding unskilled jobs in 1900
had obtained either white colIar or ski lIed positions by 1910. Furthermore, as evidenced by Table 3, 62 percent of Albuquerque's unskilled
Italian workers improved to white-collar or skilled jobs between 1910
and 1920. 34 Italian immigrants holding unskilled jobs enjoyed the greatest upward mobility between 1920 and 1930. As revealed by Table 4, 83
percent of Italian immigrants employed as unskilled workers in 1920 had
secured white collar or skilled positions by 1930.
Many Italian immigrants in skilled professions also improved their
economic status after living in Albuquerque for several years. Table 2
demonstrates that sixty-three percent of Italian immigrants holding skilled
positions in 1900 had secured white collar jobs by 1910. Between 1910
and 1920, 50 percent of the Italian immigrants holding skilled jobs improved to white collar positions while thirty-five percent did so between
1920 and 1930.
Tables 2, 3, and 4 also show that Italian immigrants in white collar
occupations rarely fell to lo~er status jobs later in life. For example, 90
percent of Italian immigrants with white collar jobs in 1900 continued to
hold jobs in that category in 1910. The persistence rate for white collar
workers was also high during the period from 1910 to 1920. Furthermore,
as shown in Table 4, 88 percent of immigrants who held white-collar jobs

10
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Table 3
Occupational Mobility of Foreign-born Italian Males
in Albuquerque: 1910-1920·

Job Class, 1920
Job Class, 1910
While Collar
Skilled
Unskilled

While Collar
30 (91%)
8 (50%)
5 (31%)

Skillled
3 (9%)
6 (38%)
5 (31%)

Unskilled
0(0%)
2 (12%)
6 (38%)

·Based on a sample of 65 foreign-born Italian immigrant males who could be traced in Albuquerque from
1910-1920.

Source: Thineenth Census of Population, 1910, Bernalillo County, NM, precincts 12, 13, and 26; and
Albuquerque City Directory, 1920 eEl Paso, TX: Hudspeth Directory Co., 1920). 184-543.

in 1920 continued to do so in 1930. Like white-collar workers, immigrants
holding skilled jobs rarely dropped to lower status jobs later in life.
Overall, Italian immigrants in Albuquerque experienced a high rate of
upward occupational mobility and a low rate of downward mobility, another indicator of their economic success in the city.
When compared to other immigrants, Italians may have been the
most upwardly mobile foreign-born group in Albuquerque. Although
data was not collected for ethnic groups other than Italians for this
article, Judith DeMark's study of Albuquerque's immigrants yielded some
interesting comparative data. Between 1900 and 1910, DeMark writes, "a
larger percentage of Italians than Germans, English or Irish improved
their job status."35 In a later work, DeMark draws comparative conclusions between foreign-born groups in Albuquerque, including Italians,
and immigrants living in other areas of the United States. Albuquerque's
foreign-born, she states, may have done comparatively better than their
eastern contemporaries and thus, "American immigration history may
need to be redefined. "36
The economic experiences of Italian immigrants in Albuquerque varied greatly from one individual to the next. As might be expected, some
Italian immigrants did not enjoy the economic success and upward mobility common among others. John Ross, for example, an Italian immigrant who secured his first job as a day laborer, never managed to move
up to a skilled or white collar position while living in Albuquerque. 37
Nicola Tagliaferro, like Ross, also failed to advance from laborer to a
higher status job. Although promoted to foreman, Tagliaferro continued
to be employed as a day laborer while living in Albuquerque between
1900 and 1920. 38 Some foreign-born Italians even experienced downward
economic mobility. Angelo Parenti, an immigrant who operated a merchant business on North Broadway in 1900, was employed as a night
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Table 4
Occupational Mobility of Foreign-born Italian Males
in Albuquerque: 1920-1930·

Job Class, 1930
Job Oass, 1920
White Collar
Skilled
Unskilled

White Collar
23 (88%)
6(35%)
4133%)

Skilled
2 (8%)
II (65%)
6 (50%)

Unskilled
1(4%)
0(0%)
2 (1'7%)

·Based on a sample of 55 foreign-born Italian immigrant males who could be traced in Albuquerque from
1920-1930.
Source: Fourteenth Census of Population, 1920, Bernalillo County, NM, precincts 12, 13. and 26; and
Albuquerque City Directory, 1930 (E1 Paso, TX: Hudspeth Directory Co., 1930), 109-484.

watchman ten years later and as an unskilled railroad laborer in 1920. 39
Furthermore, many of the Italian immigrants who returned to Italy or left
the city for undisclosed locations may have done so because of economic disappointment in Albuquerque.
Although some suffered economically, a substantial number of
Albuquerque's Italian immigrants experienced upward occupational mobility. The life stories a1!d economic achievements of many individual
Italian immigrants in the city can be gleaned from the biographies offive
representative figures-Oreste Bachechi, Ettore Franchini, Aladino
Viviani, and Pompilio and Alessandro Matteucci. 40
Many of the Italian immigrants arriving around the turn of the twentieth century capitalized on the influx of settlers and the physical expansion of the city to open service-related businesses such as saloons,
hotels, and general stores. The 1892 City Directory, for example, reveals
that Italians living in Albuquerque were most commonly employed as
small business owners. In that year, for instance, Giuseppe Badaraco
operated a grocery, wine, and liquor shop at 223 North Third Street and
Charles Melini had a merchant tailor shop at 117 West Railroad Avenue. 41 As a result of their enterprising actions, these and other early
arrivals actually began their economic careers in Albuquerque as business owners.
Oreste Bachechi was one of the most economically successful Italian immigrants in Albuquerque. Like many of the early arrivals, Bachechi
began his economic career as a small business owner when he opened a
tent saloon in the city shortly after his arrival. 42 By 190 I, Bachechi had
instituted a partnership with Girolamo Giomi, another Italian immigrant,
to form Bachechi & Giomi, a wholesale liquor enterprise. 43 Bachechi's
initial undertakings were so successful that he was soon able to move
his family to a new home on the 400 block of North Second Street. 44
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In 1907, Bachechi and Giomi expanded their partnership into the
Consolidated Liquor Company, a corporation managed by Bachechi,
Giomi, Charles Melini, and J.D. Eakin. 45 In 1917, Bachechi established
the Bachechi Mercantile Company, naming himself president, Siro Chiordi
the vice president, and P. Pucchetti the secretary/treasurer. 46 The
Bachechi Mercantile Company billed itself as an agent for Schlitz Beer,
Manitou mineral water, Kentucky whiskeys, and olive oil imported from
Lucca, Italy-Bachechi's home province. In order to accommodate the
travel needs of his fellow Italians, Bachechi's company also served as a
ticket and information agent for Europe-bound steamship lines. In 1920,
Bachechi turned this profitable business over to his son Arthur. 47
Although he made his living from liquor, the advent of Prohibition in 1920 did not hinder Bachechi 's economic success. With the passage of the Eighteenth Amendment, Bachechi became the proprietor of
the Pastime Theater, while his son converted Bachechi Mercantile to
conform to national prohibition. 48 In 1922, Oreste Bachechi became president of the Anchor Milling Company, his latest economic endeavor, and
continued to serve as proprietor of the Pastime Theater. 49 While building a prosperous career from his liquor, mercantile, and theater dealings,
Bachechi made numerous additional investments which served to increase his personal wealth and reputation among fellow immigrants and
residents of the Albuquerque community at large.
Other Italian immigrants did not begin their careers as whitecollar workers but worked their way up to such positions from skilled or
unskilled jobs. Ettore Franchini, for example, first worked in Albuquerque as a driver, porter, and janitor in a saloon owned by Oreste Bachechi
and Girolamo Giomi. 50 In 1902, Franchini left this job to work as an engine wiper in the Santa Fe Railroad shops located on South First Street. 51
After working his way up to machinist in the shops, Franchini abandoned his railroad career in order to pursue other economic endeavors.
With the help of Oreste Bachechi, Franchini obtained his first whitecollar position as a partner with A.O. Bachechi & Company. 52 Over the
next eleven years, he was affiliated with A.O. Bachechi & Company,
Bachechi Mercantile Company, and the Anchor Milling Company, serving as vice president in two of these enterprises. Together with his brother
Ovidio, Ettore eventually opened Franchini Brothers, a wholesale and
retail grocery and general merchandise store. This establishment specialized in imported groceries, Italian specialty items, olive oil, and steamship tickets to Europe. 53
Aladino Viviani also made the transition from unskilled railroad
laborer to small business owner. Between 1917, the year of his arrival in
the city, and 1920, Viviani progressed from an unskilled railroad laborer
to a machinist at the Santa Fe Railroad shops. Although a capable ma-
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chinist, Viviani made the decision to leave his railroad position following a near-fatal accident in the shops. Aladino Viviani's son Henry recounts the interesting incident that prompted his father to leave his job
with the Atchison, Topeka, and Santa Fe Railroad.
[One day] he fell off the steam engine, off the hood of the steam
engine, onto the concrete floor [and lost] all of his hair on one
side of his head. They didn't think he was going to live because
he had so much blood in his scalp. But he was living with the
[Pietro Vichi family] and they had a little Mexican woman who
[told] Mrs. Vichi that she could cure him. She said, "If you don't
do something, he is going to die because he has all this blood in
his head." This little lady made some black coffee, steaming
black coffee, and put some herbs in it and made a canopy over
[his] head and made him breath it. He did this every two or three
hours and then, all of a sudden, my dad's nose started to bleed
and all that blood came out. If it hadn't been for that little lady,
he would be dead. She was a curandera. 54
This life-threatening experience behind him, Viviani next secured
successive positions at the Montezuma Grocery, Central Milling Company, Liberty Coal Company, and Union Bakery.55 In 1928, he opened his
own grocery store at 301 North Broadway, later moving the successful
business to 1523 North Seventh Street. 56 Viviani's grocery and meat
market soon acquired a city-wide reputation for homemade Italian sausage and therefore earned the steady patronage of many residents of
the local Italian American communityY
Some Italian immigrants holding skilled job positions turned their
expertise in a particular field into profitable businesses. Pompilio
Matteucci, for example, built on his shoe-making skills. After emigrating
to Albuquerque in 1905, Matteucci opened a small shoe repair shop at
105 North First Street to serve the needs of the growing Albuquerque
community. 58 Having mastered the shoe-making trade while serving in
the Italian army, the young immigrant soon acquired a city-wide reputation as a capable craftsman. Although only a shoe-maker by trade,
Matteucci eventually decided to turn his shoe repair shop into a retail
shoe store. Matteucci named this modest business the Paris Shoe Store
in honor of the city that most caught his attention during the long trip to
the United States. 59 With the help of his children and grandchildren,
Matteucci expanded the Paris into one of the largest retail shoe stores in
the Southwest.
Like Pompilio Matteucci, many foreign-born Italians used their skills
to become proprietors of specialty businesses. In 1920, for example,
Albuquerque was home to ten Italian immigrant tailors, eight of whom
were also the proprietors of their own tailoring businesses. 60 Other ltal-
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The Porto Rico saloon as it appeared following renovations to the building's
facade, ca. 1904. Yolanda Matteucci Marianetti collection, courtesy of Paul
and Patti Marianetti.
ian immigrants turned their stonemasonry and architectural skills into
lucrative contracting businesses. 61 Julio and Amerigo Menicucci, meanwhile, capitalized on their experience in automobile service and repair.
After emigrating to the Midwest to work in the mining industry, the
Menicucci brothers relocated to Albuquerque in 1922 and opened the
Safety First Tire Company in partnership with Astutillio Giannini, another immigrant from Italy.62 Several years later, Julio and Amerigo left
this endeavor to open the Super Service Station and Tire Company at
401 North Fourth Street. 63 Unlike other areas of the United States where
skilled workers commonly worked in large factories, shops, or firms owned
by others, the Italians of Albuquerque were often able to turn their skills
into private business endeavors. In Albuquerque, then, skilled work provided yet another direct avenue to small business ownership.
Interestingly, one prosperous Italian immigrant discovered that economic achievement did not necessarily guarantee success in Albuquerque politics. Alessandro Matteucci, the first of four Matteucci brothers
to immigrate to Albuquerque, came to the city in 1899 to work as a clerk
at the Porto Rico, a saloon and grocery store owned by his uncle. 64 Soon
afterward, Matteucci assumed control of the Porto Rico from its former
owner. In 1905, Matteucci teamed up with Pio Lommori, another immigrant from Italy, to open Lommori and Matteucci's grocery on the corner
of Seventh Street and Tijeras Avenue. 65 When Lommori left the business two years later, Matteucci made his brother Amadeo a partner and
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Lommori & Matteucci Meat Market and Grocery located on the corner of
Seventh Street and Tijeras Avenue, ca. 1906. Yolanda Matteucci Marianetti
collection, courtesy of Paul and Patti Marianetti.

renamed the store the Champion Grocery and Meat Market. 66 Although
Amadeo eventually abandoned the brothers' business to open his own
grocery store, Alessandro continued to operate the Champion Grocery
until 1938. 67
Hoping to use business success to his advantage, Alessandro
Matteucci ran as the Republican candidate for Bernalillo County Sheriff
in 1920. In the year of national Prohibition, however, Matteucci's involvement in the saloon business worked against his political aspirations. In an Albuquerque Morning Journal political advertisement, Tony
Ortiz, the Democratic nominee for County Sheriff, attacked Matteucci
for his saloon and gambling ties. The advertisement emphasized the fact
that Ortiz, unlike Matteucci, "never ran a joint, never frequents them,
[and] is under no obligations to the gambling fraternity in Old Town."68
Ortiz's supporters continued to target Matteucci's saloon and gambling
ties in the weeks prior to the election.
In retaliation for the negative campaigning of his opponent,
Matteucci emphasized both his economic achievements and reputation
as a fair, respectable businessman. In his own political advertisement,
Matteucci challenged the many "untruths" circulated about him in the
local papers and touted his economic success. "Everybody knows," the
advertisement read, "I have always been a friend of the working man,
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and any businessman in this city will tell you my reputation for business
integrity.... I have been connected with the Champion Grocery since
1900 and those who have traded with me know my reputation. "69 Despite
his appeal to the Albuquerque business community and the political
support of many Italian immigrants, Matteucci lost the election to Ortiz,
winning only 3,259 votes to Ortiz's 5,997. 70
The experiences of these five personalities illustrate the various
paths that led Italian immigrants to economic success in Albuquerque.
Some, like Oreste Bachechi and Alessandro Matteucci, secured whitecollar jobs immediately upon arrival in Albuquerque and used these positions as stepladders for further advancement. Others, including Ettore
Franchini and Aladino Viviani, worked their way up from unskilled jobs
into white collar positions as small business owners. Still other immigrants, most notably Pompilio Matteucci, were able to turn their skills or
trades into profitable business enterprises.
Although most did not hold a job outside the home, several Italian
immigrant women also took advantage of the many economic opportunities available in Albuquerque. Oreste Bachechi 's wife Maria, for instance,
served as the proprietor of several Albuquerque hotels before opening
a dry goods business with Armida Bonaguidi in 1917. 71 Although her
exact role in the undertaking is unknown, Mrs. Bachechi may have also
encouraged her husband to construct the Kimo Theater on the corner of
Central Avenue and Fifth Street. 72 Like Maria Bachechi, Ettore Franchini's
sister Fanny also enjoyed success in business. After working as a domestic servant at the Savoy Hotel on South First Street and as a manager
at the Elms Hotel, Fanny Franchini went into the grocery business with
her sister Lena and Siro Chiordi, another immigrant from Italy.73 Between
1921 and 1925, Fanny Franchini served as a partner in the Santa Fe Grocery at 90 I South Second Street. 74 Other Italian immigrant women became proprietors of boarding houses. In 1910, for example, six Italian
immigrant women managed boarding houses in Albuquerque. 75
What then accounted for the economic success commonplace among
Albuquerque's Italian immigrants? According to Andrew Rolle, the
unique western environment greatly contributed to the material success
of Italian immigrants who settled in certain areas of the West. In The
Immigrant Upraised, Rolle argues that Italians in the western United
States generally escaped "ethnic crowding, slums, ghettoes, and a large
measure of prejudice," all of which acted as barriers to economic achievement. 76 Despite some measure of initial suffering, Italian immigrants, according to Rolle, "found freedom in America's West rather than rigidity,
openness rather than closed privilege," and demonstrated an ability to
use the western environment to their advantage. Whether they advanced
from railroad workers to small business owners, farm laborers to enter-
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Alessandro Matteucci and family in front of the Matteucci home in Albuquerque,
ca. 1910. Yolanda Mattuecci Marianetti collection, courtesy of Paul and Patti
Marianetti.

prising agriculturists, or street peddlers to white collar employees, Italian immigrants in the West managed to avoid many of the restrictive
features of other American cities-mainly ethnic prejudice and discrimination-and therefore enjoyed significant economic success.
In The Varieties of Ethnic Experience, Micaela di Leonardo, like
Rolle, makes a strong case for the distinct nature of Italian immigrant
settlement in the West. The Italians of California, di Leonardo argues,
differed in a number of ways from their countrymen residing in other
parts of the United States. For example, they tended to arrive earlier and
hailed from northern Italian provinces rather than the Mezzogiorno. Most
importantly, perhaps, di Leonardo argues that Italians in California occupied a higher position in the state's racial hierarchy than either Mexicans or Asians. In distinguishing themselves as part of the white working
class, California's Italian-born managed to avoid the economic oppression often leveled against these minority groups. When coupled with
the unique economic conditions of the state and the presence of strong
kinship support networks, this absence of discrimination allowed
California's Italians to enjoy a degree of upward social mobility uncharacteri stic of many of their eastern contemporaries. 77
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Alessandro Matteucci, his wife Maria, and children, Pete and Yolanda, posing
for a photograph in front of the Champion Grocery and Meat Market, ca.
1920. Yolanda Matteucci Marianetti collection, courtesy of Paul and Patti
Marianetti.

One possible explanation for the lack of anti-Italian discrimination
in Albuquerque lies in settlement demographics. In April of 1880, the
Atchison, Topeka, and Santa Fe Railroad arrived in the city, then a small
community populated mainly by Hispanics, Native Americans, and several pioneering Anglo American and European immigrant families. The
railroad's arrival resulted in the immediate division of Albuquerque into
"Old Town," the city's original plaza dating back to the Spanish Colonial
Period, and "New Town," the area that sprouted up along the railroad
tracks. Shortly thereafter, New Albuquerque experienced an immediate
and unprecedented building boom, and, consequently, a steady increase
in population. Between 1880 and 1930, Albuquerque's population increased from 2,315 to 20,750 as Anglo Americans and foreign-born immigrants such as the Irish, Germans, Jews, and Italians made the city their
home. Since the settlement of Anglo Americans-"Old Immigrants" such
as Germans and Irish, and "New Immigrants," namely Italians, occurred
simultaneously rather than in successive stages-there existed little animosity between early and later arrivals as was commonplace in other
American cities. 78
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It would be inaccurate, however, to assume that Albuquerque was
free from all ethnic and racial prejudice. The arrival of Anglo American
and European immigrant groups to Albuquerque coincided with the onset of anti-Hispanic and anti-Native American sentiment directed by the
new establishment at those peoples who had inhabited the land for countless generations. Italians, as white ethnics, managed to avoid this prejudice. In other words, prejudice and discrimination did exist in
Albuquerque. However, it was not systematically targeted against the
Italians because the city's so called "colored" ethnic groups, Hispanics
and Native Americans, bore the brunt. 79
Albuquerque's status as a bustling western community also contributed to the economic success of Italian immigrants living there. Rapid
population growth in Albuquerque between 1880 and 1930 and the city's
status as a major railroad stop resulted in a demand for saloons, groceries, merchant shops, hotels, rooming houses, and other service-related
businesses. 8o In order to meet the needs of Albuquerque's growing population, many Italian immigrants opened these types of businesses soon
after arriving in the city. Other Italian immigrants with skills such as
shoe-making, tailoring, and automobile service and repair capitalized on
an increased demand for their services also created by the physical expansion of the city. Unlike certain other American cities where arriving
Italians encountered an established business sector difficult to penetrate, the Italians of Albuquerque came to the city when it was ripe for
business development. Although most did not achieve the financial success of Oreste Bachechi or Pompilio Matteucci, the typical Italian immigrant earned enough to purchase property and a home, provide for the
needs of his family, and live a comfortable life in the city.81
Since many foreign-born Italians earned their livelihoods from small
businesses, the steady patronage of Albuquerque's citizenry played
another important role in the immigrants' collective economic success.
Although their businesses catered to Anglo Americans, Native Americans, and representatives of Albuquerque's other immigrant groups, the
most popular customers of many Italian-owned groceries, saloons, and
merchant enterprises were Hispanic New Mexicans. Luigi Del Frate, for
example, catered mainly to Spanish speakers because his two businesses,
the Pershing Cafe on South First Street and the Palms Beer Garden in Old
Town, were situated in neighborhoods heavily populated by Hispanics. 82 As a result of daily interaction with his clientele, Del Frate, like
most Italian-born store owners, developed an excellent knowledge of
conversational Spanish. Native New Mexican customers were so prevalent in Modesto Daile Piagge's Mint Bar that he employed a Hispanic
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chef to prepare traditional meals for bar patrons. 83 Mattia Vaio's wholesale grocery, meanwhile, traded primarily with Hispanic farmers and ranchers residing outside of the Albuquerque city limits. According to Mattia
Vaio's son George:
These folks used to come in from Estancia and areas east of the
Sandia Mountains. They'd come down in horse and wagons and
a lot of them grew beans and brought beans in to sell-Pinto
beans. Some brought in cedar posts to sell. When I was a kid,
they used to park their horse and wagons behind the store and
spend the evening. Then they would buy their supplies and go
back. It was mostly mountain trade [and the business language]
was Spanish. 84
Although the particular social and economic conditions of Albuquerque played an important role in the Italians' economic success, Old
World ties, in the form of ethnic community relationships, also helped
facilitate the process by which the immigrants underwent economic advancement in the city. The beginning of Albuquerque's closely knit Italian immigrant community can be traced to the founding of the
Associazione Italiana di Mutua Protezione Cristoforo Colombo, also
known as the Colombo Society, on 24 April 1892. The organization's
sixty-two charter members originally designed the Colombo Society to
provide mutual assistance and protection for the Italian-born residents
of Albuquerque. According to the conditions of membership, each member was required to pay an annual fee toward a sickness and accident
fund. 85 Membership dues also provided assistance for immigrants in need
of funeral expenses for a loved one and financed a modest plan to aid
sick and unemployed immigrants. 86 Shortly after its formation, society
members sponsored the construction of the Colombo Hall at 416 North
Second Street to serve as the headquarters for the new societyY
The Colombo Society provided a solid foundation for the growth
and development of a tightly-knit ethnic community-a community held
together by the shared immigration experience and commonalties in language, religion, and culture. Inside the Colombo Hall's modest quarters,
members of the Society sponsored dinners, dances, theatrical performances, concerts, and other community functions. These regular events
attracted entire immigrant families, including children. 88 On some occasions, Italian immigrants even held their wedding receptions at this Italian community center. 89 In the evenings, Italian men visited the Colombo
Hall to play Italian games such as bocce and briscola and socialize with
their fellow countrymen. 90
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Strong interpersonal relations between members of this particularly
tightly-knit ethnic community contributed to the economic success of
individual Italian immigrants. In many instances, casual social relationships were transformed into economically prosperous business partnerships. In 190 I, five Italian business partnerships, Bachechi & Giomi,
Toti & Gradi, Morelli Brothers, Tartaglia & Ciddo, and Tomei & Brothers,
served the residents of the Albuquerque community at large. 91 In 1910,
the city was home to eighteen business partnerships between Italian
immigrants. 92 Ten years later, the number of businesses operated by Italian-born partners increased to twenty-one. 93 By 1930, there were only
fourteen Italian partnerships in Albuquerque, largely because many
former partners had by then begun to initiate business endeavors of
their own. 94
Sometimes, Italian business partnerships consisted of two or more
blood relatives. In 1910, for instance, Edward and Joseph Vaio were coproprietors ofVaio Brothers general merchandise store at 307 North First
Street. 95 Prior to opening his own wholesale grocery store, Edward and a
third brother, Mattia, served as additional partners in the family business. 96 In most cases, however, future partners met one another in Albuquerque, established a good relationship through Italian community
gatherings and functions, and later decided to pool their resources and
start a business. As mentioned earlier, Oreste Bachechi and Ettore
Franchini entered into a number of business partnerships with additional immigrants from Italy. Similarly, in 1920, Luigi Del Frate teamed up
with Pasqualino Sei to open the Pershing Cafe at 109 South First Street. 97
For many immigrants, the partnership was the only means by which they
could raise the necessary capital to invest in a business of their own.
Once an individual Italian immigrant achieved economic success, he
often provided assistance to his countrymen still struggling to get ahead.
In fact, many recently-arrived immigrants relied on the support of established Italian families to obtain a first job. Luigi Giacomelli, for instance,
worked as a servant for Oreste Bachechi upon arriving in Albuquerque
in 1899. 98 Like Giacomelli, Ettore Franchini and Antonio Bandoni found
their first jobs in one of Oreste Bachechi's businesses. 99 Antonio
Domenici and Cherubino Domenici, the proprietors of the Montezuma
Grocery Store, also supplied jobs for recently-arrived immigrants from
Italy. The Domenici's business, for example, employed four Italians in
1910, two as clerks and two as bartenders. loo In that year, a total of
twenty-four foreign-born Italians were employed as white collar or skilled
workers in businesses owned by other Italian immigrants. IOI Many of the
immigrants who got their start in the employ of another Italian eventually succeeded in opening their own small business as well.
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Occasionally, Italian immigrants wishing to start a business sought
financial support from established families. Giuseppe Gherardi, for example, relied on credit extended to him from several Italian-operated
stores in Albuquerque to start his South Valley farming operation in
1930. 102 At one point in his business career, Ettore Franchini went to
Joseph Massaglia, an Italian immigrant from Piedmont, and secured a
generous loan to help with necessary expenses. 103 After leaving his railroad career, Aladino Viviani borrowed a substantial sum of money from
Mattia Vaio in order to start his own grocery store. 104 Julio and Amerigo
Menicucci, Luigi Giannini, and Oreste Ganzerla also relied on loans from
economically successful families in order to initiate their own business
enterprises. lOS In Albuquerque, close interpersonal relationships among
foreign-born Italians helped facilitate the process by which Old World
ties were transformed into economic success.
Whether they began their careers at the white collar level, worked
their way up to such positions from unskilled jobs, or turned their skills
and trades into profitable business enterprises, Italian immigrants in
Albuquerque achieved substantial economic success shortly after their
arrival in the city, a sign that they adjusted easily to life in the Southwest. Unlike other areas of the United States where foreign-born Italians
were most commonly employed in unskilled positions, the Italians of
Albuquerque succeeded in obtaining white-collar positions such as small
business ownership soon after emigration or, at the very least, during
the course of their lifetimes. The vast majority of Italian immigrants in
Albuquerque were employed in white collar positions between 1900 and
1930 and the fewest injobs requiring no special skills. Furthermore, Italian immigrants living in the city experienced a high rate of upward occupational mobility and a low rate of downward mobility, another indicator
of their collective economic success. Overall, the unique social and economic conditions of the city, coupled with the ability of individual immigrants to use Old World relationships to their advantage, allowed
Albuquerque's foreign-born Italians to make a successful transition from
agriculturalists to entrepreneurs.
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"Recollections of the Daughter of Pioneers":
The Memoirs of Clara Huning Fergusson
EDITED BY ANN M. MASSMANN

Thinking it might interest my grandchildren to know something about
New Mexico in the early days, 1 am
writing what 1 can remember and find
out and making as accurate a record
as 1 can . ... 1
~Clara

Fergusson

The Life and Times of Clara Huning Fergusson
Clara Mary Huning Fergusson (1865-1950) knew a great deal about
New Mexico in the "early days," as her memoirs, reproduced here, will
attest. She also knew many of the people who led the phenomenal
changes that ocurred during her lifetime in her hometown of Albuquerque. Fergusson saw Albuquerque transform from a slow-paced, primarily agricultural, Hispano town to a mixed Hispano and
Euro-American-influenced city with a cash economy and an ever-expanding number of commercial and civil enterprises. The changes occurred with increasing rapidity after 1880, when the railroad reached
Albuquerque and Anglo "New Albuquerque" was established along the
tracks to the east of the original Hispano settlement, which suddenly
became the "Old Town."
Ann M. Massmann is a Southwest Studies Librarian and an Assistant Professor at
the University of New Mexico's Center for Southwest Research. Her research interests
include immigrant groups in the Southwest and patterns of cross-cultural identity and
accommodation.
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Three generations of Albuquerque's Huning-Fergusson family were
at the center of many of these changes. Clara Fergusson was the daughter of prominent Albuquerque businessman and civic leader Franz
Huning (1826-1905) and his wife Ernestine Franke (1837- 1923), both
originally from Germany.2 Franz and Ernestine Huning raised four children in their first home in Albuquerque's Old Town. Clara was the oldest, followed by her brother Arno (1869-1936), and two sisters, Lina
(1872-1894) and Elly (1874-1880), both of whom died young. As a
young woman, Clara Huning married southern-born lawyer Harvey Butler Fergusson (1848-1915), later New Mexico's first congressman after statehood. 3 Clara and "H. B." had four children, all of whom became
well-known authors: Erna Fergusson (1888-1964), Harvey Fergusson
(1890-1971), Lina Fergusson-Browne (1896-1974), and Francis
Fergusson (1904-1986).4
While the lives of these higher-profile members of her family have
been studied and documented, Clara Fergusson's own experience, like
that of many women of her place and era, has remained largely unexplored. Fortunately, Fergusson took the time in the later years of her
life to write her memoirs, "Recollections of the Daughter of Pioneers."
Although the memoirs are undated, she most likely finalized them sometime in the two years just prior to her death in 1950. 5 The title Fergusson
chose for her memoirs indicates that she identified herself primarily
within the context of her family's achievements and secondarily as an
individual. She thus produced an intertwined narrative of HuningFergusson and community activities. Intended as something of a textbook account of history, it is a veritable "who's who" of the new
Albuquerque elite, sprinkled with anecdotes about family, town events,
and customs. Quite choppy at times and occasionally factually inaccurate, these memoirs are most useful in what they tell us about the roles
and relationships between prominent individuals and families of territorial New Mexico, rather than as the traditional historical account she
seemingly intended.
Looking at relationships among the territorial elite, in many ways
one could not have chosen a better situated person than Clara Fergusson.
The family contends that she was the first Anglo child born in Albuquerque. Whether she was the first or simply one of the first, Fergusson's
true "claim to fame," however, was the novel perspective she held as a
near-lifelong resident of Albuquerque from the pre-railroad terrritorial
period to post-World War II. She was well-educated, well-traveled, and
also somewhat of a "tomboy" in her youth. Recognized during her lifetime for the unique perspective she had on the community, the Albuquerque Tribune lamented Fergusson's death in September 1950 on its
front page: "She was an authority on cultural patterns of the community .... Her keen memory provided a source of information for many
writers seeking information concerning the old days and old timers of
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Albuquerque."6
In addition to this personal window into a Territorial woman's life,
the memoirs are also significant because they provide an opportunity
to view the relationships between various individuals, cultures, and
economic groups of the time. Regrettably, her descriptions appear in
an-all-too abbreviated form-an "Indian girl" who is part of the Huning
family is mentioned without elaboration, and though Hispano customs
make up a fair portion of the memoirs, Fergusson withholds comment
about any personal involvement or opinions. Prominent figures of the
time also move rapid-fire through the memoir-Clara reminisces about,
for example, her family's interactions with anthropologist Adolph
Bandelier, "who was interested in the Indians" of the Southwest and
took her to Isleta; Thomas Catron-lawyer, politician, leader of the notorious "Santa Fe Ring," and later a political rival ofH. B. Fergussonstopped by for dinner; and Archbishop Jean Baptiste Lamy, the
French-born cleric sent to Santa Fe to shepherd the Catholic church
into this new period, was a ray of sunlight for Fergusson in an otherwise dreary school year at the Loretto Academy.
What is particularly striking about her inclusion of particular people
and stories is the diverse backgrounds of the "Anglo Americans" of the
time. New Mexico's earliest newcomers were often a conglomerate ·of
European immigrants and Euro-Americans from various regions of the
United States.
Fergusson's memoirs are significant, too, in what they suggest about
the mechanics of her immigrant family and the relationships among New
Mexico's German mercantile families. The Huning family, though originally Lutherans, shared much in common with the primarily Jewish
German families who settled in New Mexico early in the territorial period, and who established mercantile operations in addition to rising to
an elite status in business and community affairs. Historians have alluded to the interconnectedness of this community, but Fergusson gives
us specific details about how these relationships developed, with families assisting one another in travel and sending their children to similar
schools in Santa Fe and to other parts of the United States as well as in
Germany. They also formed important new connections locally with
people of other nationalities and religions. 7 Many of the families like
the Hunings, Staabs, Spiegelbergs, Nordhauses, and Ilfelds all brought
multiple family members to New Mexico, seeking through chain migration to reconnect with family for personal, social, and business reasons. Franz Huning was the first of four Huning brothers to arrive in
New Mexico in 1849, followed by Charles, who helped establish the
F&C Huning mercantile and a steam-powered flour mill in Albuquerque. Later, brothers Henry and Louis Huning arrived and settled in Los
Lunas, south of Albuquerque. Of the four brothers, only Louis Huning's
descendants remain in New Mexico today, continuing to make business
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and political contributions to the community of Los Lunas.
Fergusson's memoirs give brief glimpses of the role that these earliest German merchants often played as cultural brokers between the
local Hispanos and Native Americans and the incoming Anglo American culture and economic system. The merchants usually learned Spanish and local customs quickly and they served as bankers and in other
roles of mediation during this transitional period from a communitybased barter system to the American cash economy and legal system.
Franz Huning was a good example. Through his and Clara Fergusson's
memoirs, one can infer that Huning's true passion was not business,
but rather the study of languages and forming personal connections with
people. In a dissertation on Germans in New Mexico, Thomas Jaehn
categorizes Huning as "visionary in promoting Greater Albuquerque
and the coexistence of American Hispanics and other American ethnic
groups." Huning, he says, "worked toward the judicial and political
unity of the two towns [Albuquerque's Old and New towns] through
economic and political projects."8 After the coming of the railroad,
Huning built a new home for his family, the architectural landmark
"Castle Huning," precisely on the dividing line between Old and New
Albuquerque, instead of moving into the new town, as many newcomers did. Yet it must also be considered that like many of the immigrant
elite, when Franz Huning married (after fourteen years in New Mexico),
he chose a German woman from outside the area.
Huning's oldest granddaughter, Erna Fergusson, was the other family member to pursue more interaction with the Hispano and Native
American communities of New Mexico through social service work for
the Red Cross and later through her interpretive roles as a writer and as
an owner of a touring company, Koshare Tours. Clara Fergusson, however, seems to have immersed herself more fully in the Anglo American culture of the time, but remained a cultural bridge for the family
itself. By tying the three generations of Hunings and Fergussons together, Clara Fergusson bridged the social space between the German
culture of her parents' first generation, the local Hispano and Native
American cultures with which her family lived and worked, and the
incoming Anglo American culture and power structure into which she
married and raised her children.
It is essential, then, to "read between the lines" of this memoir, to
illuminate these intercultural, immigrant, family, and personal experiences. In its most primary form, though, Clara Fergusson's memoirs
also should be enjoyed simply as a way to learn something new, "something about New Mexico in the early days."
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Editor's Notes:
There are two sets of handwritten memoirs by Clara Huning
Fergusson. Both manuscripts are in the Huning-Fergusson Family Papers, MSS 194, at the Center for Southwest Research, University of
New Mexico General Library in Albuquerque. The manuscript edited
here is her second memoir and is reproduced in toto. This document is
apparently a rewriting of the first manuscript.
Another portion of Fergusson's memoirs included here is entitled
"My Experience in Hospitals." I include this because it adds to an understanding of her personality. In this section and in the few personal
and anecdotal stories within her memoirs, there is a sense of an actionoriented woman with high expectations of life and of those around her.
I have also included Fergusson's addendum to the memoirs that describe clothing, the home, and wheat threshing in the late nineteenth
century. This information comes from four loose pages in the same
folder as her memoirs, and like the rest of her memoirs, it is included in
its entirety.
Regarding the idiosyncrasies of Fergusson's writing and punctuation, I have attempted to standardize several aspects of her writing for
readability. For instance, she used hyphens extensively throughout her
memoirs, generally in place of periods and commas. As a rule, I have
replaced the hyphens with periods at the ends of sentences and commas
whenever found in dates. I have removed them elsewhere when confusing, but otherwise let them stand. I have replaced three major contractions throughout, changing her abbreviations for Albuquerque ("Albq.")
and New Mexico ("N.M."), and also the symbol ("&"). In general, however, I have left her sentences and punctuation alone wherever possible, for example, her accenting of "Santa Fe."A few sentences were
truly complicated or without punctuation, and I then inserted the proper
punctuation. When I have added words for clarification, I have enclosed
them in brackets. Several illegible words are marked by [?]. Her spelling, overall, was standard, but in the few places where I found problems, I corrected them to reflect accepted spelling. There are several
paragraphs Fergusson added, seemingly as an afterthought in the margins, and these are marked by the notation: [CF added paragraph].
Finally, despite the "fact-oriented" nature of this account, the reader
should be aware that many of Fergusson's details are only partially
correct, as one might expect, since she relied on memory some fifty to
seventy years after the events. Annotations throughout the document
are intended to help clarify or correct information given, explain connections, and point to sources of further information on particular topics. Because of the large amount of historical territory Fergusson
covered, [ have added a corresponding number of annotations. This, I
believe, is in keeping with Fergusson's focus on providing historical
information.
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Railroad Avenue, Old Town, c. 1880. Albuquerque, New Mexico, UNM, CSWR,
Photoarchives, Atlantic & Pacific Railway Collection, 000-083-0134.

"Recollections of the Daughter of Pioneers"
My father had bought an adobe house from the priests on the east
end of the town. 9 It must have been in the shape of an L-so he added
two more sides forming a square, with rooms all around. Living rooms
at the front, with a hall between the rooms, dining room beyond on one
side, with kitchen back of it, and bed rooms on the other side. He planted
a cottonwood tree in the center in 1863, which grew so large that it
shaded the whole patio and measured 9 ft. around the trunk. 10 When the
leaves fell off in the fall, we children had a lot of fun raking them into
big piles and hiding in them. A large swing shaped like a boat was suspended from a wooden frame on one side of the tree and a [?] pole on
the other. A porch all the way across the front with rafters which served
as nesting places for swallows which came every spring to stay thru the
summer.
In front was a garden, with a grape arbor down the middle, vegetable beds on either side-also some fruit trees and berry bushes, which
added to our winter supply as nothing fresh could be shipped in. Fruit
was canned and dried and vegetables packed in bins in the cellar-and
my father always had wine made from the mission grapes. The process
was rather primitive, as it was done by men in bare feet stomping on
the grapes till they made a pulp, and then set aside to ferment. Besides
garden produce we had cows, pigs, pigeons, chickens. The killing of
pigs in the fall was quite an event, as the meat had to be cut up, the
hams salted down, then smoked-the rest used for sausages which also
were smoked. I had to help as soon as I was old enough and hated the
odor of pork which seemed to last for days, till all was disposed of.
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I was born the 8th of Jan. 1865, the first of four children, 3 girls, 1
boy. My brother Arno was born May 23, 1869. My sister Lina Nov. 24,
1872-died Oct. 6th, 1894-having developed tuberculosis after an attack of pneumonia. My sister Elly, born July 4, 1874, died on Nov. 2,
1880 having contracted scarlet fever.
I have heard my mother say that I was the first white child born in
Albuquerque, and the Mexicans came to see me as a curiosity.11 Albuquerque had quite a garrison at that time, with a number of officers, but
they thought it was too wild a country to bring their wives, so my mother
was quite a belle. The soldiers later were moved to Santa Fe. 12
Some of the customs of the country were new and startling to my
mother. When Mexican men came to call, they put their arms around
my mother's shoulders, not touching her. When visitors brought presents you had to reciprocate.
My father had a general merchandise store on the west side of the
plaza, across the street from the catholic church in what was later called
Old Town. The clerks were German and Mexicans, and as our house
servants were Mexicans I did not learn to speak English till I was about
six years old. My first teacher was a Mexican who taught me to read
and write Spanish. There were no schools for girls, one for boys taught
by the priests. I)
When I was nine years old my father took me to the Loretto Convent in Santa Fe, where I spent one school year, which was a nightmare
to me for years. 14 I had never been away from home before, had to sleep
in a long dormitory with ten or more girls. The floor was bare, a small
stove at one end which was not adequate. At 6:30 we had to get up and
go across an open court to another room where we had basins in a shelf
around the walls to wash in, getting the water out of tubs by filling our
pitchers. And a sister stood by to see that we did a good job, in spite of
the cold. After that we marched to chapel for prayers, and then breakfast which was a poor meal.
The only bright thing to relieve the monotony was Bishop [Jean
Baptiste] Lamy who lived across the street, where he had a lovely garden where we were allowed to walk some times. And when the apples
were ripe he brought us some. He was a tall handsome man and joked
with the girls. His sister Francisca was one of the nuns, later mother
superior. Willa Cather wrote a book about the Bishop, called "Death
Comes to the Archbishop."15 Sundays I had to go to the home of Mr.
and Mrs. Koch, friends of my parents, for dinner. As they had no children and they were very critical it was not a pleasure, even if I did get
a good dinner. The time spent at the convent made such an impression
on me that I could not stand even the mention of Santa Fe for years. No
one from home came to see me during the whole school year.
When my brother Arno, who was 4-1/2 years younger was old
enough to go to school, my father engaged a governess, Miss Emily
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Franz, who lived with us and taught us principally German. After a
couple of years she left and married Mr. Smith who was the telegraph
operator. Our school room was a long room on the east side of the house,
the one which was later sold to Ruth McCormick Simms for a school.
We no doubt learned English too, but my father was very strict about
making us speak German all the time, unless someone was present who
did not understand it.
When I was 13 my father decided that it was time for me to go
away to school, as I was too much of a tomboy, liked to climb trees and
get on the roof of the houses. I had fun sliding down in a pile of wheat,
till my father warned me that I might go too far and land on the grinding stone. My brother and I used to play at all sorts of things. Among
them was carpentering, making stools, boxes etc. Till one day while I
was holding a board for him to saw thru, he nearly sawed thru my thumb
nail. That ended our partnership as carpenters.
I was taken to a girls school in Kirkwood, Mo. kept by two old
maids. 16 We had to take the stage as far as Trinidad, starting from home
in a private wagon. We got as far as Bernalillo where we had to ford a
ditch, but unfortunately the driver missed the crossing and we plunged
into a deep hole, so that the water ran into the wagon, washing out what
was loose, among them the suitcase in which my father had his money
with which to buy goods for his store-no doubt quite a sum. He plunged
after it while the driver was urging the horses to get out on the opposite
bank, and I was yelling with the water all around me. 1 was caught
behind the trunk. After my father got back with his bag and we got out
of the wagon, we found our way to a Mexican's house where we spent
the night. The trunk had to be unpacked and everything hung up to dry.
Next day we went as far as Santa Fe, stopping at La Fonda [Hotel],
which was then a low adobe building, built around a court. The stage
took us the rest of the way to St. Louis, and I went to the Seminary
where I stayed nearly two years.
The Sundays and vacations I spent at the home of the Franz family
in Benton. 17 They had a large family so had a good time, and during the
summer we went blackberry picking in the woods. Mr. Franz was the
man who financed Mr. [William Seward] Burroughs, so he could put
his adding machine on the market, which proved a good investment for
his family.
The [Rio Grande] river was frozen over during the winter, so that
wagons with freight could cross over. Sand was strewn on the ice to
keep the mules from slipping. My father had an ice house built so we
had ice during the summer. He had a sled made, the kind you see in old
pictures, like a wheel chair with high back. Arno and I sat in the seat
and my father on skates would push us down the river which was great
fun.
When I was a child it interested me to see the funeral of an infant
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pass our gate. The coffin was always covered with pink calico and placed
in the bed of the wagon-the mourners on either side, a fiddler playing
a gay tune. It was considered a blessing that the child passed on before
it could commit any sins, as it was sure to go straight to heaven.
One of the fiestas was called gallo, meaning rooster, which was
buried up to his neck in the middle of the road. Then young men on
horses rode by at a gallop, leaning over to grab the rooster by the head,
swinging the unfortunate bird over his head. Sometimes it took some
time for a rider to get the rooster, but who did finally was the winner.
Most of the business was trading with Mexicans and Indians. They
brought grain, wool, wood, in exchange for groceries and clothes. The
grain was ground in a small water mill, built over a ditch, till my father
built a steam flour mill in 1864-and did an active business for a number of years. The mill later burnt down-and there was no water to put
out the fire.
In trading dishonest men often took advantage of the ignorant by
having two sets of scales, one for the goods sold and one for the goods
bought. Mexicans never expected to pay the price asked and for that
reason the merchant always had two prices, coming down to the actual
price after hours of trading. lt was an all day performance, often men
sitting around smoking till it was finally settled.
In the early days men had to take the law into their own hands,
courts being inadequate. Lynching was resorted to, especially horse
thieves. I remember one case where a man was hanged on a cottonwood
tree in front of the mill. I was scared to pass the place after dark.
The railroad was finished to Albuquerque April 15, 1880. It was a
great event, everybody turning out to see the first train come in and
greet the officials and hear the speeches made from state cars. 18 One
amusing incident was told about Judge Trimble who was on a flat car
making a speech when the engine backed up to the car taking the judge
and his speech down the track.
The first catholic church in Albuquerque was built in 1790, then it
was rebuilt after a fire on the same site on the north side of the plaza. It
was built by Andreas Garcia the parish priest and a Franciscan father,
and was called San Felipe de NeriY Every year in May in honor of the
saint a procession is the occasion for the people to turn out, carrying
the saint on the head and little girls in white singing as they walked
along.
Protestant churches came later about 1883. Congregational under
J. M. Asbury; Methodist Episcopal V{. R. Kister; Methodist Episcopal
south with W. Y. Sheppard; Presbyterian with J. Menaul; Episcopal, H.
Forrester. 20
The first school for girls was opened by the sisters next to the
church. Sister Blandina was one of the first. She tells in her book about
her early experiences and hardships.21
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Later the academy was built in the new town of which Hodgin was
principal. 22 My sister Lina, who died in 1894, was one of the first to
graduate.
In 1881 the old town had a population of 2000. In 1883 the two
towns had 10,000. The new town was laid out in 1880 by the New
Mexico Townsite Co. First lots were sold to Maden for $825.00.
A toll bridge was built across the river at old town in 1882, costing
$2200.00, but it never paid. People preferred to ford the river.
The first government Indian school was opened in 1881. Prof.
Shearer, the first superintendent. When he resigned, Prof. R. W. D.
Bryan succeeded him. The gov. at that time did not pay enough to maintain the school so the community had to help. Later a building was put
up north of town, which has been added to and is the largest in the
state. 2J
In 1883 Tranquilino Luna was the delegate to Congress, Lionel
Sheldon governor, Bmden att. general. Sheriff of Bernalillo Co was
Perfecto Armijo, who was not afraid of anything and anybody. He would
go alone unarmed to arrest law breakers. The first Mayor of Albuquerque was Henry Jaffa.
In 1885 New Mexico had a population of 119,000, exclusive of
Indians. 8000 Americans. The town grew quite fast, the climate bringing in tubercular people, but unfortunately sanitary conditions were poor
so that the disease spread. There were no hospitals, people taking rooms
in private houses, sitting on the sidewalks expectorating without precautions. When small pox broke out the whole of Isleta seemed to have
it, and a lot of people in Albuquerque, and doctors scarce. I just remember a doctor who was not very efficient. No doubt he could have
saved my little sister who died of scarlet fever, if he had known what to
do.
Our drinking water came from the river. Every morning a man drove
down to the river with two barrels in a wagon, filled them and emptied
them into other barrels in front of the kitchen door. When the mud had
settled to the bottom the water was dipped out and used in the house. A
good thing we were not susceptible to germs.
[CF added paragraph] Mr. Willey who came in the early 80's had
the bright idea that a pump would save the water problem, so he put
one down in the west[?] side of the plaza, and women with buckets
came there for their supply. As they could afford it people got their
own pumps, and we had one put in our kitchen.
There were no hospitals till the sisters built St. Joseph. (When?).24
My father's store was a gathering place for friends who happened
to be in town. When court was in session lawyers from Santa Fe would
drop in. Mr. [Thomas B.] Catron used to drop in for meals as the hotel
was not very good. 25 Adolph Bandelier, who was interested in the Indians, came in to have my father read his manuscripts. He took me to
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Overlooking Albuquerque, 1885 (unidentified family). Albuquerque, New Mexico,
UNM, CSWR, Photoarchives, Atlantic & Pacific Railway Collection, 000-083-0178.

Isleta one day and we visited the Kiva which was interesting-a bench
went around the circular wall which was hung with costumes and instruments used in their dances. 26
The catholic church being across the street [from my father's store],
the priests often came in for a visit, sitting by the large base burner on
cold winter days. As my father was fond of studying languages he had
a chance to talk French and Italian with the priests. I remember two of
them, Father Persone and Father Gaspard who went to EI Paso later. 27
There was no bank in Albuquerque. None nearer than Santa Fe till
early' 80 when the First National opened the first bank in the south
west [sic] corner of the plaza. 28 My father used to bring the money taken
in during the day tied in a sock, and throw it on top of a high book case
we had for safe keeping.
The Apaches and Comanches were the most treacherous of the Indian tribes. Wagon trains always tried to protect themselves by going
armed and putting out guards at night when in camp. One tragic event
made a deep impression on me. A man by the name of Kerl[?] came out
with his bride having a gov. contract to do some surveying. They were
at our house for a while and when he was ready to go his wife went
with him in their own conveyance. Instead of waiting for a wagon train
they started on alone, and when they got to the southern part of New
Mexico were attacked by Indians and killed. The wagon train getting
there a few days later found the bodies, stripped and pierced by arrows.
The woman was a very pretty girl and had lovely clothes which had to
be sent to her people.
Don't know if this was mentioned before-My father used to read
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Young Clara Huning, probably taken while in Germany for schooling, c. 1882. Photograph courtesy of Li Caemmerer.
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to us in the evenings, fairy tales of Anderson-Robinson Crusoe and
others. An Indian girl who was taken into the family and stayed with us
till she was married had learned German, so she joined the family evenings, and busied herself cutting up beans for the next day's dinner, or
shelling pinones which my mother used in cakes. She would sit by knitting, or darning.
After Genl. Miles was sent out and finally captured Geronimo, the
Indians were subdued.
Bandelier lived with the Indians for seven months to study their
ceremonies so [he] could write about them. One of the most interesting
of the Indian Pueblos is Acoma-with 500 houses, 3000 inhabitants.
Called the city of the sky. A burro trail leads to the top which was used
to take up material to build the large church. Some of the houses are
three stories high. The lower used for storing grain and dried fruit raised
in the valley, where the Indians spend the summer. Acoma consists of
70 acres of rock-has a natural reservoir which holds the water from
the rains.
My father took me on trips sometimes when he had to go out to the
sheep ranch in which he had an interest. He had the back of the wagon
fixed for a bed for me-slats put across half way up, leaving space
underneath to store food etc. A mattress on the slats made a good bed.
My father slept on the ground by the camp fire. The herders cooked our
food.
One time we went to Chilili to get lumber and a friend Miss Kihlberg
went with US. 29 We slept in a log house which had too many open spaces
to suit me, so when the coyotes started to howl during the night, I was
scared.
The Sandias are about 12,000 feet high, so it was quite a climb for
the horses. The pines are lovely so high up and in the fall the Indians
gathered pinones to sell in town. Also amole, which makes a good soap
for washing blankets. The roots are pounded, and hot water poured on
to form a lather. Also good for shampoo.
About the only amusement we had was a Mexican circus once in a
while which performed in a patio in the old town. Everybody had to
bring their own chair or stool.
We had a big flood in 1874 when the river broke thru the banks at
the Alameda bridge, coming down about where 12th street is and then
on down to go back into its channel beyond Barelas. Many people moved
up to the hills, living in tents.
[CF added paragraph] The next flood was in 1905 but it came in
further north and turned east, being cut off by a dam across north fourth
str. After the conservancy ditches were dug they drained the land which
was always a swamp, and now the country club addition seems secure
from floods. But the silt in the river may yet be a danger to the town.
The first telegraph line was strung in 1869 by the U.S. Army which
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had a garrison in Santa Fe. Telephone service not till 1901. I believe
our number was 20. It was a great event to be able to talk over the
phone to Los Lunas or Belen.
So many poor people often with families came for the climate that
some of the ladies started a charitable society, of which I was a member. We raised money by giving suppers, bazaars and raffling off things.
Later the Red Cross took over.
A man by the name of Valentino Fuentes put on some bull fights in
1893-but the bulls were poor specimens so it did not last long.
A public library was started in 1891. Ladies formed a club to raise
money for books. 30
The first paper was the Weekly Press started in 1862, by W. A.[?]
Upson. McGuiness put out a paper later onY The first bank called the
Central Bank was founded in 1878 by Reynolds who later moved to the
new town calling it the First National, moving several times till it put
up the building on the corner of 3rd and Central.
Grasshoppers were pretty bad at times, but never as bad as in Kansas, of which Merle Armitage wrote in his book about the grasshopper
raid, a spectacle hard to believe, whom for these days the hoppers created a haze like a forest fire. They would settle on the ground and covered the tracks so the wheels of the locomotives could not advance over
the slimy pulp-within 24 hrs every growing thing was devoured. Settlers faced famine and many left the country never to return. This was
in 1874. 32
After two years in the [Kirkwood] Seminary I went to Germany
with Mr. A. [Abraham] Staab, a friend of the family, who had a store in
Santa Fe, and wh'ose family was in Germany at the time, in Wiesbaden,
where the children went to school. 33 My uncle Charles lived in Hannover,
and thru him my father heard about the Pension, kept by two old ladies,
who were quite religious. I think that my experience in that convent,
the Presbyterian school and then the Lutheran, decided me not to confirm to any set religion, but to go along, do what I decided was right, as
I saw it. 34 I spent two pleasant years in Hannover. Some of the girls
who were there from different parts of Germany invited me to their
homes for the vacation. In that way I saw Hamelin where the Pied Piper
led the children to a mountain which opened up and swallowed them,
because the town people refused to pay him for ridding them of a pest
of rats by drowning them in the river. Another time I went to a wedding
in the lower Rhine and coming back stopped in Cologne with a family
who took me to see the famous Cathedral, and the huge cellars where
they stored wine.
Hannover was quite a gay town as a lot of soldiers were stationed
there, and there was a good theater and opera house, where we heard
good music. 35
In 1882 my aunt [Henrika], wife of Uncle Louis [Huning] who lived
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in Los Lunas, came over to visit her people in Bremen, and I joined her
on a trip thru Germany. We went to Berlin, Potsdam, where Frederick
the Great built a castle and used all kinds of precious stones to cover
the walls of one of the rooms, to prove that the 30 year war did not
leave him poor. Munich was one of the cities visited, then Strasbourg
and Paris. Then Mr. Franke, a friend who had come over, joined us, and
I went with him to London and sailed from South Hampton for home. 36
When I got home in 1883 I saw a town had sprung up where there
was only the station when I had left. A street car drawn by a mule ran
between the two towns. The drivers, usually Mexicans, were very accommodating, waiting for passengers when they went to a show at Grants
opera house.
My father started building the large house which he called Castle
Huning while I was away, and it was finished in 1883. It was built of
terranes (squares cut out of sod and dried). It took three years-so as
to give it time to settle. The doors, paneling, hardware of all kinds had
to be brought from St. Louis. Also a square piano and organ-as well
as all curtains, rugs etc. 37
It was about this time when Harvey Fergusson, a lawyer came to
town, to look after some mining interests in Lincoln, for some men in
Virginia. He decided to settle in Albuquerque and open a law office in
partnership with N.B. Childers. He made quite a bit of money out of the
Old Abe Mine in Lincoln, so he could put up a business building in
town. But a cave in at the mine ended that. I met him thru some friends,
and married him in April, 1887.
[CF two added paragraphs] My father always wore a gray suitprobably so the dust of the mill would not show, but he did get a dark
suit for my wedding. When we were about ready to go to the church he
came into the hall wearing his gray coat with the dark trousers, till some
one reminded him of it. Then he admitted he had forgotten about the
dark coat and went back to get it.
We went to Los Angeles on our wedding trip. Coming back we lived
for a while in the San Felipe Hotel and later moved to the Castle.
Lived for a while in the Castle, where my daughter Erna was born.
Later we moved to the old homestead, where I was born, and also my
other three children. My husband was appointed district attorney in
1885, serving two years. Later was sent to Congress as delegate from
the Territory, acting as such till New Mexico was admitted as a statewhen he was sent as first congressman in 1910. Mr. [Bernard] Rodey
beat him in the next election, but at the next election he was sent back
and we all went to Washington, coming home in 1915. 38
My sister Lina's friends used to come over to dance in the large
hall in the castle, and on one occasion towards midnight my father
thought it was time for the young folks to go home, so he turned off the
light. My mother who had quite a sense of humor, just laughed and
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turned on the lights again, but the young folks took the hint.
My daughter Erna was born in the castle Jan. 10, 1888. We lived
there nearly two years, then moved to the old house, where my son
Harvey was born in 1890. Jan. 28. Lina was born in 1896, Dec. 21 st.
Francis born Feb. 21, 1904.
We lived in the old house till 1916-my husband having died in
1915-1 sold the place to Dr. Twitchell and he sold it to Dr. Peters, and
he in turn sold it to Jameson, and later Mrs. Ruth Simms bought it and
opened a school.
Erna went to the University [of New Mexico] in Albuquerque when
she got her B.A. degree. Later went to Columbia where she got the
masters degree. The University in Albuquerque gave her an honorary
doctors degree in recognition of her writings, having about six books
to her credit by that time. Lina got a job in Washington during the first
war.
Erna taught in the public schools in Albuquerque for several years,
then joined the Red Cross for war work. After I had sold some property
which my father had left me, I took Lina and Francis to New York.
Lina went to an art school and Francis to public school one year, then
got a scholarship for the Ethical Culture School for his senior year.
After that he went to Harvard, getting a scholarship for the second year.
Then he decided to try for the Rhodes Scholarship for Oxford in 1924
which he got. He went to France, Germany and Italy during the vacations. While we were in N.Y., Lina met Spencer Browne, whom she
married later. I joined Francis in Oxford the second year he was there
and we spent the summer traveling in France and Germany-coming
back by boat up the Rhine, spending a week[?] in Munich where we
heard some Wagner and Mozart Operas. Our visits to Rotterdam and
Amsterdam were interesting. Returning to England] took the boat for
home. When Francis came home the following year he decided to go
into the theater, acted as janitor, general roust about, to earn his keep.
There he studied with Madame Ouspenskya and others, and there met
Marion Crowne, a student whom he married later. J9 He had several jobs
in N.Y. and finally got ajob in the Bennington College, as head of the
drama dept.-and his wife also has ajob there. They have two children,
a son [Harvey 11] and a daughter [Honora].
My daughter Lina was married to Spencer Browne in Aug., 1921.
They went to Europe on a trip, were gone over a year, staying in Paris
the winter of I 922-when their son [Cochrane] was born. They came
back soon after, living in N.Y. several years, where their daughter [Li]
was born. Then they moved to California, where Spencer bought a house
in Piedmont. Spencer died in Feb. '45. Cochrane served in the Navy
during the war as aviator, after being discharged, decided to study architecture. Was married to Nancy Lamon on Sept., 1947.
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"My Experience in Hospitals"

I had my first operation a couple of months before Francis was born
in St. Joseph's-the only hospital in town at that time. A priest who
had the room next to mine was rather noisy and had lots of company
not making my stay very peaceful. That was for appendicitis. The next
was in the same hospital some years later. I remember that I had to
climb the front steps in spite of pain-no elevator at that time.
After we went to Washington I had an operation there in a very
noisy hospital. The first thing I had them do was to turn my bed so I
would not be facing the windows. The food was bad, greasy soups and
tough meats. The nurse had smelly hands which I could not stand and
asked the doctor to discharge her.
Later after Lina had married and was living in N.Y. she wanted me
to come and be with her when [her son] Cochrane was born, but as it
happened I was rushed to the hospital while Lina was in the hospital. It
was an emergency, so they got me after dark-put me on a cot, tied me
to it, and put in the elevator on a slant as there was no freight elevator.
Spencer and Harvey went with me in the ambulance and stayed till the
operation was completed. I got along so well that I asked to be dismissed before the two weeks, especially as I hated to be woken up early
so that the nurse could wash my face before leaving for the day. Also
the noise of building operations next door kept me from sleeping during the day. I finally got them to see my point and Spencer got me a
room in a hotel, where I was my own boss, could wash my face when I
got ready and ring for breakfast. It certainly was a heavenly change.
My next experience was in San Francisco, where my tonsils were
removed in the Dante hospital, which I thought should be called Dante's
Inferno [because of] the noise from the street which was one of those
steep hills, with cars screeching up and down, all night and all day. I
discovered that my tongue had been cut and could not understand why.
When I asked the doctor he first laughed and said they could not keep
my tongue out of the way so pressed it too hard on my teeth. Fortunately I only had [to] stay over night.
The next was an emergency. Gillette watched me for twenty-four
hours then decided late in the evening that I had adhesion[?] of the
intestines and must have an operation at once. So he phoned the hospital and took me down in his own car, getting an assistant to help him. It
was a ticklish operation, but I got thru in good shape. This was at the
Presbyterian where the food was good, but the same rule of waking you
up to wash your face and noisy in the halls.
The next was for removal of the remaining ovary, also at Presbyterian. The seventh was for removal of a toe which was only an over
night affair, but the hospital being crowded I had to share a room, and
my bed was under the front window with no shade to pull down, which
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made me feel as if I was in a show window where anyone driving up to
that window could see me. I decided that the way to start out doctors on
their career was to put them to bed for a week in the noisiest room in
the place, next [to] the elevator or kitchen. Wake them up early for face
washing and breakfast, feed them like you would a day laborer with
mashed potatoes twice a day, no salad, very little fruit.
END

Clara Huning Fergusson's Notes on Late Nineteenth Century Life
About the Houses.
As I remember our adobe house in Albuquerque which was then
the only town, the limits being at 14th str. where the corn fields extended to what later was the new town, called so after the railroad
reached [Albqueruque] in 1881. We had buffalo robes on the floor, the
walls were white-washed. In the parlor, so called, calico was tacked to
the walls about three feet from the floor, probably to keep the "yeso,"
the white-wash, to rub off on your clothes if you happen to rub against
it.
For heating we had a stove, burning wood, later coal. Coal oil lamps
which had to be filled and cleaned every morning, and tallow candles
which were used in the bed-rooms and in going from room to room, or
across the "patio" court. Later my father bought carpets in St. Louis
which were put down in the dining room.
[CF-side note:] Tobacco called punche.
[Wheat Threshing]
In the early days wheat was threshed by horses tramping on the
wheat which was piled on a hard surface with a fence around it and the
horses were driven round and round, till the kernels seemed to be separated from the straw. Then men with wooden spatulas shaped like an
oar were used to throw the chaff into the air so it could blow to the side
and the wheat fall down in piles.
[Clothing]
In the early [eighteen-] sixties women wore hoop skirts touching
the floor with ruffles around the bottom. The waist made of a different
material, maybe velvet, with a silk skirt, long sleeves and high neckwith a white ruffle around the neck line. The hair was worn parted in
the middle, brought down over the ears and twisted into a knot at the
neck line in the back. Sometimes the sleeves were bell shaped, that is
widening out towards the wrist as much as six inches or more.
Hats were of straw-low crown, narrow brim-trimmed with a ruche
of some fluffy material around the brim. A summer outfit was not com-
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Castle Huning, c. 1890s. Franz and Ernestine Huning (with granddaughter Erna or
Lina). Photograph courtesy of Walter Haussamen, Albuquerque, New Mexico. Restoration and contemporary print from an original exposure by William H. Cobb.

plete without a parasol-sometimes with quite long handles and lace
around the edge. High button shoes.
Little girls wore their dresses below the knees, halfway to the ankle,
with long sleeves and high neck. Hats very much like their mothers'.
Hair may be in curls or hanging down loose.
Men wore their trousers rather tight. Jackets below the hips, and
sometimes fancy vests of silk. Hats were felt with low crowns and narrow brim.
Little boys wore bloomers fastened under the knee and Russian[?]
[?] effects[?] coming down to the knee.
Older men wore long coats. Side burns or full beards.
After the period of hoop skirts, came the narrower ones and the
bustle-with tight corsets to make small waists possible. Still later the
very narrow long skirts were used for a while-[I] do not know the
years, but I wore them and my memory takes me back to the time when
it was almost impossible to step on a bus without tearing the side seam.
In the early 80s, common sense seems to have had some effect on
styles. Skirts were long, but not touching the floor and reasonably wide
so you could walk with comfort. Still, tight corsets to emphasize a small
waist. Hats worn off the face and ostrich plumes.
END
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NOTES

I. Clara Fergusson, "Recollections of the Daughter of Pioneers," manuscript introduction, Albuquerque, New Mexico, University of New Mexico (hereafter UNM), Center
for Southwest Research (hereafter CSWR), Huning-Fergusson Family Papers, MSS 194.
I would like to thank Clara Huning Fergusson's three remaining grandchildren for their
permission to publish the manuscript: Francis Fergusson's son Harvey Fergusson II
and daughter Honora Fergusson Neumann, and Lina Fergusson Browne's daughter Li
Caemmerer. I also wish to acknowledge two Fergusson biographers who have been of
great assistance: Deborah Blanche, who has developed a superb Chautauqua program
portraying the life of Erna Fergusson, and Robert Gish, who has written highly informative "bio-bibliographies" of Erna and Harvey Fergusson. Finally, many thanks to
John Kessell for his editorial assistance and encouragement. Photograph: Clara
Fergusson, passport photo, 1925. Albuquerque, New Mexico, UNM, CSWR, HuningFergusson Family Papers, MSS 194, box I.
2. See Franz Huning's memoirs about his earliest days in the United States and New
Mexico published by his granddaughter Lina Fergusson Browne as Trader on the Santa
Fe Trail: Memoirs of Franz Huning; with Notes by his Granddaughter (Albuquerque:
University of Albuquerque in collaboration with Calvin Horn Publisher, 1973). The
original manuscript of Trader on the Santa Fe Trail and scattered business records of
Huning's can be found in UNM, CSWR, Huning-Fergusson Family Papers, MSS 194.
The Diary of Ernestine Huning can also be found in UNM, CSWR, Huning-Fergusson
Family Papers, MSS 194, and on microfilm in the University of New Mexico's
Zimmerman Library. The Franz Huning family also figure prominently in Marc
Simmons' Albuquerque: A Narrative History (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico
Press, 1982).
3. For information on Fergusson's political career, see Calvin A. Roberts, "H. B.
Fergusson, 1848-1915: New Mexico Spokesman for Political Reform," New Mexico
Historical Review (hereafter NMHR) 57 (July 1982),237-55. Sec also Robert W. Larson,
"Statehood for New Mexico, 1888-1912," NMHR 37 (July 1962); Larson, "The Profile
of a New Mexico Progressive," NMHR 45 (July 1970); and Larson, New Mexico's Quest
jor Statehood, 1846-1912 (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 1968). The
CSWR also holds H. B. Fergusson correspondence relating primarily to his legal practice; see UNM, CSWR, Huning-Fergusson Family Papers, MSS 194 and UNM, CSWR,
H. B. Fergusson Correspondence, MSS 40.
4. For information on Erna Fergusson's life and work, see Robert F. Gish, Beautijiil
Swift Fox: Erna Fergusson and the Modern Southwest (College Station: Texas A&M
Press, 1996); and W. A. Keleher, "Erna Mary Fergusson, 1888-1964," NMHR 39 (October 1964). For a bibliography and discussion of Erna Fergusson's work as an author,
see David A. Remley, Erna Fergusson, Southwest Writers Series 24 (Austin, Texas:
Steck-Vaughn Co., 1969). Two of her more popular books are Dancing Gods: Indian
Ceremonials of New Mexico and Arizona (New York: A. A. Knopf, 1931) and Erna
Fergusson's Albuquerque (Albuquerque: M. Armitage, 1947). Erna Fergusson's documents are at UNM, CSWR, Erna Fergusson Papers, MSS 45, with extensive photographs in CSWR Photoarchives, 000-0451.
For a discussion of the life and literary work of novelist Harvey Fergusson, see Robert F. Gish, Frontier's End: The Lire and Literature of Harvey Fergusson (Lincoln:
University of Nebraska Press, 1988); and William T. Pinkington, Harvey Fergusson,
Twayne's United States Authors Series 257 (Boston: Twayne Publishers, 1975). For a
critical view of his work in the NMHR, see Arthur G. Petitt, "The Decline and Fall of
the New Mexican Great House in the Novels of Harvey Fergusson: A Classic Example
of Anglo-American Ethnocentricity," NMHR 51 (July 1976). Fergusson's autobiographical novel is Home in the West: An Inquiry Into My Origins (New York: Duell, Sloan
and Pearce, 1944). Other novels include WolJ Song (New York: A. A. Knopf, 1927);
Rio Grande (New York: A. A. Knopf, 1933); and The Conquest of Don Pedro (New
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York: Morrow, 1954).
Lina Fergusson Browne has edited the memoirs/journals of both her grandfather Franz
Huning, Trader on the Santa Fe Trail, and of her husband's grandfather, J. Ross Browne
of California, 1. Ross Browne: His Letters, Journals, and Writings (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 1969). 1. Ross Browne was a confidential agent for the
United States Treasury Department in the mid-nineteenth century in California and
was also a prolific author who is said to have influenced the work of Mark Twain.
Francis Fergusson taught at Bennington College, Princeton University, and Rutgers
University, and earned distinction as a drama and literary critic. His book The Idea of
a Theatre (Garden City, New York: Doubleday, 1949) is considered a classic in the
field. Other works include Dante's Drama of the Mind (Princeton, Massachusetts:
Princeton University Press, 1953) and Trope and Allegory: Themes Common to Dante
and Shakespeare (Athens: University of Georgia Press, 1977). See also Alan Cheuse
and Richard Koffler, The Rarer Action: Essays in Honor of Francis Fergusson (New
Brunswick, New Jersey: Rutgers University Press, 1975).
5. Fergusson's memoirs refer to Merle Armitage's book Operations Santa Fe;
Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway System (New York: Duell, Sloan & Pearce, 1948)
and to her grandson Cochrane's marriage in 1947.
6. Albuquerque Tribune, 4 September 1950. See also Jane Smith, "Interview with
Mrs. Clara Fergusson," American Life Histories: Manuscripts from the Federal Writers' Project, Library of Congress American Memory Project [http://memory.loc.gov/
ammem/].
7. See Tomas Jaehn, "The German Experience in New Mexico from its Territorial
Beginnings to World War II" (Ph.D. dissertation, University of New Mexico, 1994);
William J. Parish, The German Jew and the Commercial Revolution in Territorial New
Mexico, 1850-1900 (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico, Annual Research Lecture, No.6, 1959); and Judith Boyce DeMark, "The Immigrant Experience in Albuquerque, 1880-1920" (Ph.D. dissertation, University of New Mexico, 1984).
8. Jaehn, The German Experience in New Mexico, 120.
9. Franz and Charles Huning purchased "La Glorieta," the Hlining family's first home,
in 1861. Donald S. Dreesen states that they purchased not only the adobe home but
"700 acres of land once owned by Rev. J. M. Gallegos" as well. Donald S. Dreesen,
"Hlining, Franz," Nineteenth Century Pioneers of Albuquerque: Families Living in
Bernalillo County, New Mexico (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico, Center for
Southwest Research, 1991), microform. The location of the house "on the east end of
the town" was a number of blocks southeast of the plaza. The structure is still standing
today at 1801 Central NW, and has been used as the Manzano Day School since 1938.
Franz Huning brought his new bride Ernestine Franke to this home in 1863, and all
four of their children were born there. In later years, Franz Huning gave the house to
Clara upon her marriage to Harvey Fergusson in 1887, though they did not move in
until several years later. Three of their own children were born here. The house was
known by many as "La Glorieta." It is often referred to by Clara Fergusson simply as
"the homestead." The building's origins are unclear, but title papers place it in existence as early as 1803. Others place it centuries earlier as the site of the Trujillo Casa
del Estancia, EI Bosque Grande, built in 1664. The Trujillo family left in 1680 during
the Pueblo Revolt, but returned in 1693 and rebuilt the structure. Howard Bryan, "Off
the Beaten Paih," Albuquerque Tribune, 23 April 1957; Pat Kailer, "History Echoes in
Manzano School's Halls," Albuquerque Journal, 23 November 1981. See also Sytha
Motto's chapter on "Glorieta" in Old Houses of New Mexico and the People Who Built
Them (Albuquerque: Calvin Horn Publisher, 1972) 69-72.
10. The cottonwood tree is consistently referred to (with varying dimensions) in the
many descriptions of the house. Apparently during the brief Confederate takeover of
Albuquerque during the Civil War, one of Colonel Henry Hopkins Sibley's Texas detachments had occupied the Huning House (actually in 1862). Erna Fergusson recounts
in one of her books, "In his old age, Franz Huning used to tell his grandchildren that
the unequaled size of the cottonwood tree in his patio was due to the butchering the
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Texans did there. Ox-blood had fertilized his little sapling so well that it grew to a
girth of 17 feet." Erna Fergusson's Albuquerque, 64.
II. Donald Dreesen, 1880 U.S. Census for Albuquerque, New Mexico Comprising
Those Persons Then Living in What is Now Known as Albuquerque (unpublished transcription, Albuquerque, New Mexico, UNM, CSWR, 1969). Fergusson was certainly
one of the first Albuquerque children born to Anglo parents, if not the first.
Albuquerque's 1880 census lists only eight individuals of Clara Huning's age (fifteen)
or older, who were born in New Mexico and who had one or more non-New Mexican
(Hispano) or non-Mexican parent. Of these, the only other person with two Anglo parents was Emma Hazeldine, a friend of Fergusson's. This ethnocentric distinction is
common in Euro-American pioneer memoirs.
The term "Mexican" was commonly used in the territorial era by Anglo Americans,
generally to refer to all persons of Mexican or Spanish descent. By the time of the
writing of the memoirs, "Spanish American" had also come into use to refer to persons
of Spanish (or also Mexican) descent who had lived in New Mexico for many generations. Fergusson does not record her thoughts on this terminology, but her daughter
Lina (born in 1896) recalled that in her childhood the term "Spanish American" was
never used. Huning, Trader on the Santa Fe Trail, 113-14.
12. Albuquerque's garrison played a significant role in Albuquerque and its economy,
1846-67. See Byron Johnson, Old Town, Albuquerque, New Mexico: A Guide to Its
History and Architecture (Albuquerque: Albuquerque Museum, 1980), 16.
13. Formal schooling for girls like Fergusson was not available in Albuquerque until the Congregationalists and others started the Albuquerque Academy in 1879. The
Sisters of Charity began classes at Our Lady of Angels School in 1881 and at St.
Vincent's Academy for Girls in 1887. Formal schooling for Albuquerque boys in the
territorial period began with the Sisters of Loretto's school in 1866, though the sisters
soon left in 1869 due to a lack of funding and a building in severe disrepair. The Jesuit
fathers (who had arrived in Albuquerque in May 1868) opened an escuela parroquial
in November 1870. Father Donato Maria Gasparri worked for the next three years to
open Holy Family College. Unfortunately, "interest in a college in Albuquerque soon
died after the Jesuits opened Las Vegas College in 1877. The pupils at Holy Family
College never advanced beyond the elementary subjects, and so the school was given
over to the Sisters of Charity." E. R. Vollmar, S. J., "First Jesuit School in New Mexico,"
NMHR 27 (October 1952),296-99. Charles D. Biebel, "Cultural Change on the Southwest Frontier: Albuquerque Schooling, 1870-1895," NMHR 55 (July 1980), 212-19.
14. A history of the Sisters of Loretto's school states: "The Academy of Our Lady of
Light, opened in Santa Fe in 1853, was the first permanent school for girls in the Territory. The Sisters' carefully recorded student account and cash books, kept in Spanish
until 1875, read like a roll call of dominant historic New Mexican families of the timeSena, Chavez, Castillo, Perea, Tully, Beaubien, Bent, Leroux, Spiegelberg, Spitz,
Delgado, Ortiz, St. Vrain, Connelly, Otero, Armijo, Maxwell, Montoya, Abreu,
Pendaries, Wallace, Mandefield, Staab, Luna, Huning [emphasis added], and Giddings.
An uncle of the Bent sisters, Teresina and Estafina, made the comment, 'Them nuns do
a heap sight of good in this god-forsaken country.' His name was Kit Carson." Mary
Straw, Loretto: The Sisters and Their Santa Fe Chapel (Santa Fe: Loretto Chapel, 1983),
27-28.
15. Willa Cather, Death Comes for the Archbishop (New York: A. A. Knopf, 1927).
16. The Kirkwood Seminary, outside of St. Louis, was established in 1861 by Miss
Anna C. Sneed, who was joined five years later by her sister Mary E. Sneed. Having
found that the St. Louis public schools would not allow bible-teaching, Miss Sneed
"decided to open a private school of her own where religious instruction would be an
integral part of the curriculum. This she did in the suburban community of Kirkwood."
By the late 1870s, "the Seminary had become widely known as an excellent educational institution for girls" and had boarding facilities for the increasing number of
girls coming from beyond commuting distance. June Wilkinson Dahl, A History o{
Kirkwood, Missouri, 1851-1965 (Kirkwood, Missouri: Kirkwood Historical Society,
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1965), 37, 120.
17. Franz Huning mentions an E. D. Franz in his memoirs. "While buying goods in
Saint Louis I became acquainted with a young man, E. D. Franz, who wanted to go to
New Mexico." In 1862, Mr. Franz is mentioned as "our partner in Los Lunas." On
Huning's 1863 trip to Germany, he meets Mr. Franz's sister "who wanted to go to New
Mexico to join her brother," and accompanies her to the United States. This sister is
possibly the Miss Emily Franz mentioned earlier as Clara and Arno Huning's teacher.
There is also an entry concerning a Mr. Franz in Ernestine Huning's 1863 Santa Fe
Trail diary. lt is unclear whether t-lie Franz family moved to Benton, Missouri, or if
this is another family related to the Los Lunas Franz family. Franz Huning, Trader on
the Santa Fe Trail, 65, 68, 72. Clara Huning Fergusson Memoirs, Ernestine Huning
Diary Translation, UNM, CSWR, Huning-Fergusson Family Papers, MSS 194, box I
folder 6.
18. Fergusson's father was chairman of the welcoming committee that greeted the
railroad's arrival with a special ceremony on 22 April 1880. For further information on
the coming of the railroad to Albuquerque and Franz Huning's role, see Victor
Westphal I, "Albuquerque in the 1870s," NMHR 23 (October 1948), 253-68.
19. The San Felipe de Neri church was rebuilt in 1793 on the north side of the plaza
after the earlier church structure had collapsed from decay. The original church had
been in existence from at least 1718 until 1792, and was located on the west side of the
plaza facing east. lt was actually Fray Ambrosio Guerra who was parish priest at San
Felipe Neri de Albuquerque from 1787 to 1802 and who can be credited with the building of the new church. E. Boyd, Popular Arts of Spanish New Mexico (Santa Fe: Museum of New Mexico Press, 1974), 96; Fray Angelico Chavez, Archives of the Archdiocese of Santa Fe, 1678-1900 (Washington, D.C.: Academy of American Franciscan
History, 1957), 247-48. See also Thomas J. Steele, Works and Days: A History of San
Felipe de Neri Church, 1867-1895 (Albuquerque: Albuquerque Museum, 1983).
20. For histories of religion in Albuquerque and New Mexico, see Ferenc M. Szasz
and Richard W. Etulain, eds., Religion in Modern New Mexico (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 1997), and Richard W. Etulain, Religion in the TwentiethCentury American West: A Bibliography (Albuquerque: Center for the American West,
University of New Mexico, 1991).
21. Sister Blandina Segale, At the End of the Santa Fe Trail (Columbus, Ohio:
Columbian Press, 1932). Also see Johnson, Old Town, Albuquerque, 76-77.
22. The Albuquerque Academy was established in 1879 after officials of the New
West Academy, an offshoot of The Colorado College in Colorado Springs, approached
Albuquerque citizens. Franz Huning was one of the school's supporters and he provided a building on the east side of the plaza. This early school is not to be confused
with the current Albuquerque Academy, a private school founded in 1955. See Johnson,
Old Town, Albuq'uerque, 29; Eldred Harrington, "Public Education Came Last In City's
Venerable History," Albuquerque Journal, 6 September 1956; Biebel, "Cultural
Change," 215; Albuquerque Academy brochure, n.d., CSWR vertical file, "Albuquerque-Schools-Albuquerque Academy."
23. Franz Huning offered to donate or sell tracts of land he owned in 1880 for the
purpose of an Indian school; those offers were turned down. One year later, on I January 1881, the Albuquerque Indian School opened under the auspices of the Presbyterian Board of Home Missions and the Reverend Sheldon Jackson. Classes were first
held in rented quarters in Los Duranes. A year later, the citizens of Albuqerque agreed
to puchase a sixty-seven-acre parcel of land near today's 12th Street and Indian School
Road, which remained the site of the school until it closed in 1981. J. S. Shearer was
the school's superintendent for the first eighteen months, followed by R. W. D. Bryan.
In October, 1886, the Albuquerque Indian School was transferred over to the management of the United States government. Lillie G.'McKinney, "His.tory of the Albuquerque Indian School" (master's thesis, University of New Mexico, 1934), 3~8, 17; Marc
Simmons, Albuquerque: A Narrative History (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico
Press, 1982), 309. See also Richard William Dickinson Bryan Papers, UNM, CSWR,
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24. St. Joseph's started out as the first of many sanitoriums built for "tuberculars" in
Albuquerque. It was built by the Catholic Sisters of Charity in 1902. Marc Simmons,
Albuquerque: A Narrative History, 346.
25. For information on Thomas Benton Catron, see Robert W. Larson, "Territorial
Politics and Cultural Impact," NMHR 60 (July 1985), 249-69; Victor Westphall, Thomas Benton Catron and His Era (Tucson: University of Arizona Press, 1973); and William Aloysius Keleher, The Fabulous Frontier: Twelve New Mexico Items (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 1945). See also Albuquerque, New Mexico, UNM,
CSWR, the Thomas Benton Catron Papers, 1704-1934, MSS 29.
26. The Hunings are mentioned numerous times in Adolph Bandelier's published
journals, including the Isleta trip of30 October 1883 to which Fergusson refers. Charles
H. Lange and Carroll L. Riley, editors, The Southwestern Journals of Adolph F.
Bandelier, 1883-1884, 4 vols. (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 1970),
2: 154.
27. See Steele, Works and Days, for information about the French diocesan priests
and the Italian Jesuits who came to Albuquerque.
28. The Central Bank of Albuquerque, established in 1878, was the fourth chartered
bank in New Mexico. It merged with the newly-chartered First National Bank of Albuquerque in 1881. Ralph L. Edge!, "A Brief History of Banking in New Mexico, 18701959," Business Information Series 39 (August 1962),6-7.
29. This is Pauline T. Kihlberg (spelled Kielberg by Fergusson). Kihlberg also accompanied Bandelier and Fergusson to Isleta on the trip mentioned previously. The
Huning-Kihlberg-Bandelier friendships illustrate the interconnectedness of frontier
Germans through family and schooling. Pauline Kihlberg is purportedly a cousin of
Swiss German Adoph Bandelier or his wife Josephine and is from the Las Vegas, New
Mexico, merchant family of Frank Kihlberg. Both the Hunings and Kihlbergs sent sons
to the Kemper Military Academy in Boonville, Missouri. Perhaps Pauline attended the
Kirkwood Seminary with Clara Huning as well. Huning, Trader on the Santa Fe Trail,
121-22; Lange, Southwestern Journals of Adolph F. Bandelier, 4:359-61.
30. The town's first public library was started in a space provided at the San Felipe
Hotel. "It was not until the spring of 1891 that a small group of socially prominent
women, led by Clara Fergusson and Mrs. William Hazeldine, met in a parlor of the San
Felipe and formulated plans for creating a free public library." Simmons, Albuquerque: A Narrative History, 317-18.
31. The Rio Abajo Weekly Press was started by H. S. Johnson in Albuquerque, January 1863. The paper changed its names and publishers several times. William McGuiness
was publisher from 1870-1880 when it was The Republican Review and The Review.
The predecessor of these papers, however, was the short-lived Amigo del Pais, started
in Albuquerque in 1853 and moved within a few weeks to Santa Fe. See Porter A.
Stratton, Territorial Press of New Mexico (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico
Press, 1969), 3-5.
32. Merle Armitage, Operations Santa Fe: Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway
System (New York: Duell, Sloan & Pearce, 1948),9.
33. The Staabs illustrate another education-related connection between New Mexico's
wealthier German mercantile familics who often sent their children to Germany for at
least part of their education. Abraham Staab was co-owner of one of Santa Fc's most
prominent mercantiles~Z. Staab & Brother~along with his brother Zadoc. Abraham
Staab and his wife Julie had seven children. Their daughter Adela ("Delia") was close
in age to Clara. According to a friend of the family, Clara and Delia's schooling in
Germany taught them "excellent German, an erect carriage, proper manners, embroidery, all kinds of needlework, piano, organ~the graces." Barbara Young Simms, "Those
Fabulous Fergussons," El Palacio 82 (Summer 1976), 44. For further information on
the Staabs, see Floyd S. Fierman, "Staabs of Santa Fe," Rio Grande History 13 (1983);
William Jackson Parish, "The German Jew and the Commercial Revolution in Territorial New Mexico, 1850-1900," New Mexico Quarterly 9 (1959), 307-32; and John
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Sherman, Santa Fe, A Pictorial History (Virginia Beach, VA: Donning Co., 1983), 50.
34. Fergusson's thoughts on religion are very much in line with her father's. As
Thomas Jaehn explains: "A typical German Freidenker (freethinker) who illustrates
Stern's apolitical German, was Franz Huning of Albuquerque. Well educated in German public and private schools, he rebelled early on against his parents' [Lutheran]
religious beliefs, their sense of law and order, and their wish for him to become a
farmer .... [His] final will maintains his disrespect for religious beliefs: 'I direct that
my remains be cremated, the ashes put into an urn and deposited alongside my children, Lina and Elly. And I strictly forbid any and all religious nonsense. If any Old
Timer should be handy, he may make a speech, but not mix up any cant with it.'"
Tomas Jaehn, "The Unpolitical German in New Mexico, 1848-1914," NMHR 71 (January 1996), 4.
35. The Huning-Fergusson Family Papers include many items and mementos from
Fergusson's school days in Germany, including opera programs and a self-produced
riddle book. Carissa Dalin, who recently translated the riddle book, says it shows Clara
Fergusson had a very intelligent mind and keen sense of humor. See the HuningFergusson Family Papers, UNM, CSWR, MSS 194.
36. Fergusson's experiences indicate that her travel and educational opportunities
were not unique, as travel across the Atlantic was fluid and bi-directional for many of
New Mexico's elite German immigrants in the first two generations. Henrika Huning,
for example, wrote in her memoirs that she had brought her children along on this trip
to Germany in order for them "to visit their grandmother." The memoirs also indicate
that families and individuals commonly joined together for the voyages~sometimes
for different segments of the trip as evidenced here. Laurel E. Drew, "Henrika (Busch)
Huning: A Woman of Early New Mexico [1963)," Albuquerque, New Mexico, Rio
Grande Valley Library System, Special Collections Branch, photocopy, 19.
37. According to architectural historian Bainbridge Bunting, Castle Huning was "undoubtedly the most pretentious and architecturally one of the most interesting residences built in New Mexico during the whole nineteenth century." The castle included
"a farm of 700 acres, a mansion of fourteen rooms together with outlying service structures, a park-like garden complete with aviary, running fountains and a family burial
plot." Castle Huning was designed by Huning himself, with doors, windows and hardware being brought from Chicago, not St. Louis as materials were now transported via
railroad. The completion was celebrated with a large Christmas party in 1883. Castle
Huning was gi ven to Clara's brother Arno upon the death of their father in 1905. Following Arno's ownership, the house was sold to various owners, eventually fell into
disrepair, and was torn down in the name of urban renewal in 1955, to the great distress of many Albuquerque residents. Over forty years later, the site still remains an
empty lot on the edge of the "Castle Huning Neighborhood" near Central and 15th
Street. See Franz Huning's "Account of the Building of Castle Huning," translated
from German by Emma Huning Connell, Albuquerque, New Mexico, UNM, CSWR,
Huning-Fergusson Family Papers, MSS 194. Bainbridge Bunting, "A Glimpse into the
Past: Huning Castle, Albuquerque, " New Mexico Architect 2 (Marchi April 1960) 1619. For further descriptions of Castle Huning, see Lina Fergusson Browne's comments
in Trader on the Santa Fe Trail, 132-40; Motto, "Castle Huning," Old Houses, 73-80;
and Kenneth Balcomb, A Boy's Albuquerque, 1898-1912 (Albuquerque: University of
New Mexico Press, 1980), 13-14. For photographic depictions of Castlc Huning, see
Walter Haussamen, The Castle Huning: Port/olio One (Albuquerque, New Mexico: W.
Haussamen, 1986).
38. See Roberts, "H. B. Fergusson," 237-55.
39. Francis Fergusson's daughter, Honora Fergusson Neumann, says of her father,
"When he joined the American Laboratory Theater in New York, he was assistant to
Richard Boleslavsky; his wife-to-be, Marion Crowne, was. . his peer, and was assistant to Maria Ouspenskya. Both the Russians were disciples of Stanislavsky, of the
Moscow Art Theater." Honora Fergusson Neumann to author, 5 September 1997,
author's private collection.
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Dennis Chavez and the National Agenda:
1933-1946
ROY LUJAN

Dennis Chavez, one of three Mexican Americans ever elected to the
United States Senate, served part of his Senate years from 1933 to 1946
during the turmoil of the Great Depression, World War II, and the postwar readjustment period.' Throughout, Chavez took a stand on behalf of
the poor, the defenseless, and the oppressed. Consequently, he made a
significant impact on the history of New Mexico and the country during
the 1930s and 40s.
Before delving into Chavez's political career during this period, a
brief background of his earlier years is necessary to understand his
ideological stand on behalf of the people he represented. Chavez was
born on 8 April 1888, in the small farming community of Los Chaves
situated approximately twenty miles south of Albuquerque along the
Rio Grande. He was the third of eight children born to David and Paz
Chavez. David Chavez, farmer, rancher, and politician, served as Republican precinct chairman and Justice of the Peace at Los Chaves. 2
In 1895 when Dennis was seven years old, the family moved to Albuquerque for its schools, increased job opportunities, and larger sphere
ofpolitics. 3 Dennis enrolled in school for the first time. When he was in
the seventh grade, however, the family encountered economic difficulty,
and he was forced to quit school to help support them. 4

Roy Lujan earned his Ph.D. at the University of New Mexico. He is a full
professor at New Mexico Highlands University where he has taught since 1982. He
is co-author of New Mexico Government and Politics.
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For the next five years, while he worked full time, he managed to
expand his knowledge. He delivered groceries in a horse-drawn wagon
for Charles Conroy, owner of the Highland Grocery Store, but whenever
he could, Chavez frequented the Albuquerque Public Library where he
studied United States history and government. He focused specifically
on the lives of early political leaders such as George Washington, Thomas Jefferson, and Andrew Jackson. 5
While David Chavez remained active in the Republican party, he
served as chairman of Barelas precinct number five and was one of the
most loyal supporters of Frank Hubbell, who controlled the Republican
organization in that area. David Chavez's involvement with the Republican party had a negative impact on young Dennis. On various occasions
he heard Hubbell's speeches on the theme of prosperity. And although
Hubbell's party always won, the community where Chavez resided never
progressed. Education, for example, was neglected. Chavez charged that
"Public Schools were a disgrace" and the teachers in the Barelas area
spoke worse English than the students. Dennis disagreed with his father and told him that when he turned twenty-one, he was going to
register as a Democrat.
Chavez's politics were influenced by his study of Thomas Jefferson's
political philosophy. Chavez saw in Jefferson's view of human rights an
alternative to the patron system that flourished in the state and made
farmers, laborers, and other workers politically and economically subservient to lanQowners and employers. 6
By age eighteen, Chavez became interested in local politics. In 1906
he got a job as rodman in the Engineering Department of Albuquerque.
According to unpublished notes, he was given this job in return for his
"assistance" in the 1906 mayor's race in which Frank McKee was elected.
During his nine years with the Engineering Department, Chavez's political interest increased and in 1908, the twenty-year-old son of a farmer
made his first political speech in Gallup in support of the unsuccessful
choice for Congress, Octaviano Larrazolo. Within a few years, his participation in politics increased. In the 1911 general election, Chavez
served as interpreter when the victorious Democratic candidate for governor, William G. McDonald, addressed Spanish-speaking crowds. 7 In
1916, at age 28, Chavez left his position with the city to run for his first
public office, Bernalillo County Clerk. He was defeated by 300 votes. s
In 1917, Chavez took advantage of an opportunity to work for Senator Andrieus Jones. In addition to a Senate clerk's position, Chavez was
given the opportunity to fulfill a lifetime dream: to obtain a formal education and become an attorney. At that time, the only requirement to
enter law school was satisfactory completion of entrance examinations. 9
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Eventually, Chavez passed his entrance exam and was admitted to
Georgetown University Law School. Working during the day and attending school at night was difficult. Not having been to school since
age thirteen, he found the law school structure of organized study quite
demanding, but he persevered and graduated in three years. IO Armed
with his new degree and vital knowledge of the legislative process, he
returned to Albuquerque to begin his law practice.
In 1922, Chavez re-entered politics and easily won his race for state
representative. From this position he sponsored such reform measures
as the first bll regulating train length and an act that provided free textbooks for public school children. The law required New Mexico school
districts to purchase school books and loan them to school children.
This law shifted the financial burden of purchasing textbooks from parents to the school districts, enabling children to attend school. ll Since
his childhood years in Barelas, Chavez had witnessed the lack of concern among political bosses for the education of the local poor people.
As a state representative, he prioritized public education and took a lead
in appropriating government aid for improving educational opportunities that had long been neglected.
In 1930, Chavez ran for the House of Representatives, easily defeating the incumbent Republican, Albert Simms. Chavez served two terms
in the House, then announced his candidacy for the Senate against incumbent Bronson Cutting. Defeated, Chavez filed fraud charges and a
bill of particulars before the Senate. In the course of the contested election, Cutting was killed in an airplane crash. Subsequently, Governor
Clyde Tingley appointed Chavez to fill the vacant seat in the Senate on
II May 1935. 12
Chavez established a firm working relationship with his liberal Democratic colleagues in the House and Senate. For example, Congressman
Ewing Thomason of EI Paso joined Chavez's efforts in 1932 and 1934 to
enact legislation that extended a moratorium to western irrigation districts on payment to the government of irrigation construction charges. 13
Chavez himself had struggled to earn an education and he understood that an individual's key to prosperity lay in a sound education. He
sponsored the House version of a bill Senator Sam Bratton of New Mexico
first introduced in the Senate to give Eastern New Mexico College at
Portales an additional 76,667 acres of public land for educational purposes. The House passed this bill on 23 March 1932. 14
His liberal record also extended to taxation and labor. When the
Hoover Administration sponsored a tax measure calling for a federal
sales tax, Chavez supported Congressman Norris La Guardia and other
liberals to oppose the bill on the grounds that it would adversely affect
the country's poor. In the area of labor, Chavez welcomed the opportunity to assist workers by supporting the Norris La Guardia Anti-Injunction bill.
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Chavez's reputation extended beyond the legislative branch. After
Franklin Delano Roosevelt announced his candidacy for president, James
Farley, his campaign manager, called on Congressman Chavez in Washington. In turn, Chavez contacted his brother, David Jr., in Santa Fe. At
the Democratic Party state convention in Clovis, New Mexico, David
Chavez introduced the resolution that bound the state Democratic national convention delegates in support of Roosevelt. President Roosevelt
told reporters that "Chavez was a pretty good congressman."15
As a Senator, Chavez personified the New Deal and its reforms in
response to a devastating economic situation. Chavez believed it was
imperative to support New Deal legislation. During World War II, Chavez
constantly kept in touch with families of soldiers and sponsored and
supported legislation benefitting American service personnel. Although
his concern was for all American citizens, he was particularly aware of
the economic, political, and social crises his constituents faced. He was
instrumental in voting for and bringing relief measures to the United
States and to the state he represented during a time of turmoil.
During the New Deal, Congress enacted a number of pieces of legislation designed to bring relief to this country. Among them were the
Civilian Conservation Corps (CCC), the Federal Emergency Relief Administration (FERA), the Agricultural Adjustment Act (AAA), the National Industrial Recovery Act (NIRA), the National Youth Administration
(NYA), and the Rural Electrification Administration (REA). Chavez supported all these measures to reduce unemployment and bring relief
throughout the country and to New Mexico. When necessary, Chavez
acted as intermediary between his constituents and federal administrators. Chavez's involvement with the Works Public Administration (WPA)
illustrates his role.
On 8 April 1935, Congress approved the Emergency Relief Appropriation Act. One government agency that would receive money from
this new appropriation was the WPA. The WPA was concerned with two
major functions: first, in an effort to provide employment, it was to manage "small useful projects" throughout the country; second, the agency
would plan the activities of the work relief projects. The WPA existed
from 6 May 1935 through 30 June 1943. During these eight years, the
program employed about 8.5 million people. Approximately one-fourth
of all families in the United States depended on the WPA for employment. 16
Throughout the country, the WPA accomplished a myriad of public
works and community service projects. In New Mexico, WPA projects
provided assistance by employing over 14,000 people quarterly. Among
some of the facilities constructed or renovated in New Mexico were highways, roads, bridges, schools, hospitals, libraries, armories, and recreational buildings of many types. 17 It is clear, therefore, that the agency
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improved the lives of thousands of New Mexicans through employment
and the projects themselves. Dennis Chavez was primarily responsible
for ensuring that New Mexico received its share of federal monies from
the WPA.
Chavez's fight for appropriations resulted in an important political
development. His role in the WPA strengthened his political influence,
providing the means to build a political machine. A strong political organization was essential for Chavez's political future because he was scheduled to run for the unexpired term at the next general election in 1936.
And besides Chavez himself, the greatest beneficiary of his organization was Governor Clyde Tingley.
Chavez ultimately centered the patronage system under his command. Although Chavez originally disapproved of los patrones, once he
became a powerful political figure, he, too, utilized the patronage system
of politics; however, he did not use this power to retard but rather to
accelerate progress for his state. Dennis Chavez took a potentially dangerous and corrupting system and used it to bring hope and prosperity
to many New Mexicans.
The first step Chavez and Tingley took in building a political machine was to appoint cooperative WPA administrators. Assuming the
responsibility of WPA administrator in New Mexico was Lea Rowland,
of whom both Chavez and Tingley approved. Rowland had been hired
on the recommendation of Carl Hatch, the senior senator from New
Mexico. Hatch, a lawyer, had moved from Oklahoma to Clovis, New
Mexico in 1916, where he established his law practice. He later became
State Assistant Attorney General and between 1923 and 1929 he was
district judge for the 9th district in New Mexico. On 10 October 1933 he
was appointed to the United States Senate. Elected Senator in 1934, he
served until 1949. 18
Chavez also took the lead in attempting to ascertain exactly what
New Mexico was going to receive from the initial $4.8 million acquired
through the Emergency Relief Appropriation Act. In order to realize his
goal of constructing a large dam in Conchas, New Mexico with WPA
funds, Chavez met with WPA National Administrator Harry Hopkins and
President Roosevelt to impress upon them the significance of water to
the state of New Mexico. Eventually, the WPA constructed the dam. 19
Chavez determined that several New Mexico school houses could
benefit from WPA funds, and conveyed this idea to Tingley, indicating
that improvement in schools was one area of spending Roosevelt favored. 20 Because schools were being built by the WPA throughout the
country, it is difficult to assess how many schools in New Mexico were
constructed due to Chavez's influence and power. But by the time the
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WPA was terminated in 1943, New Mexico had 361 new schools constructed under its auspices. 21 More importantly, the construction of
schools achieved the goals of the WPA to provide employment and
modern educational facilities for New Mexico's citizens.
The Senator used the WPA to build a political machine. Through
Tingley, Chavez suggested names of people to Rowland for job assignments in the WPA throughout the state. In turn, these people would
support Chavez and Tingley at election timeY With both the Governor
and Senator working together to employ New Mexicans and to ensure
political self-aggrandizement, life in New Mexico was improving both for
the people and their politicians. A letter from Tingley to Chavez reflects
this atmosphere. Things were improving "politically and otherwise," he
wrote. "You would hardly know there was a depression and when we get
these Works Projects started it will be hard to get men in the State for all
jobs. Of course this is confidential and I wouldn't want the government
officials to know about it."23 Initially, the WPA allotted $1,244,000 for
New Mexico. As projects began in the state, Chavez acted as intermediary between constituents and WPA officials and he often wrote Rowland
to ask him about the status of WPA applications. 24
By early 1936, New Mexico was steadily receiving funds. In February the WPA authorized $161,215 for various projects in the state. Among
these were $75,999 for construction and landscaping of an orthopedic
hospital in Las Vegas; $67,000 for road construction in Harding County;
and additional smaller projects such as constructing a rural school house
in Santa Fe County; widening streets and bridges; and constructing a
fire department building. 25
With more funds coming into the state, communities were anxious to
begin projects and pressured Chavez for approval. On one occasion, for
example, Chavez responded to H.T. Watson, indicating he was doing
everything possible for approval of a county hospital in Gallup and would
contact Rowland to check the status of the application. In June 1936, the
proj ect was approved. 26
Chavez's influence in Washington appears to have been pervasive.
J.C. O'Leary contacted the Senator regarding the construction of a recreational building at Fort Bayard, asking him to expedite the project.
Five days later, Chavez responded, informing O'Leary that the President
had approved the $111,790 for the project. 27
Other examples of projects built in New Mexico communities included
sewer systems, post office buildings, dams, roads, and a host of public
works projects. By the end of fiscal year 1936, New Mexico had been
allotted $4,970,656-fourty-first of the fourty-eight states. The following states received less money than New Mexico during the same time
period: Arizona, North Dakota, Idaho, Maine, New Hampshire, Wyoming,
Vermont, Delaware, and Nevada. 28 Chavez's ability to help initiate these
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projects indicated his commitment to assist his constituents throughout
the state. Chavez realized that the more projects built in New Mexico, the
greater the number of people who would have jobs. In the long run, New
Mexico would benefit from these permanent improvements.
In the 1936 election, Chavez defeated the Republican candidate,
Miguel A. Otero Jr., by 19,556 votes. And Tingley defeated Jaffa R.
Miller with a 25,578 vote margin. 29 With the Democrats firmly in power,
the state would continue to garner federal dollars and Chavez's political
career would continue to flourish. He held office until 1962.
The Depression years gave way to another time of uncertainty with
the outbreak of World War II in Europe. In the Senate, Chavez actively
supported peace efforts. Until the bombing of Pearl Harbor, Chavez favored anti-war legislation and spoke in favor of keeping this country at
peace from 1935-41.
With the outbreak of war in Europe in 1939, the issue of neutrality
was uppermost in the minds of many Americans. Chavez supported the
Neutrality Acts of 1935, 1936, and 1937, designed to maintain peace and
keep the United States out of war. 30 In mid-September Roosevelt called
Congress into special session to consider revision of the Neutrality Act
of 1937. The debate centered on the question of repeal of the arms embargo, which Chavez opposed. He argued that propaganda and pressure
politics from munitions makers had involved the United States in World
War I, and he warned that these forces were again at work. Chavez substantiated his argument by recounting that between the outbreak of the
war in Europe in 1914 and the Democratic National Convention in 1916,
Americans wanted peace. He reminded the Senate that President
Woodrow Wilson was renominated, and won the presidency in 1916 with
the slogan "He kept us out of war." But because of pressure politics and
propaganda from munitions makers, five months after the election, the
United States was at war. Chavez also opposed the pending legislation
because its enactment would bring the United States one step closer to.
another war. Recounting the number of men and the amount of money it
took to fight the previous war, Chavez felt that this country was not
ready to see history repeat itselfY
Despite Chavef's opposition, Congress voted to repeal the arms
embargo act, and Roosevelt signed it on 4 November 1939. The new law
enabled the United States to sell war materials to all belligerents on a
cash-and-carry basis. As far as Chavez was concerned, the only positive side of this legislation was the escape from actual physical participation in the European war. 32
Although Chavez opposed war, he did not oppose an adequate national defense program for the United States. When France capitulated
to Germany on 17 June 1940, Chavez, as a member of the Subcommittee
on Defense Appropriations, supported and voted for Roosevelt's na-
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tional defense program, which included increased production of war
materials, enlargement of the air force, and the creation of a two-ocean
navy. According to Chavez, a strong defense ensured safety in an attack from another country. For the same reason, when Congress was
considering compulsory draft legislation in the summer of 1940, Chavez
voted for the Selective Service and Training Act.J3
In early 1941, the lend-lease legislation came before Congress.
Chavez argued against it, feeling that it ran contrary to the Good Neighbor Policy's commitment to nonintervention in the internal affairs of
other nations. Moreover, he argued that over the years the United States
had moved closer to war; therefore, he opposed lend-lease because it
would be the last step before physical participation in war. Additionally,
Chavez argued that the legislation would provoke an attack on this country. He felt that by permitting countries at war to use our naval bases,
naval yards, and ports, the United States was committing belligerent
acts that in the end could result in an attack. Despite his opposition,
lend-lease passed the Senate, and President Roosevelt signed the bill
on 11 March 1941. 34
Throughout the 1930s and into the 1940s, Chavez made his position
clear: he would support an adequate defense-not for purposes of aggression, but for keeping aggressive nations out of the Western Hemisphere. He would not, however, vote for any legislation that would lead
this country to war. 35 The attack on Pearl Harbor, however, caused Chavez
to reverse his position. He supported the declaration of war. Moreover,
he provided assistance to those especially close to the disastrous event
and sponsored legislation that recognized American soldiers' achievements in battle.
Among the worst losses of World War II were the United States'
defeat by the Japanese forces in Bataan and Corrigidor on 9 April and 5
May 1942, respectively. Among the soldiers who surrendered were those
of the 200th and 51 5th Coast Artillery units, which were composed partly
of the New Mexico National Guard. 36 Approximately a month after the
surrender, Senator Chavez received a list of 106 New Mexicans assumed
to be prisoners of war. 37 Immediately, families of New Mexicans stationed
in the Philippines contacted Chavez asking for information about their
relatives. Chavez shared whatever information he had. If a name appeared on his list, it was almost certain that the individual was a prisoner. 38 If a name did not appear on his list nor on the casualty list of the
War Department, he had to inform the family that their relative was presumed to be imprisoned. 39
Attempting to provide news to his constituents about prisoners of
war, Chavez contacted the War Department, the office of the Chief of
Staff, and the Red Cross. He could not find good news because the
Japanese refused to cooperate. 40 For the next year, the Japanese
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government's attitude remained unchanged. In the meantime, propaganda
broadcasts via shortwave radio from American soldiers in the Philippines were transmitted daily to the United States. Prisoners requested
food, vitamins, shoes, mail, and other essentials. Families of prisoners
called on Chavez to intervene on their behalf. 41 Consequently, Chavez
wrote Chief of Staff George C. Marshall requesting a statement to distribute in New Mexico. Chavez hoped that a communique coming from a
high-ranking official would give some comfort and encouragement to
his constituents. 42
However, the response Chavez received was not encouraging. It
was merely a statement outlining the steps the International Red Cross
and the War Department had taken to send supplies since the surrender.
The letter did not indicate whether supplies sent aboard the Swedish
ship Gripsholm in 1942 had ever reached American prisoners. 43 By this
time, the War Department, although aware of war atrocities, had not
disclosed any information.
About a year after the surrender of the Philippines, a group of American soldiers managed to escape and eventually reached General Douglas MacArthur's headquarters in Australia. Included in the group was
Captain William B. Dyess, who had been captured in Bataan. Although
not disclosed to the public, it was from Dyess's testimony that the United
States first learned about penal camp conditions, the death march, beatings, tortures, and indiscriminate killings.
The Navy and War Departments did not disclose this information to
the public until 28 January 1944 and in the Senate, Chavez's reaction to
war atrocities was unparalleled. Three days later, Chavez, particularly
appalled by the situation because the New Mexico National Guard had
been stationed in the Philippines, addressed the Senate on war atrocities. He agreed with his constituents who accused the government and
military of inaction in the Philippines. Additionally, he contacted Secretary of the Navy Frank Knox and Secretary of War Henry L. Stimson and
urged them to issue a statement to the American people assuring them
"that something is. being done and will be done beyond the efforts which
have heretofore been expanded on the Pacific battle line." Chavez also
contacted the Department of State and asked for a progress report on
United States-Japanese negotiations regarding prisoner aid and the location of American prisoners. 44
Long before anyone confirmed the atrocities American prisoners of
war were experiencing, Chavez insisted that these men were entitled to
some compensation and recognition. In September 1943, Chavez introduced a bill in the Senate providing that effective 8 December 1942,
every officer in the Army, Navy, and Marine Corps below the rank of
colonel plus every warrant officer and enlisted man below master ser-
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geant who had been captured in the Philippines, Wake Islands, or Guam
be promoted one grade annually. The bill was referred to the Committee
on Military Affairs, which in turn requested the input of the military
branches involved. 45
On 20 November 1943, Secretary of War Stimson responded to the
proposed legislation. He opposed it because promotion of wartime personnel was based upon performance of duties and responsibilities. Being held captive or being hospitalized for wounds received in battle
might impede or prevent a soldier's promotion. The letter read as follows: "In the case of captured personnel there is no way to distinguish
between those men who, by virtue of having fought to the last, might be
deserving of a reward in the form of promotion and those who surrendered in circumstances under which they might reasonably have been
expected to continue to resist. The general effect of promoting such
personnel would be to establish a reward for becoming a prisoner."46
Two days later, the Committee received notification from the Department of Navy opposing the bill because it excluded those missing in
action who might be held captive and military personnel who were stationed in North China, the Asiatic Fleet, or other theaters on 8 December
1941. Also excluded from the bill were those serving in the Philippines,
Wake Islands, and Guam who might have been captured after 8 December 1941 and those who might have been taken prisoner any time for the
duration of the war. 47
Having received the reports from the Army and the Navy, Chavez
appeared before the Committee on Military Affairs and wrote to the Departments of War and Navy. In each case he objected strenuously to the
part of Secretary Stimson's letter that distinguished between prisoners
who deserved a promotion for resisting to the end and those who did
not because they "surrendered in circumstances under which they might
reasonably have been expected to continue to resist." Chavez felt "It is
unpardonable for anyone to say this who understands that our men
were fighting barefooted, and sometimes unclad with such a lack offood
that the story is often repeated of how they ate the flesh of monkey and
of the mules of their outfits in order to carryon their resistance of the
enemy! When medical supplies were not available and the sick and
wounded had to do without medicine .... Short of food, short of clothing, short of medical supplies, short of guns, short of airplanes, short of
anti-aircraft weapons, short of munitions! This is the real story!"48
Chavez reiterated the arguments on the floor of the Senate and declared his intentions to pursue the enactment of the bil1. 49 Finally, in
August 1944, the committee reported favorably on the bill. It was then
sent to the House Committee on Military Affairs. 50
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On 8 September, Chavez's bill came up for debate in the Senate.
Texas Senator John Connally questioned why the bill should not include
those individuals who were taken prisoner in other war zones. Chavez
explained that these prisoners were special cases because of the hardships they had encountered in the Pacific theater and because they had
continued to defend themselves against the Japanese without sufficient
arms and ammunition. At the end of the debate, the bill was amended so
that prisoners be-promoted every year for the duration of their imprisonment, and the Senate passed the billY
Much to Chavez's disappointment, Congress adjourned without the
House Committee on Military Affairs, taking any action on the bill; however, he refused to give up. He reintroduced the same bill at the beginning of the 79th Congress in January 1945 with one change. Trying to
enhance the bill's chances of passing, Chavez reworded it to include
military personnel who were serving in the Philippines, Wake, Guam,
Java, or other Pacific or Asiatic Ocean areas on 8 December 1941. 52 For
the second time the Senate passed the bill, and as before, referred it to
the House Military Affairs Committee where it diedY
During the 79th Congress, membership in the House Military Affairs
Committee included Andrew 1. May, chairman, Kentucky; R. Ewing
Thomason, Texas; Overton Brooks, Louisiana; John Sparkman, Alabama;
Paul 1. Kilday, North Carolina; Clifford Davis, Tennessee; John Edward
Sheridan, Pennsylvania; Philip J. Philbin, Massachusetts; Paul Steward,
Oklahoma; Arthur Winstead, Mississippi; and John Rooney, New York.
Although there is no evidence of any personal political battles-between
Chavez and members of the House Military Affairs Committee, the only
member of the Committee that Chavez recommended for lobbying the bill
was Congressman Thomason because he was "in a good position to
help, and there is no reason why he shouldn't."54 Because the majority
of House Committee members were southerners, one can speculate that
Chavez may have incurred the wrath of these congressmen because by
this time Chavez had already taken a strong stand in favor of civil rights.
For this reason, the committee may have killed the bill.
In the following session of Congress, however, the War Department
issued a letter in reference to Chavez's bill. Once again, the War Department reiterated its guidelines regarding promotions; nevertheless, it was
willing to bend the rules. The prisoners below the ranks of colonel and
master sergeant recently released from the Philippines were given immediate promotions. A similar promotion was accorded to individuals who
served in the Philippines but who were not captured. The Department of
War explained that this action deviated from established policy "but
was motivated by considerations which were deemed sufficiently exceptional to justify a departure from such policy."55
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Although his bill was defeated, Chavez called attention to the hardships and atrocities the men in the Pacific had endured. Perhaps he did
not achieve his objectives, but he never forgot the men of Bataan, always believing they deserved recognition out of common decency and
justice.
The soldiers, however, were not the only Americans who had been
forgotten in certain segments of American society during the war years.
As the war was coming to an end, Chavez was confronted with a new
challenge in the area of civil rights. As with the American soldiers, Chavez
made America aware of the plight of minorities. He worked relentlessly
to enact legislation aimed to create opportunities for Americans who
had been denied employment because of their race, color, creed, national origin, or ancestry.
Once the American economy was directed toward defense efforts,
full use of the country's manpower was essential to achieve maximum
production. Reaching full employment required integrating minority
groups into the defense program. Among the steps taken to achieve this
goal was Executive Order 8802, which President Roosevelt i'ssued on 25
June 1941. This order stipulated that employers and labor unions were
obligated "to provide for the full and equitable participation of all workers in defense industries without discrimination because of race, creed,
color, or national origin." Additionally, the order provided for the appointment of a five-member Fair Employment Practice Committee (FEPC)
to enforce it. 56
FEPC statistics reveal that during the fiscal year beginning I July
1943, and ending 30 June 1944, the group that experienced the most
discrimination due to race was African Americans, accounting for 80.8
percent of the complaints. Jews accounted for 72.2 percent of complaints
related to creed, and Mexican Americans accounted for 71.9 percent of
complaints of discrimination tied to national originY
Victims of discrimination could not only take their cases before the
FEPC but could, in addition, consult with Senator Chavez. Being of Hispanic descent, Chavez was an ardent opponent of discrimination. People
of all races and national origins turned to Chavez to intervene on their
behalf, but Hispanics especially appealed to him for help.
In 1942, there were approximately 3,000,000 individuals in the United
States who were classified as Mexican, Mexican American, or Spanish
American. Therefore, it is impossible to document every complaint of
alleged discrimination that reached Chavez's office. People from California, Colorado, New Mexico, Arizona, Wyoming, and Texas complained
to him, alleging discrimination in defense work, industry, business, and
the private sector. The majority of the complaints alleged unfair hiring
practices, wage differentials, and refusal of service in public establish-
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ments such as restaurants, swimming pools, pharmacies, and movie theaters. In every case Chavez took appropriate action, reporting the charges
to the FEPC or other governmental agencies. In cases of private discrimination, he apprised employers of the complaints he had received. 58
By the summer of 1944, it was evident that the war was coming to an
end and Chavez had the foresight to see that soldiers who were ethnic
minorities would be the first to face discrimination once they were home
and looking for jobs. In addition, the FEPC was only a temporary organization designed to help the war effort and, therefore, it was scheduled to
expire with the war's end. By March 1944, plans concerning the future of
the FEPC began to unfold.
A subcommittee of the Senate Appropriations Committee unanimously adopted a resolution offered by Senator Richard B. Russell of
Georgia that in effect would abolish the FEPC by removing its $500,000
funding from the war agencies appropriations bill. In May, the House
approved the bill with appropriations for the FEPC.59 If the measure were
to be approved in the Senate, the FEPC would become an independent
organization until further funding, but if it failed, the FEPC would expire
on I January 1945.
In June, the FEPC appropriation came before the Senate. Countering
Senator Russell's efforts to remove the $500,000 allowance for the FEPC,
Chavez defended the FEPC on grounds that its goal to establish fair
employment practices was tied to equality embodied in the Declaration
of Independence and the Constitution. On 20 June, the Senate defeated
Russell's amendment, thirty-nine to twenty-one. 60
Sensing victory, Chavez carried the fight against racial intolerance a
step further. On 23 June 1944, he introduced a bill to prohibit discrimination in employment on the basis of race, creed, color, national origin, or
ancestry. Co-sponsors of the bill included Senators Sheridan Downey of
California, Robert Wagner of New York, James Murray of Montana, Arthur
Capper of Kansas, and William Langer ofNorth Dakota. The bill called
for the replacement of the FEPC with a permanent commission that would
be known as the Fair Employment Practices Commission. 61
Subsequently, on 22 August 1944, Chavez was appointed chairman
of a special subcommittee on Education and Labor that began hearings
on his bill on 30 AugustY Having concluded the hearings, Chavez, on
20 September, submitted a report on his bill with a "do pass" recommendation. 63 The House of Representatives had also held hearings on three
bills called the Scanlon-Dawson-LaFollette bills, which were companions to Chavez's bill in the Senate. The three bills were consolidated as
one, and in December of 1944, the bill was reported back to the House
without amendments. 64 However, the 78th Congress adjourned sine die
before additional action was taken on Chavez's bil1. 65 He reintroduced it
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on 12 January 1945, a few days after the start of the 79th Congress.
Chavez reminded the Senate that during the recent presidential campaign, both the Democrats and Republican parties had supported a permanent FEPC. 66
The 1st session of the 79th Congress did not take up any serious
consideration of the legislation. However, Chavez indicated he intended
to move for its consideration as soon as Congress reconvened following the holiday recess. Senator Theodore Bilbo of Mississippi, an avid
opponent, indicated that "the Lord willing," he would be there for the
occasion. 67
The 2nd session of the 79th Congress convened on 12 January 1946.
Three days later, Chavez made a motion for consideration of his bill,
S.I 0 1. 68 As the Senate proceeded with debate, however, the chair recognized Senator James Eastland of Mississippi. From that moment until the
end of the day, the southerners monopolized the Senate to filibuster
against Chavez's bill.
In the ensuing days, southerners, along with other senators, remained steadfast in their opposition. Senators John Bankhead, Russell,
John McClellan, James Eastland, Theodore Bilbo, 0' Daniel, Millard
Tydings, and others made endless speeches against it throughout January and into early February. Bilbo's opposition was so intense that he
stated that there would not be a vote on the bill during the session of
Congress. 0' Daniel felt that the bill should be recommitted to committee where it should be allowed to die. Echoing a common attitude of the
times, Senators O'Daniel and Eastland went so far as to intimate that
those who testified before the Subcommittee on Education and Labor
were communists. 69
On 7 February, Senate Majority Leader Alben Barkley, who favored
the bill, prevailed upon the Senate and filed a petition for cloture to end
debate on S.I 01. 70 If approved by a two-thirds vote, each senator would
have one hour to talk on the issue after which time a vote on the bill had
to be taken. If the vote on cloture failed, the bill would remain on the
calendar as if a vote had never occurred. On 9 February, 1946, the Senate
rejected cloture forty-eight yeas to thirty-six nays. Immediately after the
vote, Chavez addressed the chair, predicting that the vote on cloture
notwithstanding, the fight for civil rights had only begun and that
America would go forward. He then withdrew his bil1. 71
Chavez's failure in civil rights legislation may be attributed to the
fact that his vision and goals were too far-reaching. In the mid 1940s, the
United States was not ready to accept civil rights. Many people throughout the country and some of his Senate colleagues could not or would
not recognize or correct discriminatory practices. Nevertheless, through
Chavez's fight for civil rights legislation, he challenged southerners'
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longstanding control of the Senate on this issue. Chavez's strong commitment to fight racial intolerance laid the groundwork and encouraged
and inspired other congressmen to introduce civil rights legislation,
which finally came to pass under the Lyndon Johnson administration.
In 1964, twenty years after Chavez first introduced his bill to create
a permanent Fair Employment Practices Commission, Congress invoked
cloture to cut off debate after a fifty-seven-day southern-run filibuster
and then enacted the 1964 Civil Rights Act. A provision of that act
prohibits employers and labor unions from discriminating because of
race, color, sex, religion, or national origin. 72
Chavez, however, could not witness one of his greatest victories.
He died on 18 November 1962. He succeeded, however, in awakening the
country regarding the plight of minorities. Moreover, his prophecy had
come true. America indeed had moved forward.
Chavez's role in national legislation between 1933 and 1946 had a
positive impact throughout the country. During the New Deal he supported legislation that would improve the lives of many Americans. At
the same time he ensured that New Deal legislation reached New Mexico.
Before Pearl Harbor, Chavez favored isolation from European affairs;
however, when Japan attacked the United States, he supported the
President's request for a declaration of war.
During the war years and into the post-war era, Chavez sponsored
and supported legislation for American prisoners of war. During the war
years, Senator Chavez led the fight against discrimination in employment, which culminated in the 1964 Civil Rights Act. The late senator
and vice president Hubert H. Humphrey, who himself left his imprint on
the battle for civil rights, once referred to Chavez as a "gentleman" and
a "kindly" man who "many times gave me encouragement when I really
needed it; many times gave me a feeling of sense of purpose when one
needed it; and at all times set an example of being deeply concerned
about the needs of humanity."73
During the post-war period, Chavez continued to be of service to
his constituents. Because he was able to study law at Georgetown University while under the patronage of Senator Andrieus Jones, Chavez
later placed young New Mexicans under his own patronage, enabling
them to work and earn money with which to obtain an education. Chavez
hoped that these young people, trained in various professions, would
return to their homes and work for the betterment of all New Mexicans.
As Chavez continued his career in the Senate, he made sure that the
federal government continued to allocate appropriations for New Mexico,
especially in the area of atomic research and development. The establishment of military bases and nuclear research installations in New
Mexico was being discussed in New Mexico in 1939, the year Chavez
became a member of the Subcommittee on Defense Appropriations. Be-
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cause Chavez was a member and later chairman of this important subcommittee, he was able to channel money for defense-related fields into
New Mexico; consequently, he was pivotal in establishing White Sands
Proving Grounds, Holloman Air Force Base and Development Center,
and Sandia Base. 74
Due to his seniority, by the 1950s he was chairman of the powerful
and important Committee on Public Works. During the 84th Congress,
1955-56, the Committee on Public Works approved the Highway Act of
1956, authorizing the construction of the federal aid program for fiscal
years 1958-59. In addition, this legislation approved a program for the
National System of Interstate and Defense Highways for the fiscal years
1957-69. The Public Works Committee also approved the Water Control
Act of 1956, which amended the Water Pollution Act of 1948 by extending and strengthening the 1948 law. Specifically, it authorized funds to
support and assist research related to the prevention and control of
water pollution.
As chairman of this committee, Chavez personally guided legislation through the Senate that assisted citizens against floodwaters, improved the nation's harbors and waterways, and developed our water
resources. By strengthening and improving the highway system, providing funds for research and implementation of air and water control,
and providing for construction of federal and post office buildings
throughout the nation, the Committee on Public Works provided for the
general improvement of the national economy.75
By the end of his legislative career in 1962, Chavez was outranked
by only three Senators. 76 He had climbed his way up to the top and had
become one of the most powerful and influential members of the United
States Senate. His career in Congress spanned thirty-two years. Throughout that time, he remained a loyal Democrat and sought to advance the
ideals and traditions of the party. He never forgot his humble beginnings and remained throughout his life a spokesman for the weak, the
poor, the defenseless, and the oppressed.
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The Zito family exemplifies the hard-working Italians who came to New Mexico
seeking a better life for themselves, and for those who stayed in the Old Country. Pete
Zito came to Albuquerque in the early 1900s. He boarded at the Los Angeles House on
South Third Street, operated by another Italian family, the Morellis. He soon went into
business with A. M. Morelli, and was proprietor of the New York Saloon at 315 South
Second Street. Here, Pete had a Wild West-style shootout with a thief who skulked to the
bar, disguised by a white handkerchief with eyeholes. Zito won the exchange, and the
felonious fiend was brought to justice.
Angela (Angie) Barbieri came to America in 1907 to stay with her brother, Dominic.
She was dreaming the European version of the American Dream, of "picking up money
off the streets" to help her family in Italy. Because young working men shared his house,
Dominic deemed the environment improper for a young lady, so he sent her to live at
Mrs. Morelli's boarding house, where she met Pete Zito. Angie worked as a seamstress
at the Imperial Laundry and went to night school at Albuquerque High School. When
Pete and Angie fell in love, the young man not only asked Dominic for his sister's hand,
but he wrote to her parents in Italy and obtained permission to make her his bride.
The young couple had three children: Mary, Lee, and Johnny. "My parents worked
hard," says Mary Zito Armstrong. Side by side, they achieved the real American Dream,
owning both homes and businesses-The Metopolitan Hotel and Bar, the Alamo Hotel
and Grocery Stores, the Venetian Bar, and other establishments. The Zitos never forgot
their families and always shared their good fortune with relatives in Italy.
Pete Zito died during World War II while his son served with General MacArthur.
Angie and the children carried on his work, adding property in the booming Northeast
Heights to the family holdings. One of the buildings they owned is the recently renovated
Guild Theater.
Like other Italian American families in Albuquerque, the Zitos were active in
religious and community organizations like the Immaculate Conception Church, the
Colombo Society, and the Italian Women's Charity Club. Mary remembers dancing around
with other kids in Colombo Hall, while their parents attended meetings and events. The
Zito sisters still live in Albuquerque, and are proud to be both Italian and American.
Mo Palmer
The Albuquerque Museum
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The following newspaper articles have been transcribed verbatum from the Albuquerque
Morning Journal, dated 23 February and II April 1907. We could not adequately duplicate them with our scanner given the quality of the reproductions we obtained.
23 February 1907
ONE LONE BANDIT IS FOILED IN BOLD HOLD UP-MASKED ROBBER INVADES THE NEW YORK SALOON-Takes Four Shots at Proprietor When Latter
Draws Revolver and Escapes in Darkness. Bullets Go Wild
The lone bandit got in his spectacular work again last night when a masked man
with a revolver entered the New York saloon near the comer of South Second Street and
Silver avenue [sic], and ordered Proprietor Zito to throw up his hands. The latter, instead
of doing so made a spring for the rear end of the bar, whence he grabbed a revolver and
instantly fired at the would-be robber. The latter commenced shooting at the same instant
and six shots were exchanged, the highwayman firing four times and Zito twice. All the
bullets went wild and as the sixth shot cracked, the intruder ducked out the door and
disappeared. Zito was alone in the saloon when the episode took place.
All the description Zito could give of the man was that he wore a black hat and had
a white handkerchief over his face with holes cut for the eyes. He lost his hat in the
fusillade but otherwise left no clue to his identity. The exchange of shots caused considerable excitement in that vicinity, the attempted robbery occurring at fifteen minutes
before midnight. Zito told the police who arrived on the scene five minutes after the
thug's disappearance that there was $100 in the saloon, of the presence of which the
stranger was probably aware.
Every effort is being made to apprehend the criminal. By a strange coincidence, a
similar attempt was made in the New York saloon several months ago.
The police found where four of the six bullets perforated the walls. The holes
made by the other two could not be found, and it is believed that two of the bullets were
carried away by the bandit.
II April 1907:
FISHER CONVICTED OF HOLDING UP THE "NEW YORK"-RAGGED
BLACK HAT FIGURES IN EVIDENCE-Found Guilty of Daring Attempt to Rob
Pete Zito-Jury Empaneled in Case of Ernest, Alleged Wire Thief.
John Fisher was found guilty by a jury in the district court yesterday afternoon of
attempting to hold up proprietor Pete Zito and rob the New York saloon on South Second street at midnight on the night of February 22.
The attempted robbery was one of the boldest ever tried in this city. Zito was
alone in the saloon when a masked man entered with a revolver which he pointed at the
head ofZito with the laconic command "hands ~p." Instead of obeying Zito grabbed his
gun from under the counter and dodged behind a wooden partition in the rear of the
saloon. Through this partition the two men emptied their guns at each other. when the
fusillade was over the partition resembled a sieve and Zito had a slight flesh wound in the
breast where a spent bullet hit him after piercing the partition. The would-be hold up ran
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out the back door and disappeared leaving a ragged black slouch hat with a bullet hole
through it and a splotch of paint on it. Zito did not grapple with the robber and was not
knocked down as per the remarkalbly [sic] inaccurate account in the evening paper. The
hat was identified by Stacy the painter as belonging to Fisher who had worked for him
and a well known character named "Blackie" Mcintyre positively identified Fisher as the
man who did the job, making the interesting statement that he had been asked to help, but
confined himselfto watching the performance from the other side ofthe street. "Blackie"
afterward changed his mind and professed to have never seen Fisher before.
Fisher was bound over to the grand jury by justice Craig who was a witness yesterday, as were marshal McMillain [and] assistant Marshal Kennedy, Policeman
Highbargain, a painter named Vincent for whom Fisher worked, and others, including
Zito who identified Fisher by his voice, stature and the hat which was produced in evidence. Attorney Heacock defended the prisoner and Attorney Wilkerson assisted Mr.
Clancy in the prosecution.
A jury was empaneled last evening and the trial begun of James Ernest, charged
with stealing copper wire from the Santa Fe Railway Company.
Editor's note: The Ernest and Fisher cases are unrelated.
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Book Reviews

Many Wests: Place, Culture, and Regional Identity. Edited by David M. Wrobel
and Michael C. Steiner. (Lawrence: University Press of Kansas, 1997. x + 385 pp.
Illustrations, maps, notes, index. $45.00 cloth, $19.95 paper.)

This eclectic and stimulating collection considerably enriches our understanding of western regions and regionalisms. Although the essays vary in character and
quality, all share an emphasis on seeing beyond simple and singular definitions of
the American West. The focus here is on plural Wests and on pluralism.
To their great credit, the contributors move beyond the false dichotomies (frontier vs. region, process vs. place) that have dominated recent debates in western
history. Instead, the essayists adopt a more complex perspective that illuminates
the merits and challenges of thinking regionally and sub-regionally. Indeed, this
collection should convince all readers that, useful as the concept of region may be,
it will not automatically rescue western history from the vagueness and ethnocentrism associated with Frederick Jackson Turner's frontier. As John Findlay wisely
observes in his piece on the Pacific Northwest, "regional conci"ousness has been an
elusive, shifting identity ... a social construction always under construction" (p.
43). Thus, in Findlay's essay and throughout the volume, the contributors probe
the interior and exterior forces that made and remade America's many Wests. Examining the cultural, economic, environmental, and, above all, historical forces
that shaped and reshaped the ways different peoples "sensed" their different places,
the collection underscores just how diverse the subregions are that compose the
western United States.
And yet after completing the volume, I wondered about the links between essays and between regions. That is, what holds these many Wests together as the
West? In the introduction, David Wrobel and Michael Steiner point out that "the
West probably does have certain defining characteristics, but they are not readily
and evenly applicable to all [its] parts" (p. II). Still, the editors' promise that all
the essays "draw connections between regional identity in [a] particular place~be
it southern California, the Great Basin, or the Snake River Valley~and identification with the broader West" (p. 18). These larger connections, however, remain
elusive.
If anything, the essays suggest the need for further divisions in western regional identity. Glenna Matthews, for example, provocatively contends that the
regional identity of San Francisco and northern California derives from the "cosmopolitanism" of its Gold Rush beginnings. But the historic heterogeneity and
cultural pluralism of San Francisco hardly characterizes all of northern California,
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much less the whole Bay Area. As Arnoldo de Leon argues in his chapter on Texas,
regional consciousness has long depended on who you are and where in the state
you reside. African Americans, Mexican Americans, and Anglo-Texans all held
different senses of the place, as did those who resided in east, south, and west
Texas. The same is true for other essays in which ethnicity and geography, not to
mention class and gender, break down attempts to clarify and unify regional identities.
Quoting Wallace Stegner, Wrobel and Steiner concede that "trying to make a
unanimous culture" out of the region's various sub-regions "would be like wrapping five watermelons" (p. 9). That may be impossible, but this important volume
effectively bundles many, if not all, Wests.
Stephen Aron
University of California, Los Angeles

Geronimo's Kids: A Teacher's Lessons on the Apache Reservation. By Reverend Robert S. Ove and H. Henrietta Stockel. (College Station: Texas A&M University Press. xxxi + 148 pp. Illustrations, notes, bibliography, index. $24.95.)
In Geronimo's Kids, the Reverend Robert Ove gives us a brief glimpse, through
words and photos, of a time and place over forty years ago that was little known to
outsiders. Recognizing both his ignorance of Apache history and culture and the
difficulty of penetrating this closed society, Ove hopes to "preserve a small fragment of the history of Whitetail and to provide insight into the spirits of the remarkable people" (p. xviii). Co-author Henrietta Stockel provides the historical
background of these incredible survivors who withstood years of warfare and decades of imprisonment.
Ove's reminiscences and recent visit help provide an understanding of the
transition that the Chiricahuas underwent as modernization increasingly intruded
on their quiet society at Whitetail on the Mescalero Reservation. The book, however, is more noteworthy as a clear summary of certain prominent Chiricahuas'
genealogies, and as an indictment of the educational system on the reservation at
mid-century. Not only does Ove freely admit that he was unqualified and poorly
trained, but the Bureau of Indian Affairs, he claims, did nothing to remedy this
situation. Ove talks about his initially uncomfortable feelings when faced with the
formidable task of teaching children from a minority culture. Throughout his twoyear stay and for years later, he becomes increasingly aware of this different point
of view.
No matter what the book's contribution to Chiricahua historiography, its chief
value lies in its account of an individual's odyssey from cultural superiority and
ignorance to an appreciation and celebration of cultural diversity and strength.
Stefanie Beninato
Santa Fe, New Mexico
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Conquistador in Chains, Cabeza de Vaca and the Indians of the Americas. By
David A. Howard. (Tuscaloosa: The University of Alabama Press, 1997. xiii + 259
pp. Maps, notes, bibliography, index. $29.95 paper).
In Conquistador in Chains, David A. Howard draws from published primary
documents in order to provide a reinterpretation of conquistador Cabeza de Vaca' s
adventures in North and South America. The author gets caught up in the romance
and intrigue of the era and his enthusiasm is reflected in this lively, fast-paced
narrative. Cabeza de Vaca first came to the New World in 1527 as part of an expedition to Florida. The exploration quickly fragmented and a few survivors were
captured by Indians off the Texas coast. Cabeza de Vaca managed to escape with
three other compatriots and began an epic trek across the American Southwest. He
arrived in New Spain in 1536. Howard contends that these years spent as healer to
the Indians gave Cabeza de Vaca a greater appreciation for the humanity of the
Indians and an increased awareness of their spiritual need for Christianity. He applied these principles as governor of the La Plata region from 1542 until 1545,
when disgruntled members of the local elite arrested him and shipped him back to
Spain where he was tried and sentenced by the Council of the Indies.
Howard depicts Cabeza de Vaca as a good, honorable man whose ethics were
considerably ahead of his time. He compares his spiritual evolution and developing
respect for Amerindians to the trajectory of indigenous defender and contemporary, Bartolome de las Casas. Not surprisingly, his peaceful methods of conquest,
rejection of indigenous enslavement, and protection of Indian women against abuse
ran counter to the interests of established settlers in Asuncion.
Although Howard is careful to present conflicting evidence from both Cabeza
de Vaca's defenders and detractors and to indicate the biases therein, the author
clearly is an apologist for the conquistador and consistently champions his actions
and policies. At times, the author's sympathy leads him to make exaggerated claims.
For example, at many points in the text it appears that Cabeza de Vaca was the
only Spaniard who was capable of singlehandedly preventing indigenous attacks.
His mere presence could be decisive. Similarly, his enemies ran the risk of unfair
demonization. In one case, he takes at face value one contemporaneous document's
claim that after Cabeza de Vaca's departure, the settlers took "pregnant wives and
those recently delivered of children, separating infants from their breasts and taking their children for their service" (p. 163). This quote smacks of hyperbole and
moreover makes little economic or political sense.
Howard concludes that Cabeza de Vaca was unique among the conquistadores
because of his compassionate vision toward Indian policy. However, the text makes
clear that he also lacked perception as an administrator. For example, he seemed
unaware that the Guarani cemented alliances with settlers through the exchange of
women, a practice that he attempted to outlaw. Slavery was a common practice
among rival indigenous groups and they seemed perplexed when he sought to curtail it. His unwillingness pragmatically to assess local conditions and relationships
proved his undoing, perhaps even more so than his compassion.
Judy Bieber
University of New Mexico
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Corralled in Old Lincoln County, New Mexico: The Lin Branum Family of
Coyote Canyon and the I Bar X By Barbara Jeanne Reily-Branum and Roberta
Haldane. (Alamogordo, New Mexico: Bennett Printing, Inc., 1995.85 pp. Illustrations, map, notes. n.p.)
Oral histories, especially family oral histories, often provide the human warmth
that cushion more formal documentary accounts. Corralled in Old Lincoln County
presents a rancher's view of late nineteenth- and early twentieth-century New
Mexico-specifically the southeastern quadrant-that includes humor, courage, and
family drama. The narrative is created by a series of vignettes that depict the perils
and rewards of life on a small cattle ranch in remote Coyote Canyon, near White
Oaks in Lincoln County. The authors learned these stories from Clint Branum,
Barbara Jeanne Reily-Branum's father, and tape recorded them over a twenty-fiveyear period. Clint Branum's father, Lin, arrived in New Mexico territory in 1877 at
age sixteen. One of the few individuals who did not claim a bosom friendship with
Billy the Kid, Lin started out like many others: he worked as a cowboy and
"mavericked" to get his own herd.
Some of the most intriguing stories in this book involve day-to-day activities
such as dress- and pattern-making, keeping the smokehouse fires going, and encountering Navajos. For example, the narrator describes the purchase of a Navajo
rug of "supreme weaving and workmanship," but with colors and patterns that
"changed 18 times throughout the length of the rug" (p. 3 I). Obviously an experimental rug, today this Navajo creation is worth perhaps thousands of dollars, but
its sentimental value is more. Tales of ranch life-branding calves and roundups,
for instance-offer first-hand glimpses into the latter years of the nineteenth century. There are chapters on home schooling-public schools were twenty or more
miles away-and on the technology that arrived in the early twentieth century,
which generated tremendous excitement in isolated Lincoln County.
Corralled in Old Lincoln County is a cheerful book punctuated by some excellent vintage photos. My only criticism is the persistent use of vernacular language.
To recreate a sense of "the way it was," the authors preserved the "Texas lingo...
in which people drop "s's" and ending "g's," as in 'Iddn't it great" (pp. 13-14).
This reader found it somewhat irritating after a while, particularly since Clint Branum
had a college degree and worked as an engineer. Still, there is a case to be made for
recording oral histories without editing, and so my preference may not reflect the
views of others.
Readership might be broader had the authors provided more detailed information about the area, especially maps. Unless one is intimately familiar with Lincoln
County, these stories could prove difficult to follow. Nevertheless, anyone interested in New Mexico or the Southwest, in community, family, or ranching history
will find this book informative, a pleasure to read, and a very human account of a
tremendously exciting period in New Mexico history.
Kathleen P. Chamberlain
Castleton State College
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El Llano Estacada: Exploration and Imagination on the High Plains of Texas
and New Mexico, 1536-1860. By John Miller Morris. (Austin: Texas State
Historical Association, 1997. x + 414 pp. Illustrations, maps, notes, bibliography, index. $39.95.)

Geographer John Morris takes as his touchstone the great mesa land of eastern
New Mexico and the Texas Panhandle and South Plains called the Llano Estacado.
Refocusing our vision, he renders familiar journey narratives from the 1560s to the
1850s in a fresh and intriguing perspective. Recounting toponyms derived from the
comanchero trade and narrating John Pope's quest for deep artesian water, Morris
asks us to consider the factors that have conditioned the perception of the Llano.
His subtle insights make for an important book for anyone grappling with how
physical environments have meaning for people.
Throughout most of El Llano Estacada Morris maintains a sober and detached
vantage, offering a series of lenses through which the Llano has been viewed by
Pedro Vial, James Abert Amiel Whipple, and others. But in "Part One, Lo Llano:
Coronado and the Llano Road to Quivira, 1536 -1542," Morris launches an imaginative and elegant personal quest to see the Llano as Pedro de Castafieda and his
companions may have seen it.
Proceeding in search of Quivira, a reputedly wealthy kingdom in late spring
1541, the Coronado expedition was led into the unimaginable uniformity of the
Llano. The imperceptibly titled tableland was not empty, however; it was full of
hundreds of thousands of bison, making consistent travel on foot and horseback
difficult. For days on end, the 2,000 people of the expedition and their thousands
of livestock wound their tedious way among the great herds. Through fog and dust
and even in the best of visual conditions, holding a firm sense of direction was
beyond human ability. After the better part of a week, even the expedition's native
guides were confused and unsure.
The expedition's leadership felt the peril of continued travel among the bison,
a danger exacerbated by the exhaustion of their corn supply. Further, they became
convinced that they had been purposely led astray. In such straits, they had recourse to mariners' compasses. Heading toward sunrise, a reconnaissance party
encountered a settlement of Teya Indians living in a canyon which was part of a
cultural territory called Cona-in effect the expedition's salvation.
The location of both Cona and the canyon have been the subject of a centurylong historical conversation. Some 450 years after the expedition John Morris embarked by car to the Llano armed with Pedro de Castaneda's Relacion in an attempt
to "ride with the conquistadores" and unravel the mystery of Cona. One can quarrel with Morris's identification of the Teya settlements of Cona, but the observations he makes along the way are powerfully compelling: bewilderment caused by
bison disbursement; increased need for vegetable foods; and a technological "solution," following a precise compass bearing. In the end, Morris has succeeded in
isolating key factors that likely governed the Coronado expedition's perception of
the Llano and its course across the great table-land.
Richard Flint
University of New Mexico
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Doniphan's Expedition. By John Taylor Hughes. (College Station: Texas A&M
University Press, 1997. xv + 202 pp. Illustrations. $16.95 paper.)
The sesquicentennial of the U.S.-Mexican war has renewed scholarly and popular interest in an often overlooked chapter of our nation's history. Reflecting that
interest, Texas A&M Press has reissued John Taylor Hughe's Doniphan's Expedition, a classic memoir long out of print. This new edition includes a brief yet informative introduction by Joseph G. Dawson III that provides essential context for
modern readers. Historians and enthusiasts alike will relish this first-hand account
of a campaign that so captured the public's imagination that contemporaries (with
some justification) compared it to Xenophon's Anabasis.
Most of Doniphan's Expedition tells the story of the Missouri Mounted Volunteers, a regiment raised for service in Mexico and commanded by Colonel
Alexander Doniphan. Initially part of a larger force under General Stephen W.
Kearny, the regiment participated in the capture of Santa Fe. When Kearny continued west to California (the subject of several chapters), Doniphan went south and
captured Chihuahua City, another provincial capital and vital trading center. With
the war in the north substantially over, Doniphan then turned east to the Gulf of
Mexico. Reaching the coast, the regiment journeyed to New Orleans by water and
then up the Mississippi River back to Missouri.
Hughes's account, which Doniphan considered so complete that he declined
to write his own, brims with detail. Descriptions one might expect from this kind of
memoir abound: the privations of campaigning through rugged mountains and arid
deserts, riveting accounts of the battles of Brazito and Sacramento, and anecdotes
about life in the field. However, Hughes also recorded the less obvious. Like many
who participated in the expedition, he was fascinated by both the Mexicans and
Native Americans he encountered. Through his eyes, the reader gets a rather revealing look at both cultures through nineteenth-century American eyes.
If there is one flaw in this book, it is the lack of regional maps. Hughes's
detailed descriptions of the expedition's every minute movement are sometimes
difficult to follow, even for those already familiar with the campaign. Despite the
omission of maps, Doniphan's Expedition remains a very readable and singularly
interesting account of this most fascinating slice of the U.S.-Mexican War.
Kurt Hackemer
University of South Dakota
Common Border, Uncommon Paths: Race, Culture, and National Identity in
U.S.-Mexican Relations. Edited by Jaime E. Rodriguez O. and Kathryn Vincent.
(Wilmington, Delaware: Scholarly Resources, Inc., 1997. xii + 188 pp. Maps,
notes, bibliography, index. $45.00.)
One of Alan Riding's previous books captures the central idea of this present
work: Common Border, Uncommon Paths. Although Mexico and the United States
have things in common, we have our differences, including the way mexican os and
estadounidenses "Remember the Alamo."
This volume focuses on our historical differences, with a particular focus on
differences in religion, language, race and mestizaje, economic status, and culture.
It discusses how these differences helped form the mental images each country's
people have of the "other" and how these images color binational relations and
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understanding. The book deals with the role racism played and continues to play in
U.S. policy toward Mexico. The readers should note that U.S. policy-makers worry
little about the porous U.S.-Canada border relative to the U.S.-Mexico border.
As a collection of 1992 conference papers by important Mexican and U.S.
humanists and social scientists, the book suffers because all contributions are not
of equal quality. A couple of them cannot be shoehorned snugly into the integrating theme.
But co-editors Jaime E. Rodriguez 0., professor of history at the University of
California, Irvine, and Kathryn Vincent, assistant director of the University of California Institute for Mexico and the United States do a good job of tying things
together in their excel1ent introductory chapter, "Back to the Future: Racism and
National Culture in U.S.-Mexican Relations."
Overall, this book is a worthy endeavor. People on both sides of the border
need to recognize their differences and the need to eradicate stereotypes if our
commonalities are to be recognized. This book will help.
Fred R. Harris
University oj"New Mexico
Texas Land Ethics. By Pete A. Y. Gunter and Max Oelschlaeger. (Austin: University of Texas Press, 1997. xvi + 156 pp. Illustrations, maps, tables, bibliography, index. $18.95 paper.)

Unlike any other state, Texas can claim a unique position within the history of
America. With its cultures and traditions firmly rooted in the mythology and lore
of the American past, Texas has long served as a clear window into understanding
the larger development of the American West. Building on this rich historical tradition, Texas has almost seemed infinite. Yet as Pete Gunter and Max Oelschlaeger
prove in Texas Land Ethics, as the twenty-first century approaches, an examination
of the natural resources of the state proves that Texas is far more finite than ever
believed.
Although Texas examples propel this narrative, the scope of this text goes far
beyond the borders of the Lone Star State. Texas Land Ethics sets for itself the
large goal of rethinking the interrelations between nature and culture in American
society. Building on the "idea of a land community in which human beings are
members," Gunter and Oelschlaeger try to create a blueprint for future human/
nature interaction that is far less oppositional and far more cooperative (xiii). Directed at a wide and varied audience, Texas Land Ethics attempts to show how the
creation of rational environmental public policy is not radical1y utopian, but rather
practical in ecological, economic, and social terms. Texas Land Ethics successfully
avoids the utopian claims of the frontier and the dystopian dread of doomsday
environmentalism to find a middle course of enlightened environmental awareness. It transcends academic jargon to suggest solid ideas for a positive approach to
the natural environment. With a broad scope that flows from AIda Leopold to the
Rio Grande, this book wil1 be interesting reading for anyone interested not only in
the history of the West, but also to those looking to build an ecologically solid and
economically stable future.
'
John Herron
University of New Mexico
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Woman of the River: Georgie White Clark, White-Water Pioneer. By Richard
E. Westwood. (Logan: Utah State University Press, 1997. xiv + 304 pp. Illustrations, maps, appendix, notes, bibliography, index. $19.95 paper.)

Richard Westwood takes on quite a task in his biography of this pioneer river
runner. Born Bessie DeRoss, the colorful and controversial pioneer woman/river
runner, known simply as "Georgie" by friend and foe alike, changed her name and
life story at will. Taking to heart every opportunity to construct her own identity,
Georgie devised, revised, and improvised without regard to convention, consistency, or fact throughout her eight decades of life. In doing so she polarized the
river running community into two distinct groups: those who loved her and those
who loathed her. Westwood, native to the Colorado Plateau but outsider to the
river running business and its deep biases, has assembled the first independent
chronicle of Georgie's life. His Woman ofthe River will likely endure as the definitive biography of Georgie White Clark until Charon ferries the generation of people
who knew her across the River Styx.
Georgie first discovered the Grand Canyon and its allure when she went hiking with Harry Aleson in the Colorado Strip in the late summer of 1944, two months
after her only daughter's death. She and Aleson returned the next summer for a
swim through the bottom of Lower Granite Gorge. From that adventure they learned
that they needed more flotation and protection than surplus Navy lifejackets offered. They returned in 1946, planning to duplicate the controversial James White
run of the Colorado in 1867 on a log raft. They abandoned the raft they had cobbled
out of a driftwood pile when they could neither paddle nor pry it out of the eddy
they had launched it into. Instead they floated down in a surplus Army Air Corps
inflatable life raft that Aleson had packed in for just such an emergency.
Between 1947 and 1952 Georgie and Aleson hiked and ran several trips down
various reaches of the Colorado, Green, and San Juan Rivers using surplus ten-man
assault rafts. In the summer of 1953, figuring she had learned enough to run her
own trips, Georgie launched the first of her "share the expense" trips through the
Grand Canyon.
Georgie was an adventurer above all else and sought to share that excitement
with her passengers. Her technique led to perhaps more thrills than necessary.
Georgie would run right into the beginning of the rough water in a rapid, then let
go of the oars or motor, and let the river take her where it might-laughing the
whole way. Twenty-six miles into her first trip she dumped her first load of passengers into the muddy Colorado. Within two more years she was running the largest,
least tippable boats on the Colorado.
The "old pros" on the river were aghast at this remarkable woman from Southern California. She reduced the price of a trip through the Grand Canyon to roughly
a tenth of the going rate; she was among the first to use inflatable boats in commercial river running, ran her outfit aiming to break even, seeming not to care if she
dumped her dudes in the drink. The old boys figured she'd never last and the old
girl out lasted' em all, running her business and her own boat until she was eighty.
Alfred E. Holland, Jr.
California State University, Sacramento
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La Puerta: A Doorway into the Academy. Edited by Carin Bigrigg, Mary Friedman, Karen McKinney, Wanda Martin, Kate Warne, Rick Waters, and William
Waters. (Dubuque, Iowa: Kendall/Hunt Publishing Company, 1997. xi + 220
pp. Illustrations, maps, tables, notes. n.p.)
On campuses in this country for many decades the debate over freshman composition instruction has been as long-lived and open-ended as the debate over the
ideal core curriculum. This ,collection of essays, poems, and short stories began
with the attempt of a group of six English Department graduate students to find an
optimal text for teaching Introductory Composition at the University of New Mexico.
Frustrated by available commercial texts, they decided to put together their own
reader, one that would expose students to the myriad writing styles encountered
across the disciplines. It would also illustrate issues in contemporary scholarship
and consist of pieces written by individuals affiliated with UNM (including undergraduate students, graduate students, faculty, and staf!). La Puerta accomplishes,
for the most part, what this dedicated group of composition instructors intended to
do: proffer a range of voices and writing styles-all locals-addressing issues of
immediate interest to anyone living and learning at UNM.
Unfortunately, though, the first two essays-and the only essays that deal generically with the nature of higher education and the liberal arts-are written by a
professor whose rhetorical posture seems most traditional and almost reactionary;
a posture not particularly sensitive to, nor reflective of, the demographics of the
students who attend that university. As a member of the National Association"of
Scholars, Professor Berthold (a faculty member at UNM for twenty-five years)
reflects that association's deep antitpathy toward any curricular venture that smacks
of multiculturalism, feminism, or service learning.
Perhaps the editors opened this text with Professor Berthold's essays intending to provide examples of false dichotomy: "The traditional understanding of the
university as an independent forum for the free examination of ideas is being attacked in favor of a concept of the university as an agency for direct social action,
its prime concern no longer the search for truth, but immediate social utility" (p.
5). Or, it could be that they wanted to show the rhetorical impact of hyperbole:
"Curriculum is to be determined by social utility rather than intellectual curiosity,
and if need be, truth must take a backseat to that utility" (p. 5).
Professor Berthold contends that the classroom must be an autocracy, with all
authority vested in the faculty. Worthy of debate on any campus, these issues finally blend pedagogy with the politics of knowing and knowledge, issues wherein
epistemology and ethics become part of the same conversation. My concern, given
the intent of this book, rests in, the fact that I find Professor Berthold's position to
be quite restrictive as the gatekeeper to La Puerta. Many freshman students will
experience a closing of this "doorway into the academy" rather than an open invitation to become engaged with the pursuit of ideas and issues connected to their
lives-both past and immediate. I share Professor Berthold's enthusiasm for Aristotle
and Socrates, but given the history and nature of the University of New Mexico,
would suggest that Aristotle could most easily be conjoined with Anaya, Socrates
with Silko-a combination of classical and contemporary creating a most meaningful invitation to those beginning the life of the mind at UNM.
Several essays herein do embody an interdisciplinary spirit in thought and a
multiculturalist perspective that would characterize the UNM experience at its best.
These essays include those by Carmela Delia Lanza, Sharon Oard Warner, E. A.
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Mares, Jane Caputi, Jerry Shea, and Scott Sanders. Ranging from a discussion of
the history and significance of correct grammatical usage to the history and significance of Los Alamos National Laboratory, from'serial killers to scientific
conceptualization, the essays exemplify a variety of writing styles, while inviting
the reader to make connections among seemingly disparate ideas and issues-that
ability being, of course, one of the fundamental values of a liberal arts education.
Summarily, then, though the opening two essays may well be read by many
freshmen at UNM as an erudite version of "no trespassing" signs, most of the works
in this collection will be, as the editorial committee intended: "both accessible and
thought-provoking" (p. x) to the students with whom the editors and their composition colleagues will be working.
Joel M. Jones, President
Fort Lewis College

Clash of Cultures. By Brian M. Fagan. (Walnut Creek, California: AltaMira
Press, 1998. 333 pp. Illustrations, maps, bibliography, index. $19.95 paper,
$42.00 cloth.)

This book is the second edition of a well-received overview of the character
and impact of European overseas expansion from the early modern period through
the nineteenth century, originally published in 1984. Brian Fagan acknowledges
that he has made only minor changes from the first edition. The author makes no
effort to be comprehensive in his coverage. Furthermore, while the case studies
examined are certainly illustrative, they are not necessarily representative of the
range of interactions that occurred between Europeans and non-Western peoples.
Individual chapters are dedicated to European encounters with the Khoikhoi
of South Africa, the Aztecs, the Japanese, the Tahitians, the Tasmanians, the people
of the Tierra del Fuego, the Huron, the Northwest Coast Indians, and the Maori.
Each case receives some twenty pages of coverage. Additional chapters treat the
consequences of the Spanish conquest of Mexico; depopulation through disease of
the indigenous societies; the concept of the Noble Savage; the role of Protestant
missionaries among the Tahitians and the peoples of the Tierra del Fuego; and the
colonization of New Zealand. A rather brief conclusion summarizes the major findings.
In his section on the conquest of the Aztecs, Fagan demonstrates his awareness of the most recent scholarship. Although he cites works that question the existence of prophesies prefiguring the Spanish conquest and the psychological
paralysis that supposedly befell Montezuma, these well-worn explanations figure
prominently in his narrative. In addition, he draws many of his quotes from
Sahagun's "General History." Other Spanish and indigenous sources on the conquest receive only slight attention. He describes the Spaniards in very antiquated
and pejorative terms, showing no appreciation of the considerable literature on the
composition and behavior of these expeditions. The crucial period, from Cortes's
retreat from Tenochtitltm through the final extended siege of the city, is covered in
a single paragraph.
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At the undergraduate level, this study would serve as a useful compilation of
certain encounters between European and non-Western peoples. But lacking a classificatory or explanatory framework, it is unlikely to further understanding of the
subject among more advanced scholars.
John E. Kicza
Washington State University

From Out o[the Shadows: Mexican Women in Twentieth-Century America. By
Vicki L. Ruiz. (New York: Oxford University Press, 1998. xvii + 240 pp. Illustrations, tables, appendix, notes, bibliography, index. $30.00.)

Vicki L. Ruiz, author of Cannery Women, Cannery Lives (1987) and co-editor
with Ellen Carol Dubois of the excellent anthology, Unequal Sisters: A Multicultural
Reader in U.S. Women's History (1990), now assumes the daunting task of writing
a full study of the experiences of Mexican American women in the twentieth century. Ruiz's wide range of primary and secondary sources include government documents, newspapers, manuscript collections, articles and monographs, and oral
interviews. Interviews with mexicanas, ranging in age from twenty to over eighty,
relate their sorrows, struggles and triumphs over a period of one hundred years.
The first generation (ca. 1915 -1930) was born in Mexico, as exemplified by
eighty-one-year-old Jesusita Torres. Jesusita and her mother joined more than one
million Mexican men, women, and children who fled to the Southwestern United
States to escape the revolutionary upheavals that engulfed Mexico between 1910
and 1929. This generation faced low wages at the most menial jobs, bigotry, discrimination, and segregated schools for their children. By 1930, twenty years after
the great migration began, over 84 percent of mexicanas were employed in domestic service, worked in factories, or in the fields. Only 15.4 percent held whitecollar jobs, over two-thirds of them in clerical or sales positions.
The next generation in some ways had it even worse. The coming of the Great
Depression wiped out millions of jobs in every sector of the American economy,
leaving many Mexicans unable to resist the wave of deportation and repatriations
that occurred along the border between 1930 and 1934.
In addition to chronicling the mexicanas ' struggle for physical survival in the
Southwest, Ruiz pays considerable attention to their struggle to maintain their cultural identity throughout this century. Ruiz notes that "while one group of Americans responded to Mexican immigration by calling for restriction and deportation,
other groups mounted campaigns to 'Americanize' the immigrants" (p. 33).
Mexicanas, in particular, resisted the well-meaning attempts by religious institutions and settlement houses to convert them to Protestantism and to the "American" way of life. In addition, mothers tried very hard to maintain tight control over
their daughters' social activities, insisting on the time-honored institution of chaperonage while their daughters longed to be flappers.
In the last half of Out of the Shadows, Ruiz focuses on the role mexicanas
played as activists during the labor struggles of the 1930s and beyond. They participated in the anti-Vietnam War movement of the 1960s and 1970s, in the feminist and Chicano movements since the 1960s, and in the protests against recent
anti-immigrant legislation (including Proposition 187). This is a heartening study
of how mexicanas have maintained their identity while making important contribu-
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tions to a more just and equal society. This insightful work, which brings Mexican
American women "out of the shadows," is highly recommended for both undergraduate and graduate courses in U.S. Western History, the Borderlands, the Southwest, and Chicana and Women's Studies programs.
Anna Macias
Ohio Wesleyan University

Border Visions: Mexican Cultures of the Southwest United States. By Carlos
G. Velez-Ibanez. (Tucson: University of Arizona Press, 1996. xii + 360pp.
Illustrations, maps, charts, tables, appendix, notes, bibliography, index. $45.00
cloth, $19.9 5 paper.)

"For many Mexicans and for me, the border is among the most important ideas in our lives simply because our identities are so tied to
this creation" (pp. 265-66).
In an expansive exploration ofthe cultural landscapes of the Southwest United
States and Northern Mexico, Carlos Velez-Ibanez attempts to examine various forms
of "fences" created across this "borderland" region (p. 266). Through an analysis
of the historical metamorphoses of this area~especially through its political conflicts and changing cultural identities~Velez-Ibariez seeks to understand the various difficulties, contradictions, and bonds experienced by the area's migrants and
residents. This is an intriguing and detailed portrait of a contested and multi-layered place, a region that increasingly has become the focal point for heated discussions over immigration between Mexico and the United States.
The book is organized into three main sections. The first, "The Continuing
Process: An Ethnobiography," explores the' early history sin fronteras (without
borders) of cultural centers in the borderlands. This opening provides a useful background to the gradual "cultural bumping" that Velez-Ibanez refers to at the outset~a process that merged and altered the identities of the Mexican, U.S., and
indigenous populations. These changes occurred either by choice or through the
forces of domination. The second section, "Political Process, Cultural Invention,
and Social Frailty: Road to Discovery," builds on the author's anthropological work
in delineating a personal and poignant narrative of the conflicts and dangers that
many Mexican and Chicano/a leaders faced from the late nineteenth century onwards. In the third section, "So Farewell Hope and with Hope Farewell Fear, Coming Full Circle in Words and Pictures: Finding a Place and Space," Velez-Ibanez
attempts to unearth the re-creation of place and space in U.S. Mexican literature
and mural art.
Overall, this book provides an important background to many of the recent
discussions centered on how power is exercised in the U.S.-Mexico border region,
and will be useful to scholars in the fields of U.S. West, Borderlands, Southwest,
and Latin American History. Although Velez-Ibariez states that this book is "not a
book of 'place' as such" (p. 4), I would suggest that the struggles over cultural
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identities and the ways in which they have been re-territorialized over time and
through space is thoroughly bound up in spatialized concepts of various Mexican
and U.S. identities. An interrogation of these socio-spatial processes could reveal
further thought provoking "Border Visions" for the future.
Susan P. Mains
University of Kentucky

Alexander William Doniphan: Portrait of a Missouri Moderate. By Roger D.
Launius. (Columbia: University of Missouri Press, 1997. xiv + 316 pp. Illustrations, maps, notes, bibliography, index. $37.50.)

Alexander W. Doniphan (1808-1887) is well-known to students of New Mexico
and Southwest history primarily because of his exploits during the War with Mexico.
He commanded the First Missouri Mounted Volunteers attached to Stephen W.
Kearny's Army of the West that crossed the plains and entered Santa Fe in August
1846. Kearny placed Doniphan in charge of creating a law code for New Mexico
(known thereafter as Kearny's Code) and then left Doniphan in charge of pacifying
hostile Indians while he pushed on to California. On their way south to join other
U.S. forces in Chihuahua, Doniphan's Missourians defeated Mexican troops just
below Las Cruces at the Battle of Brazito and then went on to capture Chihuahua
City.
In this finely crafted biography, Roger D. Launius, Chief Historian of the
National Aeronautics and Space Administration in Washington, D.C., covers
Doniphan's Mexican War experiences exceedingly well, devoting more than a third
of the book to this time that "most shaped Doniphan's life" (p. xi). A tall, powerful
man, Doniphan was well-qualified to lead men into battle. His earlier fame in Missouri rested on his successful law practice and his reputation for defending the
underdog. He won the admiration of Mormons for aiding church leaders during the
Missouri "Mormon War" and for refusing to execute Joseph Smith when ordered to
do so by the commander of his militia unit.
Doniphan was already a successful lawyer and businessman when he helped
recruit volunteers for the Mexican War, and he returned home from that war a hero.
But his later years were less satisfying. He dabbled in politics and sought to moderate extremist positions dividing the nation. He chose, however, not to run for
major political office. As a slaveholding Unionist, he refused to fight in either the
Union or Confederate armies, thereby garnering criticism from both sides. Although
moderately wealthy in the years preceding his death, Doniphan took an increasingly cynical view of state and national politics and died in a boarding house with
a few old friends and relatives in attendance.
An experienced biographer, Launius won the coveted David W. and Beatrice
C. Evans Biography Award for his Joseph Smith lJI: Pragmatic Prophet (1988).
And he deserves much praise for this carefully researched and elegantly written
biography of Doniphan. Still, it has a few weaknesses. Although Launius fully
examines Doniphan's public life, he has less success illuminating his private life.
Doniphan's wife of more than thirty-five years, for example, remains a shadowy
figure. Strangely missing also is the story of Doniphan's relationship with Father
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Ramon Ortiz, the El Paso cleric who strongly resisted American occupation. Ortiz
is mentioned only in passing as "a hotheaded priest" (p. 155). Factual errors are
few: Bent's Fort was near present La Junta, not Pueblo (p. 98); the Civil War Battle
of Valverde occurred in 1862, not 1861 (p. 135).
These minor problems in no way detract from the overall merit of this work.
Anyone interested in Southwest history will want a copy for his or her library.
Darlis A. Miller
New Mexico State University

Battlefor the Ballot: Essays on Woman Suffrage in Utah, 1870-1896. Edited
by Carol Cornwall Madsen. (Logan: Utah State University Press, 1997. xii + 318
pp. lIlustrations, notes. $39.95 cloth, $19.95 paper.)
This collection of essays-all reprints-includes insightful, often poignant
quotes from the primary players in the fight for woman suffrage in Utah. Kathryn
L. MacKay's forward is a "must read" as it establishes a historical and regional
context for the essays and outlines the key issues often debated with regard to
woman suffrage. Questions include: "Why ... did the actuality of woman suffrage
emerge in the West? And why Utah? Why woman suffrage among the Mormons?
Why this status of individuated citizenship for women in society marked by male
ecclesiastical privilege and polygyny?" (p.viii). Carol Madsen's introduction also
provides a fine, if necessarily cursory, overview of those who have been involved
in the fight for the right to vote beginning with Abigail Adams's admonition to her
husband John to "remember the ladies."
Madsen provides some answers to MacKay's questions by explaining that Utah
had, before much of the nation, granted women the right to vote, extended certain
rights to married women, provided women access to divorce, and allowed married
women property rights. The introduction also provides a brief discussion for those
not quite up to speed in their Utah history. Madsen's explanation of the issues
surrounding polygamy and the Mormon/non-Mormon polarization in the state goes
a long way in providing a context for many of the essays.
The essays themselves vividly describe the main supporters and detractors for
woman suffrage in Utah and give voice to many women and men who worked daily
for years to bring one of the cornerstones of democracy to Utah's women. Many of
the writers address the apparent paradox of Mormon-often viewed by outsiders as
conservative and patriarchal-achieving the vote for women relatively early. Much
is also written about the sometimes productive, sometimes cautious, sometimes
distant association between Utah polygamous women and eastern suffragists who
were strong opponents of polygamy.
Besides profiles of the key Utah suffragists-Susan Young Gates, Emmeline
B. Wells, Eliza R. Snow, Zina D. H. Young, Emily S. Richards, Martha Hughs
Cannon, Charlotte Cobb Godbe Kirby, and Ruth May-Fox-there are also insightful pieces that explore the development of the political parties in Utah, compare
and contrast newspapers of Mormon and non-Mormon suffragists, and describe the
role women played as elected officials in Utah.
Among my favorite essays are the historical accounts by Emmeline B. Wells
and Susa Young Gates. Though each writes with a certain distance, their voices
nevertheless resonate with strength and conviction. Joan Iverson's and Lola Van
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Wagenen's pieces explore, in-depth, the relationship between national and Utah
suffragists and the role Utah women themselves played in securing suffrage, respectively. Also compelling is Jean Bickmore White's engaging, well-crafted account of Utah's 1895 constitutional convention. White's lively narrative offers the
full flavor of both proponents for and opponents to women's getting the votemost notably Brigham H. Roberts (in opposition) and Franklin S. Richards (in support).
One drawback to this collection is repetition: nearly all the essays begin with
the same background information about woman suffrage in Utah. I agree with the
book's editor that "until a full history of woman suffrage in Utah is written, this
volume will provide an overview from a variety of perspectives" (p. xi). Until that
book is written (maybe Madsen herself will take up the cause) this collection provides a well-rounded look at Utah's unique and pivotal role in woman suffrage.
Jane Reilly
Utah State University

Massacre in the Pampas, 1872: Britain and Argentina in the Age of Migration. By John Lynch. (Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 1998. xiii +
237 pp. lllustrations, tables, notes, bibliography, index. $28.95.)

This book examines the rebellion of "Tata Dios" in which thirty-six immigrants were killed in the town of Tandil, province of Buenos Aires, Argentina.
Among the book's cognate issues are the scope and limits of state authority in
Argentina in the era of national organization (1852-1880); frontier society in Argentina compared with that in the United States; the structure of rural society; popular
religion and superstition; relations between European immigrants and Argentine
landowners and gauchos. Tata Dios ("Father Almighty") was the name bestowed
on Geronimo Solane, an itinerant preacher and curandero (healer), by the gauchos
of Tandil. Although he took no direct part in the massacre, Solane was accused of
having instigated it by tying the salvation of the gauchos to the killing of foreigners in his preaching. The perpetrators of the massacre, which occurred in the early
hours of New Year's Day 1872, were quickly stopped by the authorities. Some
were immediately killed and others imprisoned and brought to trial. Three were
eventually executed. Solane himself was killed a few days after the incident, probably by vengeful Europeans.
Written by a renowned historian of Latin America, this book is enriched by
numerous sources, rigorously crafted and well-written, and highly original in content and argument. Lynch illustrates the insecurity of the gauchos as they faced the
encroachment of immigrant farmers and the coercive power of the liberal state whose
agents impressed them into the militia for service on the frontier. The author makes
an original contribution to the history of religion in rural Buenos Aires. He provides an excellent examination of "the underlying structures of rural society," illustrating the shared xenophobic attitudes of the Argentine landed classes and
gauchos toward the mainly Basque and Italian, but also British and Danish, immigrants. Anglo-Argentine diplomatic tensions sprang from British accusations that
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the Argentine government failed to protect the security of immigrants. This section
draws on consular reports of homicides and other atrocities against British settlers
before and after the Tandil massacre that graphically portray life on the Argentine
frontier before its end in 1879.
David Rock
University of California, Santa Barbara

Tales of Los Alamos: Life on the Mesa, 1943-1945. By Bernice Brode. (Los
Alamos, New Mexico: Los Alamos Historical Society, 1997. v + 157 pp. Illustrations, index. $12.95 paper.)
All at Sea: Coming of Age in World War 11, By Louis R. Harlan. (Urbana:
University of Illinois Press, 1996. xiii + 211 pp. Illustrations. $34.95.)
The Second World War drew a line across the history of the twentieth century,
both the local history of New Mexico as well as that of the nation as a whole. These
two books-a memoir of wartime Los Alamos and a memoir of the war at seashow the extent of the transformation. They also raise intriguing questions regarding the relationship between memory and history.
Bernice Brode's recollections of life at Los Alamos from 1943-1945 first appeared in 1960 in the Los Alamos house organ, LASL Community News. The Los
Alamos Historical Society should be commended for republishing these vignettes,
nine years after Brode's death, because Tales ranks with the best ofthe Los Alamos
reminiscences, including the fine collection entitled Standing By and Making Do:
Women of Wartime Los Alamos.
Brode's observations touch on many themes: the problems of living in one
another's pocket in a high-energy atmosphere; the relief provided by the Sunday
hikes in the nearby Bandelier National Monument; and the unique relationship that
Hill scientists forged with the nearby Pueblo Indians. Her discussion of the British
Mission to Los Alamos reminds us that the Manhattan Project was an international
affair and that the contributions of British Mission scientists such as Carson Mark
and James Tuck were as essential to its success as those of the more highly recognized names. Similarly, Brode's chapter on "Mesa Business,"-that is, old fashioned gossip-reflects the human side of the legendary world that gathered at "Site
Y."

Louis R. Harlan's All at Sea is both a coming of age story of a young southern
lad as well as a gritty, day-to-day account of life in the Navy from 1944-1946.
Currently University Distinguished Professor Emeritus at the University of Maryland, College Park, Harlan is well known for his biography of Booker T. Washington and for his co-editorship of the fourteen-volume Booker T. Washington papers.
In this memoir, however, he appears as a greenhorn ensign thrust into a madcap
world of idiotic commanders, semi-permanent seasickness, and numerous combat
missions, including D-Day.
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Written with exceptional grace, Harlan's All at Sea ranks with E.B. Sledge's
With the Old Breed and William Manchester's Goodbye, Darkness as the finest of
World War II memoirs. Like Manchester, Harlan weaves his persistent quest for
love and sex into his battle narratives. The image of the beautiful Vietnamese woman
begging him, after their tryst, to take her to America on his ship is not easily forgotten.
Both these books raise fascinating questions of how personal memory intersects with that loose and baggy creature we term "History." Brode penned her essays in the 1950s, and they convey an immediate feel for the situation under
discussion. Although she details the post-war scientists' entrance into national politics over nuclear issues, she offers little sense of how (or if) her views on atomic
weapons changed. Her perspective is forever locked in the formative years of Los
Alamos.
Harlan, however, often filters his views through the prism of the last 50 years
of drastic social change. He is embarrassed about his wartime positions on African
Americans, Mexican Americans, working women, women in general, and European colonialism. He even borders on cynicism regarding his participation in the
D-Day assault: "We also know better now how it all turned out, in an imperfect
world mission for the United States in the era of the Cold War" (p. ix).
Both books thus reflect the time of their writing (the 1950s/90s) as much as
they do the war years they describe. And this allows one to place another, perhaps
more timeless moral perspective, over both accounts. Each book skirts the question
of Hitler's relentless attempt to exterminate the Jews of Europe; neither mentions
the Holocaust. Yet this, surely, lay behind both the origin of Los Alamos and the
D-Day landings. Swiss physicist Hans Staub understood this. "We want to beat the
Huns," he told Brode. "That's why we come up here at all" (18). From this perspective, any effort to halt the Nazi madness, no matter how imperfect, is worthy of
praise, even if the post-war world never quite evolved into what was hoped for. It
is the continual shifts in perspective, that allow History to become an "argument
without end," and the publication of these two superb memoirs insures that the
discussion of the World War II era will continue well into the next generation.
Ferenc M. Szasz
University of New Mexico

A Zuni Life: A Pueblo Indian in Two Worlds. By Virgil Wyaco. Edited by 1. A.
Jones. Historical sketch by Carroll L. Riley. (Albuquerque: University of New
Mexico Press, 1998. viii + 145 pp. Il1ustrations. Bibliography. $35.00 cloth,
$17.95 paper.)

Virgil Wyaco, born into the Zuni tribe of New Mexico in 1926, has led a life
in some respects typical of twentieth-century Native Americans, yet unique in many
ways. Like many modern Indians, he has been able to balance the traditional world
with extensive contact with the outside. His story is presented in his own words
with the able editing and translating skills of anthropologist Jay Jones.
The glimpse of life we get is intensely personal. While willing to discuss most
of his personal beliefs, Wyaco avoids relating anything that would offend the tribe
or his family. He grew up a typical Zuni, learning much about traditional ways, yet,
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like many boys, not being too serious. After a stint at the Albuquerque Indian School
where he first encountered the modern world, he entered the U.S. Army during
World War II. As a member of an infantry unit in Europe, he saw plenty of combat
and returned home a decorated hero. Following the war, Wyaco studied at the University of New Mexico, worked for many years at Fort Wingate Army Depot. He
eventually entered tribal government. He became a member of the Zuni tribal council
in 1970. In this capacity he championed the cause of education for his people,
fought the Bureau of Indian Affairs (B.I.A.), and made quite a name for himself.
He remains an influential member of the Zuni community.
To a degree, Wyaco's story has similarities to other native autobiographies
published in recent decades. It deals with issues of balancing traditional ways with
life in modern America, with social problems such as alcohol abuse, and with an
outlook on life that, despite some setbacks, is optimistic. But in this case, we also
have a decidedly Zuni perspective-a native account of war and killing-and some
insights into the operation of tribal government.
Added to the book is a forty-page historical sketch of the Zuni people provided by Carroll L. Riley. This sketch adds perspective to the story, focusing heavily
on the pre-Columbian period, the Spanish entrada, and the pre-1900 American missionary activity. Although this material strengthens the text, it is a shame that Riley
did not delve into twentieth-century Zuni history and recent tribal developments.
This would have placed Wyaco's story in a better context, elaborating on the importance of his participation in tribal government.
Robert A. Trennert
Arizona State University

The True Poetry: The Art of Maria Izquierdo. By Elizabeth Ferrer. (New York:
America's Society Art Gallery, 1997. 127 pp. Illustrations, notes, bibliography. $29.95 paper.)
This exhibition catalog marks a recent resurgence of interest in one of Mexico's
most famous women painters. During her lifetime (1902-1955), Maria Izquierdo
was well-known in Mexico and had established a reputation in the United States as
well. The first Mexican woman ever to have a solo exhibition in the United States,
at the Art Center in New York in 1930, Izquierdo was one of only a few women to
succeed as a professional artist in Mexico during the first half of this century. The
art scene in Mexico following the Revolution was decidedly male, dominated by
los tres grandes of M'exican muralism (Diego Rivera, Jose Clemente Orozco, and
David Alfaro Siqueiros). Izquierdo, like her now more famous compatriot Frida
Kahlo, produced work that differed markedly from the grand, heroic style of Mexican muralism. She painted intimate, idiosyncratic subjects on a small scale. The
catalog, with its sixty-four beautiful color reproductions, is one of the few books
available in English on Izquierdo and introduces many readers to the delightful and
rich paintings of this significant artist.
The introductory essay by curator Elizabeth Ferrer is a well-written overview
of Izquierdo's life and work. Ferrer's survey, which is organized chronologically
and categorically, gives a clear idea of the difficulties faced by Izquierdo, as a
divorced mother of three, as she made a place for herself in the exciting post-revo-
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lutionary cultural milieu of Mexico City. The extent of Ferrer's research is made
clear by her excellent footnotes, and though the survey is brief, Ferrer touches
upon all ofthe major issues of Izquierdo's work from her involvement with popular culture to her connection to surrealism.
Olivier Debroise, a well-respected Mexican art historian, focuses on Izquierdo's
relationship with the famous Mexican painter Rufino Tamayo in the catalog's second essay. Izquierdo and Tamayo had a passionate, intimate relationship that lasted
approximately four years (1928-32). During this time, they shared a studio and
their art from this period bears striking similarities. Debroise's essay was slightly
unsatisfactory because, though he points to instances where Izquierdo was influenced by Tamayo, he intentionally side-steps the "art-historical controversy regarding Jzquierdo's possible influence on Tamayo's work." Nevertheless, he
indicates that their relationship was one of shared interests, and makes it clear that
Izquierdo, though influenced by Tamayo, developed her own unique style and preserved her own ideas even when "their art and life became intertwined" (p. 59).
The third essay, by the renowned writer Elena Poniatowska, is short, vibrant,
and fragmented. Written in poetic prose, the essay offers a kaleidoscopic account
of Izquierdo's colorful career. It provides an interesting and enjoyable contrast to
the two longer, scholarly essays. Dazzling and evocative, Poniatowska' s contribution is imbued with the insight of one who knew Izquierdo in her later years.
Overall, the catalog provides a good introduction to the oeuvre of this often
overlooked Mexican artist. As a monograph, it follows a traditional and conservative art historical approach to the work, focusing mainly on biographical issues and
secondarily on formal issues. This approach, though lacking the kind of intellectual rigor that could make it more challenging and interesting, is easily accessible
and appropriate for a general audience.
Gina McDaniel Tarver
University of Texas, Austin
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News Notes

It is with great regret that the Review announces two more departures

from its ranks. Carlos Solomon, assistant editor, has finished his Ph.D.
comprehensive exams and is heading to California to research and write
his dissertation. Shirley Linder, assistant editor, is in the process of
finishing her master's degree. She hopes eventually to land a permanent
position in historical editing. We wish them both the best of luck.
The Historical Society of New Mexico will hold its 1999 annual conference in Alamogordo, New Mexico, 8-10 April 1999. Proposals for single
papers, sessions, panels, and discussion groups are being accepted on
any aspect of New Mexico's Spanish, Mexican, Territorial, and statehood periods. Proposals related to the immediate Borderlands region
encompassing Texas, Arizona, and northern Mexico are also welcome. In
1999, Alamogordo and Otero County will be observing their 100th anniversary. Papers and sessions on the history and personalities associated with the founding of Alamogordo and the development of Otero
County and southern New Mexico are especially appropriate. Other subject areas may include science and technology, mining, agriculture, and
the livestock and timber industries. The recent events surrounding the
400th anniversary of the founding of the Spanish colony by Diego de
Vargas, the Spanish American War, and the Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo
are also timely subjects for 1999. Individual papers should not exceed 25
minutes in length (10-12 typewritten pages) and individual proposals
should not exceed one page. Proposals must include names, addresses,
and phone numbers of presenters, a title and description of the subject,
and a ·short biographical paragraph about each presenter. Send proposals to: Conference Program Chair/Historical Society of New Mexico/PO
Box 1912/Santa Fe NM 87504. You may also fax them to Robert 1. Torrez
at (505) 476-7909. For more information, contact Robert Torrez at (505)
476-7955.
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The Buffalo Bill Historical Center in Cody, Wyoming will host its nationally recognized Plains Indian Seminar 17-19 September 1999. The conference will address the theme The Horse as Symbol in Plains Indian
Cultures. The horse rapidly changed in America from a symbol of European power at the time of contact into one of the predominant visual
symbols of American Indian ethnicity. The acquisition of horses by Native peoples led to a rapid transformation of Plains Indian life. While
Plains artists may have been motivated by aesthetic concerns in their
use of horse imagery, their representations also reflect the broader social context of the time they were produced. Presentations are also encouraged that focus on the place and role of the horse in contemporary
tribal communities. Experts from tribal communities, historians, anthropologists, art historians, artists, folklorists, and other interested persons are invited to submit a proposal along with an abbreviated resume
by 15 March 1999 to Lillian Turner, Public Programs Coordinator/Buffalo
Bill Historical Center/nO Sheridan Ave./Cody WY 82414. For more
information, e-mail Lillian Turner at programs@wavecom.net or call (307)
578-4028.
ABC-Clio has released America: History and Life onto the World Wide
Web, which has been recognized as the leading historical bibliography
devoted to the study of the United States and Canada from prehistory to
the present. America: History and Life comprises over 350,000 bibliographic entries culled from dissertations, book and media reviews, and
more than 2,000 scholarly journals of interest to researchers of United
States and Canadian history. Approximately 16,000 new citations are
added to the database each year. ABC-Clio has also released Historical
Abstracts on the World Wide Web. For over 45 years, Historical Abstracts has been recognized as the leading historical bibliography devoted to the study of the world outside the United States and Canada
from 1450 to the present. Published since 1954, Historical Abstracts
comprises approximately half a million bibliographic entries culled from
dissertations, book citations, and more than 2000 scholarly journals of
interest to researchers in the historical community. Materials originally
published in more than 40 languages are covered and approximately
20,000 new citations are added to the database each year. For more information about these World Wide Web releases, contact Euzetta Williams,
Product Manager, Serials/(805) 968-1911, ext. 170.
The Library of Congress announces that Christopher Columbus's "Book
of Privileges," a collection of 36 original documents by which Queen
Isabella I of Castile and her husband, King Ferdinand of Aragon, granted
titles, revenues, and power to the explorer and his descendants, will be
on view beginning 27 August 1998 in "American Treasures of the Li-
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brary of Congress." The "Book of Privileges" will replace Thomas
Jefferson's rough draft of the Declaration of Independence as the centerpiece of the exhibition in the "Top Treasures" exhibition case. The
exhibition is also available online at www.loc.gov, which allows viewers
to see 145 items from the exhibition and to read about their significance
in the history of the United States. For recorded information about the
exhibition, call (202) 707-3834 or (202) 707-6200 TTY.
The National Cowboy Hall of Fame and Western Heritage Center hosted
ceremonies for 1998 inductees into the Rodeo Hall of Fame in October
1998. A life-size bronze sculpture of Ben Johnson was unveiled and a
presentation of the first Ben Johnson Memorial Award will be made to
rodeo's unofficial number-one ambassador, Clem McSpadden. Pam
Minick, TNN Championship Rodeo commentator, will also be honored as
the recipient of 1998 's Tad Lucas Memorial Award. For information about
this or any other event, contact Lynda Haller, Director of Public Relations at the National Cowboy Hall of Fame at 1700 Northeast 63rd St./
Oklahoma City OK73 III or call (404) 478-2250, ext. 221.
The Amon Carter Museum and the Modern Art Museum of Fort Worth,
Texas announced that their museums will jointly present the acclaimed
national traveling exhibition, "Self-Taught Artists of the 20th Century:
An American Anthology," organized and circulated by the Museum of
American Folk Art, New York. Included are works by such established
luminaries as Grandma Moses (1860-1961), Horace Pippin (1888-1946),
Martin Ramirez (1895- 1963), and Morris Hirshfield (1872-1946) as well
as younger artists such as Purvis Young (b. 1943) and Ken Grimes (b.
1947). This exceptionally large show-over 250 pieces-will be on view
concurrently at the Amon Carter Museum and the Modern Art Museum
of Fort Worth from 1 November 1998 to 24 January 1999. For more information about this or any other exhibit, contact either Ruth Ann Rugg,
Public Relations Manager at the Amon Carter Museum at (817) 7381933, e-mail ruthann.rugg@cartermuseum.org or call Carri Ann
Wantuchowicz, Public Information Officer at the Modern Art Museum
of Fort Worth at (817) 738-9215, e-mail carriann@mamfw.org. The Amon
Carter Museum is also moving forward with expansion plans that will
more than triple the size of the galleries for art displays in addition to
creating one of Fort Worth's most memorable public spaces. For more
information about the expansion, contact Bob Workman, Assistant Director, at (817) 738-1933.
The Denver Public Library announces the winner of the 1998 Caroline
Bancroft History Prize: Dust Bowl Migrants in the American Imagination, by Charles J. Shindo. The library is now accepting entries for the
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1999 award. The entries must be received or post-marked no later than
midnight, 31 March 1999. The annual prize is a minimum of $1 ,000 to the
author of the winning entry. The award itself was established in 1986 at
the bequest of Caroline Bancroft, a noted chronicler of Colorado history. Entries must be a published book in English, copyrighted in 1998,
with a minimum of 200 pages. Self-published books or reprints without
significant new material do not qualify. The staff of the Western History/Genealogy Department will judge the entries. The area of consideration is the trans-Mississippi West from prehistoric times to the present.
The geographical area is all states west of the Mississippi River, Alaska,
the Canadian and Mexican borderlands, and Hawaii. Three copies of the
book with a cover letter should be submitted to: Eleanor M. Gehres,
Manager/Western History Genealogy Department/Denver Public Library/
lOW. Fourteenth Avenue Parkway/Denver CO 80204-2731. For more
information, call (303) 640-6285.
In Erratum: The Review incorrectly listed Dr. John Porter Bloom's affiliation in its October 1998 Book Reviews. His correct affiliation is Las
Cruces, New Mexico. The Review regrets the error.
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426-27
Baker, Ele, 126, 137, 138
Bakken, Gordon Morris, reviews
Murder & Justice in Frontier
New Mexico, 1821-1846 by
Jill Mocho, 76-77
Bales, Rebecca, reviews
Choctaws and Missionaries
in Mississippi, 1818-1918,
by Clara Sue Kidwell, 27677
Ball, Durwood, "Fort Craig, New
Mexico, and the Southwest
Indian Wars, 1854-1884,"
153-73
Bandurraga, Peter L., reviews
The Sagebrush State:
Nevada's History, Government, and Politics, by
Michael W. Bowers, 175-76
Bannister, L. Ward, 39
Barr, Alwyn reviews Black
Frontiersman: The Memoirs
of Henry O. Flipper, First
Black Graduate of West
Point, ed. Theodore D.
Harris, 277-78
Bureau of Reclamation, 52
Barry, Frank J., 57,62
Barry Goldwater: Native Arizo-
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nian, by Peter Iverson,
reviewed, 304-5
Bass, Demetrius M., 103
Batalla, Guillermo Bonfil, 402
Battle of Glorieta, 99, 160
Battle of Valverde, 99
Baxter, John 0., Dividing New
Mexico's Waters, 1700-1912,
reviewed, 308-9
Baylor, John Robert, 99
Beers, Roland F., 363
Before Rebellion: Letters &
Reports of Jacobo
Sedelmayr, S.J., trans.
Daniel Matson, ed. Bernard
L. Fontana, reviewed, 18485
Begay, Nasja, 47
Beninato, Stefanie, reviews
Cowboys & Cave Dwellers:
Basketmaker Archaeology in
Utah's Grand Gulch Area by
Fred M. Blackburn and Ray
A. Williamson, 77-78
Bennett, Clarence, 165
Bergere, Maria Alvira Estela,
238
Berlo, Janet Catherine, ed.,
Textile Traditions of
Mesoamerica and the Andes:
An Anthology, reviewed,
275-76
Bernalillo, NM, 19
Biebel, Charles D. reviews
Dreams and Promises: The
Story of the Armand Hammer
United World College, by
Theodore D. Lockwood,
427-28
Bierstadt, Albert, 207
Biolsi, Thomas, ed., 1ndians and
Anthropologists: Vine
Deloria, Jr. and the Critique
of Anthropology, reviewed,
283-84
Colorado River Compact 25-44
Blackburn, Fred M., Cowboys &
Cave Dweller: Basketmaker
Archaeology in Utah's
Grand Gulch Area, reviewed,
77-78
Black Frontiersman: The Memoirs of Henry O. Flipper,

INDEX
First Black Graduate of West
Point, ed. Theodore D.
Harris, reviewed, 277-78
Blea, Irene L, reviews My
History, Not Yours: The
Formation of Mexican
American Biography, by
Genaro M. Padilla, 93-94
Blodgett, Peter J., reviews Frank
Hamilton Cushing and the
Hemenway Southwestern
Archaeological Expedition,
1886-1889, vol. I, ed. Curtis
M. Hinsley and David R.
Wilcox, 176-77
Bloom, John Porter, reviews Mr.
Polk's Army: The American
Military Experience in the
Mexican War by Richard
Bruce Winders, 278-79;
reviews On the Prairie of
Palo Alto: Historical A
Archaeology of the
U.S.-Mexican War Battlefield, by Charles M. Haecker
and Jeffrey G. Mauck, 42829
Blue Horses Rush In: Poems and
Stories, by Luci Tapahonso,
reviewed, 285-86
Blue Point Trading Post, NM,
255
Bonar, Eulalie H., ed., Woven by
the Grandmothers:
Nineteenth-Century Navajo T
Textiles from the National
Museum of the American
Indian, reviewed, 88-89
Bonneville, Benjamin L.E., 158
Book Notes, 95-96,201-2,31112, 439-40
Boone and Crockett Club, 236
Bosque Redondo, NM, 162, 166
Boulder Canyon Project, 26
Bowers, Michael W., The Sagebrush State: Nevada's
History, Government, and
Politics, reviewed, 175-76
Boyle, W.A., 363
Bradley, Richard, '48
Brescia, Michael M.,"The Treaty
of Guadalupe Hidalgo as a
Living Document: Water and
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Land Use Issues in Northern
New Mexico," 32l-A5
Brew, John Otis, 130, 131, 132,
141
Brewerton, 0eorge Douglas,
207-233
Brewerton, Henry, 208
Bridge Canyon Dam, 44
Bridgers, Lynn, Death 's Deceiver: The Life of Joseph P.
Machebeuf, reviewed, 294
Britten, Thomas A. American
Indians in World War I: At
Home and at War, reviewed,
431
Brody, J.1., Pueblo Indian
Painting: Tradition and
Modernism in New
Mexico, 1900-1930, reviewed, 303-4
Brooks, Joseph G., reviews
Shavetails and Bell Sharps:
The History of the U.S. Army
Mule, by Emmitt M. Essin,
279-80
Broughton, William H., reviews
The Hernando de Soto
Expedition: History, Historiography, and "Discovery" in
the Southeast, ed. Patricia
Galloway, 280-81
Brower, David, 48
Brown, J.G., 221
Brown, Oscar, 164, 166
Brugge, David M. reviews Wild
Plants and Native Peoples of
The Four Corners, by William W. Dunmire and Gail D.
Tierny, 177-78
Bureau of Land Management,
360
Bureau of Mines, 363
Bureau of Reclamation, 47
Burford, Miles W., 242
Bursum Bill, 375
Bush, Wendell, 260
Butcher, Devereux, 50
Cache la Poudre Valley, 30
The Caddos, the Wichitas, andthe
United States, 1846-1901,
by F. Todd Smith, reviewed,
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California Column in NM, 109
California Volunteer Infantry in
NM, 161
Camino Real, 413
Camp, Roderic Ai, reviews
Myths, Misdeeds, and Misunderstandings: The Roots of
Conflict in U.S.-Mexican
Relations, ed. Jaime E.
Rodriguez O. and Kathryn
Vincent, 281 ~82
Campbell, Jack, 362
Campbell, John Martin, Few and
Far Between: Moments in the
North American Desert,
reviewed, 196-97
Canby, Edward R.S., 99, 101
160, 161
Canon de Chelly, 159, 162
Canon del Muerto, 160
Carhart, Arthur, 245
Carillo, Juan, 100
Carleton, James, 107, 108, 161,
163,164,166,167
Carlsbad, NM, 348, 354, 356,
358
Carlsbad Caverns, 352, 353, 355
Carmony, Neil B., ed., Apache
Days and Tombstone Nights:
John Clum's Autobiography
1877-1887, reviewed, 91-92
Carnett, Daniel R., reviews
Protestantism, Capitalism,
and Nature in America,
by Mark Stoll, 282-83
Carpenter, Delphus Emory, 2543
Carpenter Reservoir Bill, 29
Carson, Kit, 162
Carson National Forest, NM, 362
Carter, Thomas, ed. Images of an
American Land: Vernacular
Architecture in the W
Western United States,
reviewed 89-91
Casas Grandes, Mexico, 396
Casper, Scott E., reviews Selected Letters of Bret Harte,
ed. Gary Scharnhorst, 78-79
Catlin, George, 219
Cave, Dorothy, Four Trails to
Valor: From Ancient Foot-
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prints to Modern Battlefields: A Journey of Four
Peoples, reviewed, 430
Chamberlain, Kathleen, reviews
Navajo and Photography: A
Critical History of the R
Representation of an American People, by James C.
Faris, 178~79
Chandler, Daniel, 154, 157
Chappel, Alonzo, 221
Chupadera Mesa, 367
Chardon's Journal at Fort Clark,
1834-1839: Descriptive of
Life on the Upper Missouri,
ed. Annie Heloise Abel,
reviewed, 293
Chariot Program, 352
Chaves, Manuel, 99
Chavez, Francisco, 114
Chavez, Thomas E., reviews A
Harvest of Reluctant Souls:
The Memorial of Fray Alonso
de Benavides, 1630 ed. Baker
H. Morrow, 80
Chavez Chavez, Jorge, "Retrato
del Indio Barbaro. Proceso
de Justificaci6n de la
Barbarie de los Indios del
Septentri6n Mexicano y
formaci6n de la Cultura
Nortena," 389-424
Chicanismo: The Forging of a
Militant Ethos Among
Mexican Americans, by
Ignacio M. Garcia, reviewed
431-32
Chili Ii, NM, 132, 145
Chimay6, NM, 330
Choctaws and Missionaries in
Mississippi, 1818~1918, by
Clara Sue Kidwell reviewed,
276~77

Chrisman, James R., reviews The
Journals of Patrick Gass:
Member of the Lewis a
and Clark Expedition, ed.
Carol Lynn MacGregor 42930
Cibola National Forest, 243, 243
Civil War, 99~119
Clever, A.P., 113
Clifford, Nathan, 336

INDEX
Cochiti Indians, 11
Colgate, Samuel, 208
Collier, John, 16
Colman, Samuel, 221
Colorado River Compact, 25-43
Colorado River Company, 26
Colorado River Storage Project,
46
Colston, Stephen A., reviews
Afexico's Sierra
Tarahumara: A Photohistory
of the People of the Edge, by
W. Dirk Raat And George R.
Janecek, 179-80
Colyer, Vincent, 167
Comadres: Hispanic Women of
the Rio Puerco Valley, ed.
Nasario Garcia, reviewed,
433-34
Comanche Indians, 154, 163,
390, 393-95, 397-98,401,
403,405,407,411
Comparing Cowboys and Frontiers, by Richard W. Slatta,
reviewed, 289-90
Confederate Army in New
Mexico 105
Connell-Szasz, Margaret, reviews
Indians and Anthropologists:
Vine Deloria, Jr. and the
Critique of Anthropology, ed.
Thomas Bio1si and Larry J.
Zimmerman, 283-84
Connelly, Henry, 113
Contreras, Matias, 100
"Convento Kivas in the Missions
of New Mexico," by James
E. Ivey, 121-52
Corcoran, William Wilson, 208
Cortes, Hernan, 123
Cotter, John V., 104
Court of Private Land Claims,
339, 341
Cowan, George, 359
Cowboys & Cave Dwellers:
Basketmaker Archaeology in
Utah's Grand Gulch Area by
Fred M. Blackburn and Ray
A. Williamson, reviewed,
77-78
Cox-Paul, Loria A., ed., A
Frontier Army Christmas,
reviewed 197-98
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Cozzens, Samuel W., 12
Crisp, James E., reviews The
Afexican National Army,
1822-1852 by William A
A. DePalo, Jr., 284-85
Crittenden, George B., 157
Cummings, Byron, 47
Curtis, Edward S., 257
Davis, Arthur Powell, 33
Davis, Jerry A., reviews Reuben
Snake, Your Humble Serpent:
Indian Visionary and Activist, as told to Jay C. Fikes,
81-82
Dawson, Joseph G. III, reviews
The Mormon Battalion: U.S.
Army of the West, 18461848, by Norma Baldwin
Ricketts, 180-81
Deas, Charles, 219
Death's Deceiver: The Life of
Joseph P. Afachebeuf; by
Lynn B Bridgers, reviewed,
294
"Defending the Park System: The
Controversy Over Rainbow
Bridge," by Mark W. Harvey,
44-67
De la Cruz, Jose, 100
DePalo, William A., Jr., The
Afexican National Army,
1822-1852, reviewed, 28485
Department of Defense Environmental Management Program, 349
Department of Energy (DOE),
348, 360, 366
Department of New Mexico, 154
Department of the Interior, 33
Dern, G.B., 27
Devin, Thomas, 168
Dinosaur National Monument,
44-67
Discovering Dinosaurs in the Old
West: The Field Journals of
Arthur Lakes, ed. Michael F.
Kohl and John S. McIntosh,
reviewed,301-2
Dividing New Afexico 's Waters
1700-1912, by John O.
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Baxter, reviewed, 308-9
Dobie, J. Frank, 13
Dobson, Julia, reviews Blue
Horses Rush In: Poems and
Stories, by Luci Tapahonso,
285-86
Dominy, Floyd, 57
Dona Ana County, NM, 109
Dreams and Promises: The Story
of the Armand Hammer
United World College, by
Theodore D. Lockwood,
reviewed, 427-28
Dreams of Development
Colombia's National School
of Mines and Its Engineers,
1887-1970, by Pamela S.
Murray, reviewed, 194-95
Dryden, Charles W., A-Train:
Memoirs of a Tuskegee
Airman, reviewed, 295
Dunmire, William W., Wild
Plants and Native Peoples of
The Four Corners, reviewed,
177-78
Durango, CO, 401
Dwyer, Edward B., ed, Textile
Traditions of Mesoamerica
and the Andes: An Anthology, reviewed, 275-76
Eales, Anne Bruner, Army Wives
on the American Frontier:
Living by the Bugles, reviewed, 193-94
Echo Park Dam, 44-67
Eddy County, NM, 367
Eisenhower, Dwight D., 49, 34951
Elam, Harry J., Jr., Taking It to
the Streets: The Social
Protest Theater of Luis
Valdez and Amiri Baraka,
reviewed, 425-26
E1 Bosquecito, NM, 111
Elena Gallegos Grant, 19
Elephant Butte Reservoir, NM,
30
EI Paso Natural Gas, 361-63,
365, 366
EI Tajo, NM, Ill, 113
Ely, Sims, 27
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Emerson, Frank, 36
Emmerich, Lisa E., reviews Red
Cloud: Warrior-Statesman of
the Lakota Sioux, by Robert
W. Larson, 286-87
Epperson, Steven, reviews The
Saintly Scoundrel: The Life
and Times of Dr. John Cook
Bennett, by Andrew F. Smith,
287-88
Erickson, Bruce A., reviews
Nicaragua without Illusions:
Regime Transition and
Structural Adjustment in the
1990s, ed. Thomas W.
Walker 288-89
Essin, Emmett M., Shavetails
and Bell Sharps: The History
of the U.S. Army Mule,
reviewed, 279-80
Etu1ain, Richard W., ed., Religion in Modern New Mexico,
reviewed, 92-93
Explorers, Traders, and Slavers:
Forging the Old Spanish
Trail, 1678-1850, by Joseph
P. Sanchez, reviewed, 199200
Fairholme, William, Journal of
an Expedition to the Grand
Prairies of the Missouri,
1840, ed. Jack B. Tykal,
reviewed, 297-98
Fall, Albert B., 375
famine, 110
Faris, James C., Navajo and
Photography: A Critical
History of the Representation
of an American People,
reviewed, 178-79
Farmington, NM, 348
Federation of Western Outdoor
Clubs, 62
Few and Far Between: Moments
in the North American
Desert, by John Martin
Campbell, reviewed, 196-97
Fewkes, J. Walter, 258
Fifth California Infantry in NM,
110
Fikes, Jay C. (as told to), Reuben
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Snake, Your Humble Serpent:
Indian Visionary and Activist, reviewed, 81-82
First California Cavalry in NM,
114
First New Mexico Cavalry, 114
First New Mexico Militia, 102
Fisher, Reginald, 125, 136
Fleming, Elvis E., reviews Four
Trails to Valor: From
Ancient Footprints to
Modern Battlefields: A
Journey of Four Peoples, by
Dorothy Cave, 430
Fontana, Bernard L., ed., Before
Rebellion: Letters & Reports
of Jacobo Sedelmayr, S.J.,
trans. Daniel Matson, reviewed, 184-85
Forest Products Laboratory, 247
Fort Bliss, TX, 154
Fort Craig, NM, 100-1, 109,113,
153-73
Fort Defiance, AZ, 154
Fort Fillmore, NM, 154
Fort March, NM, 154
Fort Massachusetts, CO, 154
Fort McRae, NM, 165
Fort Stanton, NM, 157
Fort Thorn, NM, 154
Foster, Kenneth, 263
Four Trails to Valor: From
Ancient Footprints to Modern
Battlefields: A Journey of
Four Peoples, by Dorothy
Cave, reviewed, 430
Francaviglia, Richard, reviews
Comparing Cowboys and
Frontiers, by Richard W.
Slatta, 289-90
Francis, Lee, 363
Franciscans, 121, 142-44
Frank Hamilton Cushing and the
Henenway Southwestern
Archaeological Expedition,
1886-1889, vol. I, ed. Curtis
M. Hinsley and David R.
Wilcox, reviewed, 176-77
Fray Alonso de Benavides, 122,
397
Fray Alonso de Posadas, 143
Fray Andres Juarez, 130
Fray Francisco Letrado, 127

III

Fray Geronimo de Zarate
Salmeron, 143
Fray Pedro de Ortega, 130
Fremont, John C., 211
Friends of the Earth, 62
Froebel, Julius, 411
Froidevaux, Frances Love, ed.,
Lady's Choice: Ethel
Waxham 's Journals &
Letters, 1905-1910, reviewed, 192-93
A Frontier Documentary: Sonora
and Tucson, 1821-1848, ed.
Kieran McCarty, reviewed,
305-6
Frontier society, 393-401
Galisteo Basin, NM, 144
Galisteo pueblos, 128
Galler, Robert W., Jr. reviews
American Indians in World
War I: At Home and at
War, by Thomas A. Britten,
431
Galloway, Patricia, ed. The
Hernando de Soto Expedition: History, Historiography, and "Discovery" in the
Southeast, reviewed, 280-81
Game Without End: State Terror
and the Poloitics of Justice,
by Jaime Malumud-Goti,
reviewed, 83-84
Garcia, Antonio Jose, 108
Garcia, Candelario, 107
Garcia, Domingo, 102
Garcia, F. Chris, reviews
Chicanismo: The Forging of
a Militant Ethos Among
Mexican Americans, by
Ignacio M. Garcia, 431-32
Garcia, Ignacio M., Chicanismo:
The Forging of a Militant
Ethos Among Mexican A
Americans, reviewed, 431-32
GarcRa, Nasario, ed., Comadres:
Hispanic Women of the Rio
Puerco Valley, reviewed,
433-34
Gardner, Mark L., ed., The
Mexican War Correspondence of Richard Smith
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Elliott, reviewed, 299-300
Garland, John, 157
Garrison, A.F., 109
"George Douglas Brewerton
(1827-1901): Pioneer Artist
of Territorial New Mexico,"
by Jourdan Houston, 207-33
Gerhart, William R., 167
Getty, George, 167
Gila National Forest, 246
Gila River, 153
Gillette, King C., 256
Gish, Robert Franklin, Beautiful
Swift Fox: Erna Fergusson
and the Modern Southwest,
reviewed, 187-88
Giusewa, 14 I, 142, 144
Glen Canyon, 48
Glen Canyon Dam, 44
Glorieta Pass, NM, 105
goats, 7-24
"Goats and Rivers Together
Again for the First Time!:
Shifting Perspectives on
Environmental History in the
Southwest," by Andrew W.
Kirk, 1-5
Goetzmann, William H., reviews
News ol the Plains and
Rockies, 1803-1865:
Original narratives of
overland travel and adventure selected from the
Wagner-Camp bibliography
of Western Americana, vol.
2, compiled by David A.
White, 290-91; reviews The
Journals of the Lewis &
Clark Expedition ... The
Journals ofJoseph
Whitehouse, May 14, 1804April 2, 1806, ed. Gary E.
Moulton, 181-82
Goldman, Henry H., reviews
Wide Ruins: Memoriesfi'om
a Navajo Trading Post,
by Sallie Wagner, 291-92
Goldwater, Barry, 56
Gomez-Quinones, Juan, reviews
On the Edge of Empire: The
Taos Hacienda olLos
Martinez, by David J. Weber,
182-83
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Gonzales, Felipe, 101
Granger, Gordon, 168
Grant, Ulysses S. ,167
Graulich, Michel, Myths of
Ancient Mexico, reviewed,
436-37
Gray, Susan E., reviews The
Arizona Diary of Lily
Fremont, 1878-1881, ed.
by Mary Lee Spence, 292
Graydon, Alexander, 101
Graydon, James "Paddy", 99,
102, 105
Green, Henry, 165, 168
Green, Tom, 99
Green River, 48
Gregg, Josiah, 12, 216
Gross, Kelly and Company in
Trinidad, CO, 14
Gross and Blackwell Company in
Las Vegas, NM, 14
Grover, Cuvier, 167
Groves, Leslie R., 347
Guadalupe Hidalgo. See Treaty
of Guadalupe Hidalgo
Guthrie, John D., 237
Gutierrez, Juan, 100
Haecker, Charles M., On the
Prairie of Palo Alto: Historical Archaeology of the U
U.S.-Mexican War Battlefield, reviewed, 428-29
Haile, Berard, 263
Halleck, Henry W., 163
Halliday, William, 54
Hancock, Winfield Scott, 167
Handy-Marchello, Barbara,
reviews Chardon's Journal at
Fort Clark, 1834-1839:
Descriptive of Life on the
Upper Missouri, ed.
Annie Heloise Abel, 293
Hanks, Nancy N. reviews
Death 's Deceiver: The Lile of
Joseph P. Machebeuf; by
Lynn Bridgers, 294
Hann, John H., A History of the
Timucua Indians and Missions, reviewed, 82-83
Hansen, Wallace R., 50
Harding, Chester, 221

INDEX
Harris, Theodore D., ed., Black
Frontiersman: The Memoirs
of Henry O. Flipper, First
Black Graduate of West
Point, reviewed, 277-78
Hart, Albert Bushnell, 60
A Harvest of Reluctant Souls:
The Memorial of Fray Alonso
de Benavides, 1630, ed.
Baker H. Morrow, reviewed,
80
Harvey, Mark T., "Defending the
Park System: The Controversy Over Rainbow
Bridge," 44-67
Hatton, L.W., 109
Hawikuh, 144, 145
Hawikuh Mission, 127
Hayes, Alden, 125-26, 128, 13839
Haytden, Carl, 50
Heard, J. Norman, Handbook of
the American Frontier: Four
Centuries of Indian-White
Relationships, vol. IV,
reviewed,432-33
Heidler, Jeanne T., reviews
A-Train: Memoirs of a
Tuskegee Airman, by Charles
W. Dryden, 295
Heller, Agnes, 402
Heller, Richard, 16
The Hernando de Soto Expedition : History, Historiography, and "Discovery" in the
Southeast, ed. Patricia
Galloway, reviewed, 280-81
Herrera, Carlos R., reviews
Before Rebellion: Letters
Reports of Jacobo
Sedelmayr, .S.J., trans. Daniel
Matson, ed. Bernard L.
Fontana, 184-85
Hetch Hetchy, 60
Higgins, Gary W., 359
Hinds, Hugh L., 110, III
Hinsley, Curtis M., ed., Frank
Hamilton Cushing and the
Henenway Southwestern
Archaeological Expedition,
1886-1889, vol. 1, reviewed,
176-77
Hirt, Paul, reviews Water, Land,
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and Law in the West: The
Limits of Public Policy,
1850-1920, by Donald J.
Pisani, 296-97
Hispanic land grants and water
litigation, 379
A History of the Timucua Indians
and Missions, by John H.
Hann, reviewed, 82-83
Holtby, David V., "In Passing:
Calvin P. Horn," 69-73
Holthaus, Gary, Wide Skies:
Finding a Home in the West,
reviewed, 426-27
Holum, Kenneth, 57
Holzer, Fred, 363, 365
Homicide, Race and Justice in
the American West, 18801920, by Clare V. McKanna,
Jr., reviewed, 306-7
Hoover, Herbert, 34
Hoover, Herbert T. reviews
Journal of an Expedition to
the Grand Prairies of the
Missouri, 1840, by William
Fairholme, ed. Jack B.
Tykal, 297-98
Hopi Indians, I I, 130
Horn, Calvin P., 69-73
House Committee on Appropriations, 54
Houston, Jourdan, "George
Douglas Brewerton (18271901): Pioneer Artist of
Territorial New Mexico,"
207-233
Hubbard, Jack, 349
Hubbell, Lorenzo, 15-16
Humstone, Mary M., reviews The
Mountain West: Interpreting
the Folk Landscape, by Terry
G. Jordan, 183-84
.
Huning, Franz, 114
Hunner, Jon, reviews Valley of
the Shining Stone: The Story
of Abiquiu, by Lesley
Poling-Kempes, 298-99
Hunter, Harold J., 103
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Images of an American Land:
The Western United States,
ed. Thomas Carter, reviewed,
89-91
Indians and Anthropologists:
Vine Deloria, Jr. and the
Critique of Anthropology, ed.
Thomas Biolsi and Larry J.
Zimmerman, reviewed, 28384
Indian Wars; Hispanic justification of, 389-424; in the
Southwest, 153-73
Innes, George, 221
"In Passing: Calvin P. Horn," by
David V. Holtby, 69-73
Interstate Streams Commissioner,
40
Isleta Pueblo, 143,396
Iverson, Peter, Barry Goldwater:
Native Arizonian, reviewed,
304-5
Ivey, James E., "Convento Kivas
in the Missions of New
Mexico," 121-52
Izaak Walton League, 58
James J. Hill: Empire Builder of
the Northwest, by Michael P.
Malone, reviewed, 84-85
Janecek, George R., Mexico's
Sierra Tarahumara: A
Photohistory of the People
of the Edge, reviewed, 17980
Jaramillo, Dionisio, 100
Jaramillo, Josepha, 212
Jemez, NM, 143
Jicarilla Apache Reservation, 362
Jicarilla Apaches, 363,379
Johannsen, Robert W., reviews
The Mexican War Correspondence of Richard Smith
Elliott, ed. by Mark L.
Gardner and Marc Simmons,
299-300
Johnson, Ed, 39
Johnson, Franc Lynette, 253-68
Johnson, Frank Lewis, 253
Johnson, Hiram, 36
Johnson, Judith R., The Penitentiaries in Arizona, Nevada,
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New Mexico and Utah from
1900 to 1980, reviewed, 437
Johnson, Priscilla Woodard, 253
Jordan, Terry G., The Mountain
West: Interpreting the Folk
Landscape, reviewed, 83-84
Jornada del Muerto, 153, 167,
211,348
Journal of an Expedition to the
Grand Prairies of the Missouri, 1840, by William
Fairholme, ed. Jack B. Tykal,
reviewed, 297-98
The Journals of Patrick Gass:
Member of the Lewis and
Clark Expedition, ed. Carol
Lynn MacGregor, reviewed
429-30
The Journals of the Lewis &
Clark Expedition ... The
Journals of Joseph
Whitehouse, May 14, 1804April 2, 1806, ed. Gary E.
Moulton, reviewed, 181-82

Kachina cult, 130
Kearny, Stephen, 339
Kendrick, AI, 364
Kennedy, John F., 352
Kenney, Jim, 361
Kensett, John F., 218
Keres Indians, 396
Kern, Edward Meyer, 208
Kern, Richard Hovenden, 208
Kickapoo Indians, 397
Kidder, Alfred, 128, 135
Kidwell, Clara Sue, Choctaws
and Missionaries in Mississippi, 1818-1918, reviewed,
276-77
Kiowa Indians, 154, 163
Kirk, Andrew W., "Goats and
Rivers Together Again for
the First Time!: Perspectives
on Environmental History in
the Southwest," 1-5; reviews Aldo Leopold: A
Fierce Green Fire, by
Marybeth Lorbiecki, 185-86
kivas, 121-52
Klah, Hosteen, 256, 258, 267
Kluckhohn, Clyde, 263

INDEX
Kneippe, Leon, 239
Knight, Caroline L., 208
Kohl, Michael F., ed. Discovering Dinosaurs in the Old
West: The Field Journals
of Arthur Lakes, reviewed,
301-2
Kubler, George, 124, 125, 126
Lady's Choice: Ethel Waxham's
Journals & Letters, 19051910, ed. Barbara Love and
Frances Love Froidevaux
reviewed, 192-93
La Joya, NM, 100, 107, 109
Lake Powell Dam, 44
Lamberg, Emilio, 411
Lambert, Jack, 262
Lambert, Marjorie, 258
Lambshead Legacy: The Ranch
Diary of Watt R. Matthews,
ed. Janet M. Neugebauer,
reviewed, 186-87
Lamphere, Louise, 263
"The Land Makes the Man: New
Mexico's Influence on the
Conservationist Aldo
Leopold," by Marybeth
Lorbiecki, 235-52
Lang, Willis L., 103
Lange, Patricia Fogelman, "The
Spiritual W orId of Franc
Johnson Newcomb," 253-68
La Parida, NM, III
Large, Alfred, 217
Largo, Jose, 162
Larson, Robert W., Red Cloud:
Warrior-Statesman of the
Lakota Sioux, reviewed,
286-87
Las Humanas, 128, 129, 132,
134, 141, 144, 145
La Vere, David, reviews A
History of the Timucua
Indians and Missions, by
John H. Hann, 300-1
Lawrence Radiation Laboratory
(LRL), 350, 356, 359, 363
League of the Southwest, 32
Leary, Kevin, 366
Lee, Joyce Glover, Rolando
Hinojosa and the American
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Dream, reviewed, 307-8
Lemitar, NM, 101, 107, III
Leonard, Richard, 63
Leopold, AIda, 235-52
Lewis, Bonnie Sue, reviews
Handbook of the American
Frontier: Four Centuries
of 1ndian- White Relationships, vol. IV, by J. Norman
Heard, 432-33
Lewis, William Henry, 114
Litigation; of water, 371-87
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